

































The owner of a North Saanich 
pre-school got the shock of her 
life Thursday when she saw a 
cougar 12 feet away, in the forest 
on her property next to the B.C. 
Ferries Swartz Bay terminal.
“I wasn’t the first person to see 
it,” said Toad School owner 
Gayle Geyssen. Four neighbor­
hood boys ran out of the bush and 
said they saw a cougar. At first 
Geyssen thought they were exag­
gerating. Then she saw it herself.
“It was unmistakably a cougar 
the size of a very, very large 
German shepherd,” Geyssen said.
“I hope it is the last one I ever see. 
Although it is beautiful, it is quite 
a frightening thing to sec in a 
residential area.
“Once you see a cougar in the 
wild in an area you’re familiar 
with they are unmistakable.”
She reported the sighting to 
Sidney RCMP. Sgt. Jim Peters 
said officers checked the area but 
did not find the cougar.
“We wouldn’t destroy the ani­
mal unless someone’s life was in 
imminent danger,” said Peters. A 
provincial Wildlife Branch officer 
in Duncan was called to report the 
sighting and request that the ani­
mal be tracked and r^ipovcd.
The cougar was iri'a forested 
area at the bottom .of the Trident 
Place Toad School property off 
Lands End Road, near the ferry 
terminal. Geyssen said it had two 
paws on a rock, in a lazy slouch 
position.
Children at the pre-school arc 
being kept indoors and properties 
surrounding the school have been 
checked for dead animals the cou­
gar may come back to feed on, 
Geyssen said.
“We scoured every inch of our 
property and beach and the lots 
beside us,” she said, “We’re still 
taking every precaution.
Continued on Page A3
Free trade not main issue 
in candidate’s mind
A return to democracy and 
reducing the federal deficit ore 
more important election issues 
than free trade, said Bob Slavik, 
the Reform Party candidate in the 
Saanich/Gulf Islands riding.
“It’s a very important issue, but 
it’s not the issue,” Slavik said. 
“I’m sure there arc truths on both 
sides of the coin but I have a 
distinct feeling Uie truth is some­
where in the middle.”
The party’s position on free 
trade is for a free and fair trade 
deal honestly communicated, he 
said. “To me the federal deficit is 
more important.
“We have to stop this ludicrous 
spending and only spend money 
where it is necessary. No one 
seems to care about that,” Slavik 
said.
He said the parly is calling for a 
return to democracy because its 
members feel the MPs do not
represent their constituents, 
answering only to caucus and the 
party leaders in Ottawa.
Slavik said the Rcforni Party’s 
campaign is running well in its 
first week. “Everything is falling 
into place neatly. An awful lot of 
people have been working on it 
hard and they’re not about to give 
up.”
He has been going door-to-door 
in some areas and mainstreeting, 
and has found most people recep­
tive to his platform.
“Very many of them are look­
ing for an alternative, and they 
come from all parties,” he said.
“To mo it’s even money right 
now (with the other candidates),” 
Slavik said. “That is today and in 
two weeks I might be able to give 
you odds.”
There arc about 700 Reform 
Parly members in the Saanich/ 
Gulf Islands riding, the retired 
military doctor said.
Four offters/n race for seaf
A PAUSE IN the pumpkin patch is taken by farmer Steven Jack of Island Vie\w Road, 
Saturday, part way through the harvest of an estimated 212,500-lb. crop. Jack uses 
pumpkins as a rotation crop, to keep club root from attacking his land. This year about 
five acres were planted to pumpkins.
The race is on.
Prime Minister Brian Mul- 
ipncy’s Oct. 1 announcement of a ■ 
Noy, 21 election has unleashed 
four campaigns in the Saanich- 
Gulf Islands riding.
Seeking re-election is Progres­
sive Conservative Pat Crofton. He 
feels the major issue is the free 
trade proposal between Canada 
and the United States.
“No election is ever fought on 
any one issue,” he addal, saying 
that different people will identify 
different issues as important.
He will continue to deal with 
constituency matters during the 
election campaign.
“Real life doesn’t slop just 
because there is an election.”
Ttic first week of llic campaign 
will be devoted to opening a 
campaign offices, getting bro- 
churcs printed, arranging speaking 
engagements and organizing vol­
unteers.
“I think wc’rc in good shape. 
Once the writ is dropped, it’s a 
matter ol I inning every tiling up,” 
Crofton said.
New Democrat Lynn Hunter 
said her parly has been anxiously 
awaiting ihc«cleciiqnifor:spmc 
■ time.",'
The most important issue, she 
said, is the type of government 
wanted by Canadians.
“Mulroncy offered fair and 
honest government in 1984 and 
failed to deliver. I feel we deserve 
more fair, honest and open gov­
ernment for ordinary people."
Party members have been work- 
ing very hard for weeks and 
Hunter said she had been canvass­
ing before the election was called.
“Now people will know why 
I’m there.”
The first week of the election is 
hectic, especially as national 
leader Ed Broadbcnl was to attend 
yesterday’s Oct. 4 nomination 
meeting in Esquimall-Juan dc 
Fuca.
“Wc’rc very excited that he’s 
coming to our neck of the woods 
very early in the campaign,” Hun­
ter said. .She is on vacation from 
her Job as Vancouver Island 
Coniinued on Page A3
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First /n a series
New solution needed to meet sludge permit requirements
This is the. first part of a scries on waste mana,i’einent hy Review 
reporter (ilenn VVerUinan. /n it we plan to further address the 
waste manaficment problems, look at some solutions and 
investifiaic sewasit; disposal in (Jreaier Victoria,
The Saanich Inlet is closed to harvesting of sliellfish, Wliat else 
is new? The once while sands at Island View Beach arc now lilack 
with iwllution frorn the sea. 'Pop layers arc washed by wave iiciion 
naturally during wirilcr storms, but during slimmer monihs, ilicy 
just gel darker.
Shellfish harvesting bans in Saanich Inlet arc old news. But ihe 
reason for the closures can often K' irackeil hack to sewage waste 
disposal, not natural causes.
"Usually management closures yon see on shellfisli arc related 
to sewage," says Mike Williams, Capital Regional District chief 
engineer.
Sewage sludge disposrd is a Peninsula-wide problem • • one 
that tlie provincial government is saying has lo be dealt willi, 
The government is demanding it be solvcil wiih inuniciiial 
money and regional planning, Non-eomjdiancc can result in fines 
of up to $50.(KK) per tlay lor llie Capital Regional District, wliicli 
is the sewage dis|H)sal iwrnil holder lor three sewage ireatniciii 
plants on the Penin.snia.
Currently, sewage treatment plants operated by each of the 
i'cninsula, inuiiiciiMlities aie diachaiging lic.iUol .icwage sliulgc 
into the ocain. 'Hie Central Saanich plant located oiv Tsawont 
hand lands near Cordova .Sjiil, die Sidney plant oft Lochsidc 
Drive, and tlie North Saanich trcatmenl plant at Bazaii Bay aie 
tinder provincial order to stop discharging sludge lioin die ouUall, 
"Since die early-'8()s we've Ixx'n looking ai whai lo do aboiil 
sludge disposal," Williams said,
When Saanich Peninsula rcsldcnis wash something down the 
sink or flusli the toilet, the resulting liiiind waste, containing about
99.9 per cent water, cventualiy ends up at one of the sewage 
ircainicnt plants.
There the waste is treaied and separated. The treated liquid 
|ioriiori, called cinuent, is disclrarged into the sea through a pipe 
lliai runs along the sea bed, called an (nrlfall. The solid that 
rcniairts, or sludge, is additionally trealcd and discharged through 








"Coniaminanis such as heavy mcials, viruses, cy.sts, and other 
disease organisms, plus csthctically displeasing lloaiahle maicri- 
als, tend (o accitmiiialc itt tlic .sludge,’’ said J.O. I'innic, head of 
the miirncipal section ol the jiiovincnil waste nianageineni bianelt.
"Although the sludge is soincwhal stabilized compared to raw 
sewage, we do not feel that discharging iliis materi,'il Ihrougli the 
existing outfalls at Sidney, Bazan Bay and Central Saanich is an 
appropriate method of tiistxrsal," Finnic said,
An order, handed dowm from the provincial Environment 
Minisiiy, says sewage slutige had to be out of die outfall by June 
30. 19HH. '
In response lo the order the CRD is recommending the 
iriiinicipaliiics approve other ways of disposing of the .sludge, 
Recciuly, in Central Saanich, CRD staff presented options for the 
sanitation and water committee to consider.
The manager of the CRD engineering services division, Seamus 
McDonnell, says the best solution for sludge disposal is 
dc>watering it, lliiongh a prcKuiss that results in onc-sixlh die 
volume of the liijiiid form, and applying it to land at the Hartland 
landfill.
Other options arc to apply lirpiid waste, with alx)ni two per cent 
solids, directly to land, Sludge cotild also be removed from the 
plant and trucked to tlic MacAuIcy Point plant to be discharged to 
the sea. Or it could also be heat treated at high tcmpcraiurc.s, 
which break down the solid waste.
’llie ilc-waicriitg piixess and trucking .xtieine was most widely 
accepted by Central Saanich commiiiec, but aldermen indicated 
they were displeased with the. way the Ministry of Environment 
constantly changes regulations.
"I w'aiit to know cveryiJiing about this Irefurc wc move on,” 
Mayor Ron Cullis aaiil, "We’re commilling a lot of municiprd 
money.”"'''
Ik. said the inuiucipa'iiy voll be tunuiiiliiiig the Itc.sl part, of 
$7.'j(l,(X)0 if H approves a dc*walcring process and trucking
scheme.' ,
Aid, George Macl'ailane said: "Three or (our yeans ago council 
acccincd a CRD rccommciidaiiori to Irorrow alrout $1 rtilllion to 
have, a treaimcni at lire plan! lo .saniti/e the sludge and bring it up 
to what they called ‘.shell fish standards.’ Then some autlioriiy 
came to the conclusion dial it was not an appmpriaic solution,’' 
j Cotrllriui'd on Page A3
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TOMMY tucker’s
#2-9810 7th ST. StDNEY, B.C. 
MARINER VILLAGE MALL
Voted #1 Family Restaurant 
on Vancouver Island
• TURKEY, DRESSING AND GRAVY
• HOMEMADE MASHED POTATOES
• CORN ON THE COB
• VEGETABLE OF THE DAY
• BISCUIT FROM OUR BAKE SHOP 
- CRANBERRY SAUCE
• PUMPKIN PIE WITH WHIPPED CREAM
ONLY $095 STARTING AT 4 P.M. DAILY








THE OLD GARAGE - 2491 SEVAN AVE
FINE FORDS!
76 Mercury Bobcat Wagon V6, AT, 
R STEERING, R BRAKES CLEAN
& Runs well,....... ........  ,$1695
'76 FORD MAVERICK 4 DR, Baby 
bluo, 'ono ownor’, low milongo, 6 
cyl, automatic, power slooring,, po­
wer brakos,,..,,... ................. $1995
•00 MERCURY ZEPHYR COUPE, 
shiny black, with rod interior, 6 cyl, 
auto, p. steering, p, brakes, & radio. 
Sharp........    ,..,$3295
70 FORD THUNDERBIRD
B&j
A one owner lu.xury car with low
mileage, and fully equipped, why 
■ ■ dvspend $30,000 when you can buy 





77 OLDS CUTLAS ... Loaded, 
needs a little paint & care ,.$589
72 PLYMOUTH SATELITE ... 
Needs an owner............. .$299
76 PINTO, 4 cyl, AUTOMATIC, 
Not too bad..................... ..$675
79 CHRYSLER CORDOBA
“LIKE NEW" EX RENTAL
•86 DODGE 600 4 DR. (cream) 
4 cyl, fuel injoctod, automatic, p, 
steering, p, brakes, roar dologgor. 
AM/FM Radio. Low Mllengo, ba- 
lancoolGyr.,
80,000 K warranty.............$10,450
'86 DODGE 600 4 dr (blue) same as 
above only linishod In dark blue with 
complimenting Inlorlor,,....,,$10,450
Beautiful and low mileage, nicely 





4 Dr Dark bluo, 4 cyl, automatic & 






'74 G.M.C. SUBURBAN (9 PA.5SENGEB) YOU MUST SEE THIS BEAUTY: $3995
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Borowski fund oof growing
Former MP Don Munro of Sidney has had no 
luck in his campaign to raise money for Joe 
Borowski, the anti-abortion crusader who went 
before the Supreme Court of Canada earlier this 
week.
Publicly posted advertisements outlining how 
to contribute to Munro’s Alliance Against Abor­
tion account were removed four times. One copy 
has remained posted in a different spot.
There’s been no response to an advertisement 
placed Sept. 14 in The Review either, so the Bank 
of Montreal account remains at the starting 
balance of $5,000.
“It seems I




cause is able to 




send “at least 
some” of the 
$5,000 to Bor- DON MUNRO
owski, but he’s still hoping for further donations.
Borowski is asking the country’s highest court 
to rule that the fetus has the same constitutional 
rights to life as a person does.
“The fetus is a living creature and it has no one 
to speak for it except the mother,” Munro said.
A mother who chooses abortion is ‘ ‘condemn­
ing the fetus without trial,” he said.
The Borowski application is receiving little 
attention in the media, largely because of a 
pro-choice bias, Munro said.“It’s getting no 
coverage at all; it’s getting none.”
The Toronto Globe and Mail “is an absolute 
dead loss,” Munro said. The paper Just published 
a letter from abortion-on-demand advocate Henry 
Morgenthaler, criticizing Mother Teresa’s 
announcement she will adopt children who would
otherwise be aborted as fetuses.
According to an Aug. 24 Winnipeg Free Press 
story, Borowski faces a legal bill of $79,000, 
after successfully convincing the Supreme Court 
not to delay his application until after the federal 
government comes up with legislation.
Borowski is appealing a .Saskatchewan Court 
of Appeal decision that fetuses are not protected 
under Section 7 of the Charter of Rights and 
Freedoms, which guarantees that everyone has 
the right to life, liberty and security of the person 
under the law. The court ruled that everyone does 
not include fetuses.
The appeal comes after Canada’s abortion 
legislation was invalidated by ihc Supreme Court, 
earlier this year. The court ruled that hospital 
therapeutic abortion committees don’t have the 
right to decide whether an abortion is permitted.
Then the House of Commons failed lo come up 
with a clear path to replace the legislation, when a 
free vote failed to show any consensus.
Borowski, the founder of Alliance for Life, has 
had to pull $35,000 from his family business to 
pay legal costs. Another S23,0(X) is owning. And 
further costs to October are coming due.
In a note lo Munro, Borowski said: “You are a 
genuine life-sower.. .1 am most grateful for your 
urgently needed help in raising money. May our 
dear Lord crown your efforts with success and 
your life with good health and ptcace.”
The lack of response has Munro worried. “I 
find it distressing,” he said.
He said the abortion issue stems back to 
individual responsibility.
Abortions should be allowed only when a 
mother’s life is at risk or when a woman is the 
victim of rape or incest, Munro said.
Mental duress during pregnancy is not a 
reason, he said. “Every woman in the world goes 
through a mental crisis when she’s pregnant. 
They can exaggerate that out of all proportion.”
Tlie account number at Bank of Montreal for 
Munro’s campaign is 7028-735.
One pump station proposed for Dean Park
Dean Park residents will accept 
an above-ground, single-pump 
station in preference to enduring 
low water pressure for another 
two years, residents' association 
president Richard Nordlund told 
North Saanich council-in- 
committee Sept. 26.
Although municipal engineer 
Igor Zahynaez predicted the Mt. 
Newton water tower would be 
constructed by the summer of 
T990, maWng, a piump station 
redundant," Nofdlun^ the
tower would ndit be construct^.
He said the. proposed $150,000 
pump station with two electrical 
pumps, an emergency diesel pump
and underground housing was the 
type of facility which should be 
installed in a high quality subdivi­
sion like Dean Park Estates.
However residents would 
accept a less expensive single­
pump station constructed above 
ground to improve the water pres­
sure until the water tower is com­
pleted.
Even if the pump should occa­
sionally break down and residents 
have to wait for repairs, they 
would still be'bctter off than they 
arc now, Nor^und said.
Aid. Bill Taylor reported fire 
department tests showing negligi­
ble water pressure in the area
when more than one hydrant was 
opened.
Noting water pressure is a Capi­
tal Regional District responsibil­
ity, aldermen agreed to remind the 
water commission of the problem 
and to suggest installation of a 
single-pumpstation.
Aid. Chris Lott said the costs, 
salvage value and financing for a 
single pump station should all be 
investigated. Council agreed.
Mayor Linda Michaluk said 
council should urge action by the 
water commission instead of tak­
ing action on a capital regional 
district responsibility.
Bubble on budget
Construction of The new Pano­
rama Leisure Centre tennis bubble 
is on schedule and on budget, 
according to Peninsula Recreation 
Commission chairman Brian Sib­
ley.
Tlic opening ceremony for the 
four-court bubble will be Nov. 6, 
with MLAs Mel Couvelier and 
Terry Huberts on hand for the 
ribbon-culling.
Although construction required 
more evacuation ilian anticipated 
to remove tree rooLs, Sibley said 
the facility will slay within the 
$330,(KX) budget.
In addition to tennis bubble 
construction, parking lot lighting 
is being installed outside the lei­
sure centre and between the centre 
and the bus stop.
Sibley hopes the new transit 
route will be designed to allow 
bus service right to the leisure 
centre’s door.
At the Sept. 29 commission 
meeting, members decided to hold 
group meetings between the com­
mission, user groups and inicr- 
cslcd community organization 






James Island sold Monday
Pacific Parkland Properties Inc. has purchased 738-acrc James 
Island from C.I.L.
'flic sale of Uic island was finalizctl 12 noon Oct. 3. Asking 
price for the properly was $5 million.
nic property is undeveloped and has a limited water supply. 
Plans lor the Island will be announced unlay.
The man .accused of severely 
beating a Duncan man in a 
Pauquachin Lane fight was 
arrested on the Sidney Provin­
cial Courthouse steps, Thurs­
day, as he arrived volunUtrily 
for his first appearance.
Sylvester Williams, 29, was 
denied bail. He’ll be held in 
custody until his remand dale, 
Oct. 5.
Williams is charged with 
attempted murder after Charlie 
Harvey was found Aug. 31 
with a hemorrhaging brain, 
multiple facial fractures and 
cuts, mouth cuLs, a broken jaw 
and missing teeth.
A warrant was placed for the 
arrest of Williams, a resident of 
the Pauquachin Indian Reserve, 
after the incident.
“Luxury living in a natural selling”
A unique blend of 75 adult orientated carriage homes nestled \ ^, 1 f
throughout 75 acres of manicured and prcsiine parkland. ^ 10 C
OPEiN DAILY 10-5 ' \
1255 Wain Road, Sidney 655*^3111
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COUGAR
Continued from Page Al 
The six teachers and Geyssen 
arc doubling up when taking some 
of the 70 children registered out­
doors. Neighborhood walks have 
been suspended and children arc 
not allowed outdoors unattended.
Geyssen said the wildlife officer 
was not particularly alarmed. 
Tlicy wildlife deparunent is busy 
with cougar sightings in other 
areas and advise residents in the 
area to watch children and keep 
small pets indoors, she said.
Special hounds arc used to U'ack 
cougars so they can be shot with a 
tranquilizer gun and moved to an 
uninhabited area.
“If they get another sighting
they can gel on it right away,” 
Geyssen said. Wildlife Branch 
officials were unavailable for 
comment Monday. Residents who 
see a cougar should call Sidney 
RCMP.
FOR RENT
HALL — 60 by 100 ft.








9-11 a.m. — 1-3 p.m.
HERE’S YOUR CHAHCE TO
EARN&LEARN
AN INJURED 16-year-old Sidney youth is extracted from a smashed I981 Mazda 
following an accident Monday at 5:50 p.m. on Highway 17 at McDonald Park Road. 
Sidney RCMP report the youth, driving the Mazda, apparently pulled out in front of 
northbound traffic on the highway and was hit on the driver’s side by a 1983 Chevrolet 
pick-up driven by Stanley Coppen, 34, of Sidney. The youth was taken to hospital with 
a concussion and broken pelvis. Coppen was also taken to hospital and both vehicles 
were destroyed. The accident is still under investigation by police, but charges are 






Continued from Page Al 
OXFAM co-ordinator and is cam­
paigning full-time.
Local Liberals have yet to leave 
the starting gate, with no candi­
date in place to contest the riding.
A nomination meeting is slated 
for Tuesday, Oct. 11, at Parkland 
School, starling at 6 p.m. Contest­
ing the nomination are economist 
Elmer Wiens and lawyer Kathryn 
Clout. ^
Also under way is the campaign 
of Communist Party candidate 
Ernie Knott, who says he has been
preparing for the election for a 
long time.
His summer project was the 
erection of an ^ti-firee trade sign 
on the Pat Bay Highway and he 
says a 24-page color comic 
against free trade will be distri­
buted during the election.
He has campaigned in past fed­
eral, provincial and municipal 
elections“umpteem times” since 
1952 and feels this is; ^e most 
serious election io date.
“The Tory right-wing agenda 
must be rejected. I feel our
national independence, sover­
eignty, peace and security of peo­
ple, environmental welfare and 
way of life as we know it are 
threatened,” he said.
In the first week of the election, 
he is finalizing details of his 
campaign and getting his nominar 
tion papers signed and submitted.
SOFAS-LOVESEATS-CHAIRS
• NO CREDIT CHECKS
• NO INTEREST
• 12-18 MONTHS TO PAY 
833 YATES STREET
S - 5 P.M. MONDAY-SATURDAY383-3655
Become a newspaper 




Newspaper carriers learn about bus­
iness from the ground up. Like 
dealing successfully with all 
j types of people. Delivering 
a product at the expected 
time. Handling complaints 
in a tactful way. Get 
the right start in 
business. Sign 





with eomething tor everyone
SEWER
Continued from Page Al
In the meantime tlie money has been silting there with a small 
amount being spent on running the current facility. About 
$950,000 is left in the fund, originally obtained with 75 per cent 
provincial government funding.
“1 was willing to go that extra mile then and will do it again 
here,” MacFarlane said. “We’ve got a gun to our head now or we 
might gel final.”
Cullis said a motion to approve the recommendation is 
premature and called for a report from CRD engineering including 
all the options, more information in the recommendation and 
assurance from the provincial and federal regulatory liodics that 
what Uiey are proposing will he acceptable now and for the future.
BRIGHTEN UP YOUR 
HOME FOR WINTER! 
... With a stained glass 
light fixture








"THE NAME SAYS 
IT ALL"
2428 Bnneon Avn. 
(opposita Pout Olllci)
, 656-7607
1 X 6 T & G Sel, T.K. Cedar
OK0
Jlmo'iiiiJI'llnear foot
1 X 4 T & G Sel. T.K. Cedar
3-4-5 FOOT -fl fr (S
_ LENGTHS I %«Pllnoar foot
1000’S and 1000’s of linear feet in Stock! 
CHECK & COMPARE
Your Sidney Gravcimart Sidney Store Only
Sidney
• ■UfolnaiiraocQ^
CURRENT RATES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
Ono Your Two Yonru Throo Yorirs Four Yonra Flvo Y<mr«
10.75 10.75 11.00 11.00 11.00
T/io i>t>Qva ram may bo annual or oomfmnrt and 
may vary on anwunt dofmliod,
SomI nnnunI, quartarly and trmthly oplbnii aro also avallablo.
i -t’';
\/il0O.
^fJlsMSthyour can pick your discount details In store, Save up to 30%
MIlPtilHS ^fAR llMdtP7130B W. Saanich Road, B.C. VOS lAO Phone: (604)6B2-S220
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Glory, glory
Ben Johnson’s moment of glory in Seoul belonged to all 
of Canada. The world’s fastest man blazed a few hundredths 
of a second from his 100-metre sprint record, and earned 
himself a place on a new pedestal of heroism.
His fan from the pedestal was equally as dramatic and felt 
even more profoundly by Canadians than his win. The 
country’s newest embodiment of unbridled patriotism 
became a source of deep disgrace. Euphoria dissolved, 
replaced at first by disbelief and then by disgust.
Regardless of whether Johnson is telling the truth about 
his innocence, Canadians have learned something about 
themselves. Canadians love their heroes — but demand 
much from them. Perhaps Canadians forget their heroes are 
human.
The glor>' of athletic success is a drug more pow'erful than 
any anabolic steroid. Consider the machine. Glory is worth 
the grueling training, the advisers and agents out to skim 
their own rewards, the media circus, the lack of anonymity. 
For some, glory is worth the gamble of using banned drugs 
which maybe, just maybe, will enhance performance.
Heroes are public property and the public trades its 
adulation for an odd type of entertainment — an entertain­
ment that builds nation^ pride, an entertainment that makes 
everyone in the country feel a part of the victory. Only the 
best entertainers become heroes. The ones who win medals, 
break world records, perform beyond what is considered 
humanly possible.
"But Ben Johnson was human. That was evident before the 
Summer 01>Tnpics, a time when the world’s fastest man was 
placing behind Carl Lewis. Johnson was recovering from a 
pulled hamstring.
His faltering served only to make the demands of the 
machine more powerful, the victor)' in Seoul more import­
ant, the glory more alluring, the worship more fervent. After 
all, Johnson didn’t just win, he came back. And he ran faster 
than ever before.
And he tumbled into the mire of disgrace just as fast 
Canadians were disgusted not because of what Johnson 
apparently did to himself; They were disgusted because of 
what: he did to them. T^ was strangely personal,
even though the vast majority of Johnson’s fans have never 
spoken to him.
fYes, Caniii^s are asham^. Some of the shame must be 
because; the gold was so important to Canada in the first 
place. Perhaps it was so important a young athlete risked his 
name and career for a medal.^ ^ ^ ^
Perhaps it was too important.
• •
I KNEfrJ THIS OLD Bomb SHELTeR WOULD BB
USEFUL Some pay.' we can hipe out down
SAFE FROM ELECTION FALLOUT; CUT OFFFBOM
politicians' mupslimsimg anp sleazv promise
ISOLATED FROM THEIR PHoNEY MEDIA EVENTS AMO 
forced smiles and empty SPEECHES... IMMUNE 
TO EtecTfoN ADVEETISINC..,, .CYNICAL, VOTE-BUV/NS 





As a street kid what did I get 
from that talk night on alcohol and 
drugs at Parklands, Tuesday?
The cop says that the law is soft 
on first offenders ’cause it’s 
alright to experiment. Normal for 
a kid. He says only hard core 
punks like me is the problem.
He says alcohol causes the most 
hassles for him and he hates wild 
house parties. That’s because a 
hundred drunk kids is too much 
for him to arrest or identify even 
with back up, but tliem on the 
street he gets easy.
The court guy says the cop 
better not get no more young 
offenders ’cause the courts is 
already plugged and six months
behind.
The probation officer says par- 
. ents laugh about drinking and too 
many over use it themselves.
The drug counselor talks on and 
on about highs, lows, denials and 
youforias — what’s that? But they 
got a good treatmenL That stuff 
the drug downer said was gross 
but the highs sounded great
I guess I’ll get tanked next 
Friday any way and do it at a 
house bash. The cop say’s he’ll 
send us all home to stop the noise 
and will even help us in our cars 
and o.k. the drivers, them not 
screaming and swearing.
Believe it, folks, that is what I 
heard. I confess. 1 am 49 and a sad 
dad.
The evening demonstrated that 
our law enforcement and legal
systems are failing, and that fail­
ure is a symptom of'a much , 
deeper rot in the fabric of; our. 
society.
If the intent of the evening was 
to demonstrate that each family is 
on its won to be emotionally close 
and sharing, to set goals and 
standards on good foundation, and 
is under attack from all sides, then 
the evening succeeded.
If the panel wanted to warn 
youngsters with law enforcement 
or legal sanctions it failed. But the 
lady from the Dallas treatment 
centre really succeeded in painting 
a picture of slavery and hopeless­
ness of those drowned in drugs.
All panel members drew sym­
pathy from the audience.
Wally du Temple 
Sidney
ONE BOUQUET begets another. Murray Pettinger of Beacon Taxi 
appreciates the kind words a man from Pentiction gave him for finding a 
ring. But "I think more credit should go to the people who answer the 
phones for Beacon Taxi, Sidney An.swering Service. Without them the 
ring would never have found its proper owner. 1 think thes' do a creat 
job." , • * * :
CANVASSERS ARE busy collecting money for the United Way, 
and so far two canvasscrs-of-thc-week have been named in Greater 
Victoria. They arc Hugh Reid and Joe LeLske, two volunteers helping 
the organization reach its goal of S2.7 million. The Mount Newton 
Centre, St, Vincent de Paul, the Peninsula Community Association, 
and the Boys and Girls Club arc on the list of organizations supported 
by the United Way,
WE HAVE SIX coupons, each gcxxl far S2 off any item of at least SH) 
value at the Solvation Army Thrift Stores. For items wortli S20 or 
more, the cou|X>ns .arc worth S4 each, for items S50 or more, S10. We’ll 
give two coupotLS to each of Uic first three callers asking for them this 
morning. Call 656-1151, after 9 a,m.
"IT WAS amazing to sa* the garbage divers brought up," say.s Ray 
Cone, manager of Sidney .Surf N’ and Scubain the aftermath of his 
company’s recent Muscular Dystrophy As.sociaiion fundraiser at the 
Sidney waterfront. "Two divers actually brought up an entire swim 
grid. And itirce others brought up two, full-sized shopping cans as svcll 
as a two-wheeled dolly." Garbage cans, coffee cans, crab traps, bottles 
.and fishing reels also came ashore with the divers. "U kind of makes me 
wonder wfwt we're, using the (Kcan for. It sure seems to be full of all 
kinds of garb-age ihjii people arc ux) taz;,' to disjxxse of in the pro[XY 
fashion." In addition to the clean-up, diver'; nv-tk pan in .an underwater 
treasure hunt and a navigational comfKniiion. Each diver paid SI5 to 
Like part and local businesses provided prizes. Congratulations all.
WHAT’S BLACK and ran and looks gexx! on a lawyer.' According to 
the Greater Victor in Police Clmir, the answer is a Dok'tman pinscher, 
That’s what the crowd at a fundraiser for St. John’s United Church’s 
tnulUmg luoU was luiU, Lsl week,. ’fiN kiys. m uIlk; ,11.1.0 pa^hcd a h,ii 
tirncmg thcimselvcs U) ,idd to ilw fund.
• • *
YOU'RE READING WHAT wc Eke to think is an historic copy of
The Review'. AH the pfc>pre.ss work w,is dorve in SJidney, marking an 
end of the era of shufflmg advertising and ediinnal Ixack and forth 
between us and our sister newspajwr, the Goldsircnm Gazette. But we 
had to raid The Ciazciie’s .staff to do if. Paxluciion manager Kogleri 
Moodlev ami hi.s hard-wwklog crew of Lj iidu Krtx;ker, Alma Ross
unciuiwu .hum .......
folks. We’re hrsppy you’re here.
believe it when I see
VICTORIA — So our premier 
is a bit ftceved, is he? Seems he 
doesn’t like the deafening 
silence and indifference that 
greeted w'hat must be the 59lh 
announcement of the construc­
tion of a natural gas pipeline 
from the Mainland to Vancouver 
Island.
Well, Mr, Premier, itierc prob­
ably is a Santa Claus, I admit, 
but as for that pijx'linc, a lot of 
}-K-op!e would appreciate a l>ed- 
lime story that didn't stretch 
their imagination quite as much.
Let me fill you in on the 
background. You were barely of 
drinking age and selling tulip 
bulbs when W.A.C. Rennert nr,st 
promised lo build a natural gas 
pilxdmc to the island.
lt \va,s a good vmc-gcticr then, 
and has faithfully served 
succeeding administrations in a 
similar capacity ever since.
AVhcn>V.A,C. went the way of 
.all politicians, David R.arreit 
picked up the pipeline banner, 
never dropping it until he fol­
lowed Wacky into political 
pblivton, Then it waT Pit* Ren- 
nciTs turn to keep (he canot 
dangling in front of Vancouver 
^ Islanders,
Bcirneii junior, tCHT, uxsk the 
pLan to his political grave, and it 
was only a matter of time, I 
oippiTse. before'Premier Vandcr 
?alm got hcK>ked on the piiwlinc, 
Or should I say, I'Yfore he tried » 
get us hooked on it, for the. 
umpteenth time?






.Seems tliey don't trust their poli­
ticians, You know how it is; you 
can foed some of Utc jxtcplc ... 
etc., etc., etc,
Not that a pipeline bringing 
rtaiural gas to Vancouver Island 
would be a bad idea. In the 
contrary, V,incouvcr Islanders 
would love to hc^ft their homes 
a.s cheaply a.s their Mainland 
confreres. The same goes for 
busincs,s and industry. It's just 
that nolxxly Ixilicvcs the damn 
thing will ever lx; built. And who 
can blame them?
But it's different Uiis time, the 
premier .say,s. It’s for real. This 
time, a pijxilinc will lx* built. It 
will l>c kilometers long and 
make natural gas avaikablc to 20 
communities on Vancouver 
Ldand and tlu" Sunshine Coa.>i.
.According to the announce­
ment^— that’s the latest in a 
never-ending series -- Ute fed­
eral and provincial governments 
will contribute S150 million 
each to the million project, 
'nH' rcfti B to lx* covered by the 
private sktor.
The two governmems have 
even figured out that the M85 
project will create at:x)ut 6,400 
person-years in direct cmploy-
years in spinoff employment.
It all sounds pretty gixxl until 
you start reading the "agrcc- 
rncm” the two governments say 
they have reached. To start widi, 
it’s not even an agrecmcni; it’s 
called a"f.taicmcni of princi­
ples."
There is no commitment on 
the part of cither Uic federal or 
the provincial governmem to fol­
low through on the. announce- 
ijncnt.
All wc have is a promise, and 
this is how it’s worded: "The 
govemmenus will use their lx:.si 
efforts to finalize a definite 
.agreement or agreements ... 
embodying the statement of 
principles as c.xpcdiiicui.sly as 
po.ssiblc hut in any event by 
Sept. 30, tOSO,"'
On the .strength of that v.ague 
promise, our premier decided to 
waxc wise and statesmanlike,
"ITic project i,s another exam­
ple of the excellent co-o{>eration 
txiween the two levels of gov- 
ernmeni, It vvilt provide guide­
lines for future discussions for 
developing British Columbia 
energy jxojecu which .show eco­
nomic jind environmental bene­
fits," the premier said.
A mi'*'k ■ if 1
may. What if the Tories lose the 
next election? What if they get 
back in, but with a minority? 
What if they do get in with a 
majority but have second 
thoughts alxsul the pipeline?
They wouldn't renege, you 
say? O yea? Tell Thai to the 
universities w'hich were con­
vinced four years ago that their 
research and dcvelopmctu funds 
would be inviolate, For that mat­
ter, tell it to anyone who rcmcm- 
Ix'rs a federal promise broken — 
which would In alxuii 20 million 
Canadian.s,
I’rn not alone in my skepti­
cism of this project. It'is shared 
by many V.ancouvcr Island 
municipal officials. They, too, 
rcmcmtvr all the previous prom­
ises of a natural gas pipeline, 
promises that were ignored the 
moment they were niatlc.
On the outside chance that I 
am wrong. 1 would like to make 
a promt.se, but one 1 intend to 
keep. Tlic ;lay consiruciiou suits 
on the mythical pipeline, 1 will 
wear sack cloth and sit down to a 
generous helpitig of crow.
Outciimo wtUt sluime. and 
remorse, teeth clenched in silent 
fury, 1 will write a eolurnn, 
apologizing for having been 
such a negative ncllie of new- 
spaixTing or nattering nalxib of 
negativism, if you prefer. Hon- 
c.'it, 1 will,
In the nieamime," I'll remain 
il« skeptic 1 am. ecn.ain in die 
knowledge that I've never Iv'cn 
wrong aixmt any of Hie multi­
tude of armouncemems of .1 Van*
•W-, ...... f. s,' k '
Startled readers
^Editor:;;- :T;'
■ I ani -sure that many of your 
readers must have beTn somewhat 
startled by the report in the Times- 
Colonisi on Sept. 22 that several 
aldermen in North Saanich may 
“have to consider resignation if 
Linda Michaluk was elected."
Perhaps the spokesman for the 
unhappy group of aldermen was 
simply pulling this information as 
a warning, but one could also 
regard this as a threat — particu­
larly coming as it did only 48 
hours before the election.
1 consider that wc have had 
enough disturbance in the North 
Saanich council lately and this 
siaicmcni did nothing to calm the 
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Is your belt on its very last notch?
Do you have trouble parking your posterior in even the widest 
of chairs?
When you stand up, does it seem that the chair is still stuck to 
your stem — all day?
Then today’s the day you must keep your New Year’s 
Resolution of 1979 and begin to lose all that flab that has collected 
in your pants. I’m here to help you.
1 know you’ve been trying. Lord knows you have followed all 
those fad diets which promise instant weight loss with no 
exercise.
“I lost 317 lbs. in 30 seconds and so can you if you purchase 
Dr. Walter Blathcrstein’s patental fat-blaster today. I stepped into 
the fat-blaster a mountain of uncontrollable jelly. I stepped out a 
trim young woman and had three marriage proposals before 1 had 
time to dress.”
But what you don’t hear about the fat-blaster and similar 
programs is what happens a month or so after they end.
“Bertha Block slipped into a coma early Tuesday morning 
following six days of eating nothing but Skor bars and Jelly 
donuts. Her father said he saw it coming but was unable to stop 
her. ‘She couldn’t stand being thin,’ he said. ‘She just had to gel 
back the 317 pounds she lost last month or die trying. She’d look 
al her size 42 dresses and cry for hours.’”
This lady had two problems. She didn’t think about what she ale 
and she had a fat name. Let’s tackle the second problem first.
Is your name Bertha, or Orville, or Harold, or Blimpo? Then 
you have a fat name. You need a thin name.
I mean, have you ever seen a fat person called Yvette? Or 
Spike? Or Mimi, Twiggy or Slim? Of course not. These are thin 
names and only thin people have them.
So, the first step in my program is lo insist that if you have a fat 
name, change it. Render it down until only its essence remains.
Next. Remember fat Bcrilia? The lady in ilte coma? She not 
only refused to change her name but she didn’t think about what 
she ate. If she had ... well, she might have married one of the tlircc 
who proposed and right now be a diplomat’s wife.
When I say think about what you eat, 1 mean REALLY think 
about it. And talk to it, loo.
“Hi steak. Where were you before you ended up on my plate? 
On a steer, you say? Covered with Hies in a feed lot up lo your 
withers in soupy dung. I sec. Well, I don’t tliink I’ll put you in my 
mouth.”
If you think pork’s any better, think about tlic last time you 
were in a pig bam? Remember die smell? Concentrate on that 
smell. Push die pork chops ofl’ die tabic.
The ihink-aboul-il system works for veggies loo.
“Hello potato. I’ll bet you grew ii|) in the dirt didn’t you? 
Fcrtilizai by muck taken from feed lots. Did the muck have slimy 
worms and slugs crawling around that bruslictl against you and 
left slime trails on your sides? How iiiaiiy filthy hands touched 
you before you ended up on my plate? Good bye [xiiato.”
If you really think about it, no fotxl is worth taking a chance on. 
Flics walk all over grain, lay their eggs in it and then btikcrs make 
bread full of lly eggs.
Fruit growers spray [Xiisons on their produce. Do you really 
believe it has all Ix^en washed off? Ilali!
1 mean, if food is so healthy, how come there are so many sick 
people around? 1 diink there’s a connection between food and 
disease that’s never lx^cn fully explored by scientists because they 
arc all under the control of a vicious fotxl-growing monopoly that 
suppresses any research which might cm into their profits.
Of course, you can’t slop eating altogether so there arc a few 
basic foods which you must train yourself lo cat but not think 
about. These arc pickled eggs to build muscle, rutabagas to build 
strong bones and raw cgg'plant lo build character.
Acceptable liquids for your new lifestyle include light beer, 
white rum and any scotch blended by a distiller with a name • 
beginning with a letter between ‘A’ and ‘Y’. These last two 
should be drunk straight because you can never tell what the 
government is putting into the water these days.
Follow this diet and in no time at all you’ll hear the sweetest 
words ever strung together. “Hiya Slim. How’s it goin’?”
Tory truth squad used for free trade debate
-INSIGHTS-'; 
OUTBURSTS^
By John Wilcox 
Special to the Review
JOHN WILCOX
“Ottawa; Progressive conservative organizers have set up a 
truth squad to monitor what is said about free trade during the 
federal election campaign.” (Quote from Toronto Star, Sept. 17)
One of the squad’s first concerns must be: Progressive 
conservative Patrick D. Crofton, MP. Esquirnal( Saaniqh sppn to . .y.. 
re-run in the new Saaiimh and The Islands riding. (Islanders 
should know about this).
In his report from parliament circulated to householders, 
September 1988, Crofton devotes page 14 to “Free Trade — The 
Facts.” It says:
‘‘Water. The free trade 
agreement does not include 
the export of water in its 
natural slate to the U.S. In 
fact, because of misleading 
suggestions to the contrary, 
an amendment has been 
inserted into the agreement, 
fully supported by the U.S. 
that water in its natural state 
is specifically excluded.”
This not true. During dis­
cussion on Sept. 19 at the Salt 
Spring Fall Fair I raised this 
point with Crofton. T pointed 
out that (as he Itimself was 
aware) under no circum­
stances was the agreement to 
be amended after it had been 
luirricdly signed by Reagan 
and Mulroney.
After much discussion around Uic point, Crofton conceded, any 
amendments made were made peripheral to the “agreement” 
itself. He did not however acknowledge any necessity to correct 
or explain 111 is falsehood to his conslilucni.s (or die. prospective 
Islands clccioraic).
Other non-substaniivc amendments were also made to tlic 
implemcniaiion legislation: trade minister Crosbic has stated ihiii 
the removal by amendment of point eight from that legislation, 
which suites that die act lakes precedence over other Canadian law 
along with Part II of the same 8di point making it illegal to opjiose 
this trade act once it's in place, is irrclcviim and wtis just done to 
shut critics of the deal up.
Is this why the water amendment was added?
Many authorities on the text of this so called “Free Trade 
Agreement” arc very concerned that this amendment on water, 
pulside the act as it is, also docs not mean very much. It mtiy very 
well lie just more smoke and mirrors, or should I say water, in 
another of ils natural states, hot air.
Water in a diversion canal or exported in coriuiincr ships is not 
In its “natural state," The U.S. may recognize this. 'Waler ex|KHt 
companies here in B.C. arc presently hxiking south to incrctise 
dicir present exports and such companies are listed on ihe 
Vancouver stock exchange.
Canadians have already entered into agreements related to 
water diversion with the U.S. at Niagara. 1 lore water Is a resource 
generating hydro electrical ixiwer for iKUh U.S. and Canada.
Because of these precedents a dispute alxmi waier could arise in 
the future. The U.S,A. could regard water as a resource and 
demand it l>c irc^alcd as such. Under the deal a province, or iirivalc 
company, could make a commitment on water exports and Ottawa 
would require it to continue the unabaled supply in resolving the 
dispute.
If on the other liand the dispute was not settled within a year 
clause 1807 iKiinl nine would bear. American law would take 
effect and it would 1x5 back uj squaie one; no deal; tniUe wtus. (Uy 
1807-9 there is no incentive for U.S. to rasolvc disputes but that’.s 
another story.)
This leads u.s to the, second point Pal Crotion makes. In 
paragraph two he states "the agreement in «io way obligates 
Canada to sell lut natural resources." He .says ilicy arc owned by 
the provinces. (Really it’s Canadian citizens who arc cufuodians 
of these resources, not any govtumment.)
1 low can Canada sell that over which a province has Jurisdiction 
Hf'rc’s hnw* hv terms of the aiirccmcnt through national 
treatment resource developers and prrMluccrs are required to 
mfuntaln ongtving supplies of contracted rcsolux:es, at tlic same.
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prices Canadians pay for them — even in times of shortage.
In an article of the Sept. 19 Western Report, page 16, under 
resources, tilled “Ontario throws down the gauntlet,” Alberta 
energy minister “... angry Dr. Webber warned that he’s prepared 
to cut back the gas flow to Ontario .„’ ’ This move is forthcoming 
due to Ontario’s negotiations lo “... save perhaps $75 million a 
year ...” A billion by the year 2000 llirougli new type contract 
arrangements with Allx^rui Ural Alberta doesn’t like.
The east-west fight goes on, but under the trade deal. Dr. 
Webber, angry or not, won’t be able to bargain like this 
north-soutli with Uncle Sam. By the terms of the deal he’ll just 
have to leave the lap on to the Stales and take his lumps.
On the same theme, I question how the Canadian funded 
refinery at Cum-by-chance Nnd. could provide cut rale oil and 
gas supplies (announced last week) to Canadian customers to 
compCle.wilh U!S. owned oil and gas suppliers. Would this not be, ,
'■ "iiftfiEfir cbmpelilibtt iiliticf'thc^dcar? In lire face of harmqnizalion, it -' ' 
is questionable if Newfoundland could even bomb Nova Scolitf 
with nine-inch cucumbers as it did last summer!
What would American suppliers say to that? Down with lire 
govcmmcnl cuke factory?
Pat Crofton states in paragraph three lhal, “Social programs arc 
not in any way threatened by lhe agrccmcni.” Many of our social 
programs may yet fall into category termed subsidy. Wc did not 
arrive at a salisfaclory definition of subsidy in our haste to sign 
this deal, so Uic next five lo seven years will be dcvolcd in pari lo 
determining whal consiilulcs a subsidy.
Croflon’s generalization dial sexaal programs arc not in any way 
thrcaicncd is unfounded, li may Iw true today — the deal isn’t 
implemented, but who knows what'.s in store following negotia­
tions to get a “level playing field,’’ Wc may very well have to 
flatlcn our high profile programs for our large free trading partner.
Culture, alluded lo in ibc foiirib and final paragraph of 
Croflon’s report, refers to various forms, symptoms rcsulLs, 
artifacts and encodings of culliire and ilicir dispersal, 'riierc is a 
good critique of the big deals effects on works of art and their 
publication and distribution in if You Love This Country, by 
LaPierre.
Culture however must be seen in its broader context, as an 
anlliropologisl, sociologist or ciiliural geograplier would view it in 
relation to incrctised commerciali/ntion.
Culture is a way of life. To ,siiy there is no one Canadian way of 
life is correct. There is no stereotypical Canadian. 'I'liat’s good. 
This is not a melting pot. We’re, not a btincli of raving nationalists.
Tlicrc arc liowcvcr many moral tuliical and disiineily different 
Canadian behavioral irail.s in phihtsopliy, arts, liinguagc, produc­
tion, trade, cornmeree, and inlcniiiiional relations and develop- 
mcni.
To suggest ib.'il the Attierican commercial Iiomogcnizalion of 
Canada, to a inticli greater exieni lliaii it exists even now, will not 
affect our culiurc is preposterous,
In the .Sept, 23 edition of tltc Globe, and Mail it is pointed out
that otir habitat ... our pliysical .setting is to be changed
drastically by tins tlcal, A change in oiii ciiviionmciii - ■ cliangcs 
our behavior — cliangcs our cuUiiie. Sec: “ fvivvironmeiiuil groiqis 
fear free trade deal disaster for Cimada.”
Ninety CanjKlian groups have relca.sed an analysis of the. deal 
(,Scpt. 22) Ibrough .Steven .Shrybnian, a lawyer svith the Canadian 
Environmental i-.a\v As.sociittion, detailing this envirorimcnlal 
ibreal,
TbcTory truth squad niay very well leani something from this; 
“The coalition charged that the I'cderal government misrepre- 
.scnicd the deal by insisting it will not alTecl the environment.” 
(Pal Croflon’s misrepreseniation, then, is Just lute, to form,)
As the environment will dcieriDr.ate so will our cnlliire. (.’rollon 
and his children tis well as mine imd even iliose of other nations 
facing the real challenges of snMaiaable 21 st centnry development 
will be the poorer (hr it, His nil.sreprescniaiion and simplistic 
desire to solve oiir problems by doing taster, more of die same 
things whicli have led us le^ die inc.;,:, we’re in rigid now, won’t 
work, ll’.s our common fnlure, not fat eats and I kiddy Warlmeks.
In keeping with 'I’ory truth stiiiiiil tactics, i’al Crofton iiki must 
get Ids ''faci.s” siraigld, The whole Canadian puhlie is liis truth 
squad, Tlicir iudgiiieui vvdl lx: pa.sseii i,iy b,illot on elctlion d.iy, 
'On'Guard.'
Editors uoUu Johnny ^'ComuF' Wilcox toured CanmUt in his 




>VLEARN TO DIVE only
With tho purchase ol any snorkel package
AFREE INTRO TO SCUBA
Thursday afternoons — see what iCs like to breath air 
underwater (Sorry 12 years & up only)
STOREWIDE CLEARANCE OF 
MASKS, FINS & SNORKELS
20% Off
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SCULPTURED NAILS & MAKE-UP STUDIO 
LOCATED AT MASTER SCISSORS 














To Start Get. 3rd at 7:00 p.m.
Bring your hihle and 
share a profitable time together,
In home classes ror 
this Fall and Winter
2026 McTAVISH ROAD 655.1061
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
ENVIRONMENmt 
ADVISORY COMMISSION
The District of North Saanich is accepting applica* 
lions to fill a vacancy on the Environiricnlol Advisory 
CoinnVission. The appointment wiil bo made at tho 
October 17, 198B moating, end expires January 18, 
1990, Intorostod porsons should forward tholr namoo 
to Joan E. Schill, Municipal Clerk, 162b Mills Road, 
RO, Box 2639, Sidney, B.C., V8L 4C1, no later than
Wi’v3nfi«?Hny OrtAhAr 10 lOftft
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BREADNER VETERINARY SERVICER
DR. SHELLEY BREADNER D.V.M.
We care for small animals and birds and provide 
a mobile service for horses.
2144A Keating X Rd. 652-9700 Saanichton
FED UP? 
PAYING TOO MUCH? 
TOO MANY STRIKES?





(Yes, Home brewed Beer is Natural)
2473 Beacon Ave. 
Ph: 656-4634
10% OFF Beer and Wine 





CHILDREM UNDER 10..... ...$6.00
PERMS ......................................................... ...$25.00
HJLIGHTS      .......$20.00
COLOUR   ......................................$18.00
ALL SERVICES INCLUDE 
SHAMPOOO, CONDITIONER & BLOWDRY
Wed. Thurs. Fri. 9 - 9
Continued from Page A4 
scene. Let us hope that cooler 
heads will prevail now that the 
election is over.




7820 Central Saanich Road 








10:30 a.m. Family Service




In response to a letter from 
Susan L. Lapham in your issue of 
Sept. 21, I wish to point out that 
she states we are building a new 
municipal hall. In fact it is an 
addition and renovation that is 
taking place. It is proceeding 
alrtiost on schedule by an excel­
lent contractor and will be a 
valuable asset to the community.
The current value of this addi­
tion is somewhere in the area of 
$550,(KX), An increase in value of 
approximately $100,000 in the 
four months since it was com­
menced, Not a bad investment!
In addition, the contingencies 
are running far below expectations 
and well under the amount bud­
geted for them. These figures arc 









10030 Third St., Sidney 
652-1909
Saturday Mass.,........... .........5:00 p.m.
Sunday Mass,..,............. ......10:30 a.m.
OUR LADY OF 
ASSUMPTION 
Roman Catholic Church 
7726 W, Saanich Road 
652-1909
Sunday Mans..........................6:30 a.m.
Sunday Maas  ......... .......12:30 p.m.
THE PARISH OF ST. MARY’S 
SAANICHTON
Sunday Oct, 9th - HARVEST THANKSGIVING
8:15am................................ HolyComrruinion
10,t)0am .................... ....HARVEST FESTIVAL
Sunday School & Nursoiy 
followed by relroshrrmnla 
Rector Rev. R. Sansom 
656-9840 Anglican - Episcopal 652-1611
ST. STEPHEN’S 
ANGLICAN CHURCH 
(Ml, Nawlon A SI. Slophon's Rd) 
062-4311
(;30 am...... ................ .. Holy Eucharist
10:00 am ..................... Sung Eucharist
7:00 pm .... L«sl Sundiy only Evonsong
WELCOME TO
ST.J0HN’S UNITED CHURCH
Sunday Sorvlcos  .......9:30 a.m,
Sunday School........ .......9:30 n.m.





Mooting at tha 
Sovonth-Day Advonllot 
Church lor Family Worship 
and Sunday School 0:30 a.m. 
10469 Rosthavon Drlvo In SIdnoy 
Como Join our Qrowlng Followship 
Rov. Polor Coulla — 6.55-3640
ST. ANDREW’S ANGLICAN CHURCH 
0GflG*3rd SI., SIdnoy 
SUNDAY SERVICES 
0 a.m., 0 a.m. and 11 n.m, 
(Church School & Nuroory al O o.m.) 
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Editor:
I would like to suggest to the 
responsible pet owning public that 
if your pet is losL to search for it 
yourself and have your friends/ 
neighbors and relatives help you. 
They will be tlie only assistance 
you will receive.
A week ago, my dog escaped 
from our fenced yard, and I was 
very worried, being that he is a 
Rottweiler, and knowing people’s 
attitudes towards the breed 
(although he is very young, and 
very friendly) you don’t know 
how someone may react if they 
were to sec one loose and unat­
tended.
After phoning die Central Saa­
nich police with the intention of 
making them aware of the situa­
tion, all the assisuincc they gave 
was the phone number of the 
SPCA. Well, they did save me 
what time I would have taken to 
look for llic number in the phone 
book.
The SPCA was no help whaLso- 
cver. Tlicy don’t patrol Uic Bren­
twood area on weekends. They 
did, liowcvcr, lake a description of 
my dog, in case someone found 
him and happened to give them a 
call. 1 phoned all of my friends 
and relatives in the area, and wc 
all drove around the area Itxiking 
for him.
Eventually I found liim myself, 
safe anil unscalhcil, The dog, not 
me. It was very (raiimailc for me, I 
have never lost a dog before, and 
tills particular one is a show dog 
worth well over $1,(XK).
Later a woman from the SPCA 
phoned me to say that I would 
have to keep checking with them 
to see if they had my dog because 
they would not phone me back. I 
tried telling her that the dog was 
found, but it was much like trying 
to tell a telephone solicitor that 
you’re not interested in buying 
what they arc selling. So I wailed 
till she finished so I could tell her 
my wonderful news.
“Oh, in that case you should 
have phoned us back, thank you,’ ’ 
she said, and abruptly hung up. If 
someone can tell me why I should 
have informed Uicm the dog had 
been found, when they weren’t 
looking for the animal, and they 
weren’t going to phone me if they 
heard any news about him, I 
would like lo know.
As far as I can tell from the 
change in die tone of the woman’s 
voice after I was able to say the 
dog had been found, she felt Uiat 
hanging up on me was in some 
way a reprimand.
1 have had to deal with the 
SPCA before and every lime I’ve 
been thoroughly disappointed. Not 
to say they don’t do some good in 
other areas, but I’m a true animal 
lover, and after seeing how they 
handle cases of neglect, missing 
animals etc., dial I’ve reported, 1 
truly wonder if they care about 
animals at all.
Another opinion for someone 
who has lost a pet is to phone the 
ltx:al radio stations. 1 found diem 
interested in helping me find my 
dog. V. lU‘:in
Central Saanich
Ron A Eunloo Praomnn Wolcomo you to
PENINSULA ALLIANCE CHURCH 
4lh A Ml. Bdkar. Bldnoy 866-0067
SUNDAY 0:30 a,m'| t<IMf •'««»••• Sunday School
.......... ....................................Family Womhlp





Sunday Sorvico,.,,........ .,,......10:00 a.m.
REV. G.R. PAUL DAVIS
SAANICHTON OltlLF. FELLOWSHIP 
2159 Mt, Nowlon CrONtt Rd.
Communion Sorvico............. 9:,10 a.m.
Family Soivleo......................11:00 «.m,
Nurtiory, Sunday School, 
Youth Qroupa, niblo Studios 
Pidatori nick Silnion 
W-8311 sss-4m
SIdnoy PenIttcoalalAooombly 
10384 McDorisId p«t)t Road 
, ,, bldnoy, W.U. VOt.liiiB 
POBlort Dsvo Haimor 
9:43 Sunday Bcliool




W. Saanich and Mills Rd. 
Sunday Sotvlcon 8 n.rn. and 10 a.m.
Sunday School 10 a.m. • 
THE RliV. D.L. MALINh-666 ,1223






I ARMY Or.»aNER • Pasior 658 <3544
BETHEL BAFniST CHURCH 
2260MIIHRd. Ph, 8684012 
Pastor: Oorsld W. Msllsr
0:48 s.m.................Sumlay School
11 iOO am............ Mominn Worship
Pior\a»r Olils & 0.0J. Soya 
6:30 Wod.
Vtiulh, Wiii'a 4 Gfcwps
GAIN explained
Editor:
The Miiii.slry of Social Scrvicc.s 
and Housing is ciirrciuly receiving 
a lot of criticism about the 
changes to Ouaniiitccd Available 
Income for Need (GAIN) dial wc 
arc implementing, 1 welcome an 
opportunity to set llic record 
straight for your rcadcr.s.
vv'vVAv'VA'AyW 
> 2ND ANNUALS 
,^DUST buster:^
% SAL.E
DO YOUR SILK AND 
DRIED ARRANGEMENTS 
LOOK TIRED AND 
DUSTY?
ACTNOW!
We’ll give them a face lift or 




You pay only for rTiat(9rlalR 
, . . labour charges are on 
the house,
OUT ONLY III OCTODIHR 
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SIDNEY FLORIST
2499 BEACON AVE. 
656-3313
\/)
Those critical of the changes 
have lost sight of our major objec­
tive — breaking the cycle of 
welfare dependency by providing 
the maximum incentives to inde­
pendence. There is not a person on 
welfare who would not applaud 
these objectives because they 
want to be contributing members 
of their community, they want to 
feel good about themselves and 
they want to improve their situa­
tion. This is a positive and mean­
ingful approach!
Everyone who is reclassified 
and has their benefit rate reduced 
by $50 a month will, at the same 
time, be eligible for additional 
beiiefiis and services to assist 
them to become self-supporting. 
Many of these recipients are 
young, single, mobile people.
After three months on GAIN, 
recipients who are designated as 
employable can more than make 
up the $50/mondi with part-time 
work. The first $50 (for a single 
person) or $100 (for a person with 
dependents or on GAIN for The 
Handicapped) earned per month 
docs not affect their GAIN benefit 
rate and 25 per cent of additional 
earnings is not deducted from 
their benefits.
This encourages recipients lo 
find part-time work which not 
only supplements their income but 
also provides work experience. 
There arc babysitting jobs, and 
casual and part-time work availa­
ble,
Wc arc also providing training 
and employment opportunities, 
help with daycare and transporta­
tion costs, and wc assist single 
parents wiUi transition from as.sis- 
tance to employment,
1 am determined to make all 
possible efforts to licl|) recipients 
become independent and sclf- 
siipixirting and the change wc arc 
making to the income assistance 
program will liclp to do iliis,
Claude Richmond 
Minister of Social 
Services and Tloii.sing




CHEEKY ART is created by Valerie Macdonald of Central Saanich on six-year-old 
Jacquelyn Parker. Face-painting was one of the attractions at Durrance School’s 
farmers market Oct. 2.
Drunken Joke costs licence, $450
A drunken joke by a man with 
almost three times the legal limit 
of alcohol in his blood cost him 
his driver’s licence, Thursday.
Russell Charles Mitcham, 37, of 
Central Saanich, moved a steam- 
cleaning van July 10 from outside 
the Glen Meadows golf club, after 
he’d been refused service inside 
the lounge, Sidney Provincial 
Court heard.
The van ended up partially on a 
curb and in some trees, about 50 
metres from where the work was 
being done.
The equipment operator saw 
Mitcham climb from the van, so 
he pushed him up against the van 
and hit him. Crown prosecutor 
Derek Lister told the court 
Mitcham first threatened to 
move the van because it was in his 
way as he walked down a ramp 
from the lounge.
His defence lawyer said: “It 
was a joke, it was a prank and it 
was a foolish thing to do.”
The Crown agreed that the 
actions were out of character for 
Mitcham and that the man had no 
intention of taking the van onto a
Sariclown Racetrack prank sours; 
youth loses licence for two years
i ®
A local youth tried to avoid the 
consequences of a May 11 prank 
by driving away-with a Sandown 
Raceway caretaker hanging on to 
the hood of his truck, youth court 
heard Thursday in Sidney.
Several times the boy hit the 
brakes and once sped in reverse to 
stiy- to dislodgc a caretaker fed up 
with young drivers spinning their 
tires on a grass parking area. 
Justice J.M. Hubbard heard.
Hubbard took the teenager’s 
driver’s licence away for two 
years and put him on a year’s 
probation. He must do 100 hours 
of community work before Dec. 
31, pay restitution of $42 for 
replacement of the caretaker’s 
torn pants, and give the man a 
written apology within seven 
days.
Hubbard told the boy he’s lucky 
the caretaker wasn’t killed and the 
charge wasn’t manslaughter. 
“You just missed that by tlie skin 
of your teeth,” Hubbard said.
Court hettrd that the caretaker 
ran up lo the t ruck, pul It is hands 
on the hocKl and said, “Slop, get 
out and go to the office.”
But the youth replied, “Get out 
of the way,” and drove towards 
llie carcuiker. Crown prosecutor 
Derek Lister told llic court.
The caretaker jumped on the 
hood to avoid being run over. At 
speeds of about 30 miles per hour, 
-the caretaker was taken around the 
area and the brakes were hit at 
least once. When the young offen­
der used reverse in another 
attempt to dislodge the man, two 
passengers asked to leave the 
truck.
The boy let them out and told 
the caretaker to get off the truck. 
“I’ll get you this time,” he said 
when the man refused.
This time he headed out onto 
Glamorgan Road and hit the 
brakes once again.
Finally, the youth had a change 
of heart and drove slowly back lo 
the office, the caretaker still riding 
on the hood.
“I was fooling around and I got
public road.
At the police station, Mitcham 
registered breathalyzer readings of 
230 milligrams of alcohol per 100 
millilitres of blood, court heard. 
The legal limit for operating a 
motor vehicle is 80 milligrams.
“You obviously had no busi­
ness being anywhere near a vehi­
cle in that condition,” Judge J.M. 
Hubbard told Mitcham.
Mitcham pleaded guilty, was 
fined $450, and had his licence 
suspended for six monihs. The 
incident was his first drinking and 
driving offence.
carried away,” the boy said in 
police statement. “I went too far.”
Lister said the driving incident 
“was an act of violence. . .and 
cannot Ixj taken lightly.”
“Overall, I wish I just hadn’t 
done this and it didn’t happen,” 
the boy told the court. He pleaded 
guilty to two charges against him.
Under the Young Offenders 
Act, the youth can’t be identified 





Wo wolcomo ono and all to our 
7th soason fo serving 
lunches and afternoon tons, 
OPEN Tuor,,-Gun 11:30 - G'.OO PM
479-7787
5460 OLD WEST SAANICH ROAD
Lasagne
by "Wierd" Al Yankovic
Wild Thing
by Senator Bobby
House of the Rising
L by Andy Grillith
A
f Louie Louie
by Les Dance and his Orchestra
Leader of the Laundromat
by The Detergents
Chicken Strut




by David Seville and the Chipmunks
King Tut
by Steve Marlin
12 LUXURIOUS OCEANSIDE 
TOWNHOMES
WreMhtaking seclusion
farina Day Eshatos fnkos cidvantngfi of one of the lost 
IVourispollod vistas nvoilfiblo near Victoria. Within tho 
soloction of tloor plans tivailotalo, each Individual homo 
foatures a v.'ood burning firopinco. sKyllght, full master 
omujito, second bodroom and bathroom, attachod garage, 
main level laundry and mam level access for your
convonlonco.
Don't miss your opportunity 
(or leisure living at ils boat,
Vyuli priuoi. tiofii $104,000 to 
$18(5,900. nvailabllity in this 
proatigious location is limilod,
For further Information, visit 
our on-Blto Centro today, or ' 
call 370-1222
(Pager No. .388-2096 • 24 hrs.)
THAVl.l NOm H t MOM VIC lOIIIA ON 1 Ml.
PAt fiAv HKiMWAV TOA'AaDs sirjurv,I ri‘T OM KI'-ATINQ CSOSS MOAh. IIIOHr
on went fiAANiCH, I I'f T on mauchan'i,
l,t,rt ON IIAOAN ,»ND nitlM'f ON
josr.pinNr, to masina hay lifiiATcs
OPEN HOUSE SATURDAY — SUNDAY 110 5 p.m.
AND WIN INSTANT CASH
Bogins OCTOBER 7th, 5 p.m. Liston to CJVI900 Thanksgivi.ig Countdown - Spot the 
song that doesn't belong in the countdown (the turkey!). Be ttie FIRST caller and win
- $100 INSTANT CASH -
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• CARPET CLEANING 
• UPHOLSTERY CLEANING
Owner Will Dorman gives personal attention to all orders 
9570 Northlawn Terrace, Sidney, B.C.
Phone: 656-4754 - 30 Years Experience
r NORTH SAANICH MIDDLE SCHOOLPRESENTS
DOC & THE DOO WOPS
8:30 to 12:30 P.M. SAT, OCT. 15, 1988 
PARENTS & FRIENDS WELCOME 
ONLY 100 TICKETS LEFT AT $7.50 ea. 
"GET THE GANG TOGETHER” 





Mr. John J. Benham, Administrator and C.E.O. of the Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital, on behalf of the President of the Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
, Foundation is pleased to announce the appointment of Marylouise 
Wakefield to the position of Development and Public Relations deicer, 
.with this position, Ms. Wakefield will be responsible for establishing and 
developing a fund-raising program and for providing the public relations 
services to the Hospital. Ms. Wakefield brings to this position a degree in 
Marketing Management and a background in Marketing and Public 
Relations. For further information please call 652-391 1.
.P.a Box 1000, Saanichton, B.a Canada VOS 1M0 (604) 652-3911,
' :>i
Death and destruction outlined at drug debate
The damage done by drugs, 
ranging from death to imprison­
ment to family breakdown to 
addiction, was outlined for a large 
crowd of parents and teens at a 
Sept. 27 drug forum held in Park­
land Secondary School.
By VALORIE LENNOX 
Review Staff Writer
A topical example cited by 
moderator Deryck Thomson was 
runner Ben Johnson’s disqualifi­
cation from the Olympics over 
alleged misuse of drugs.
Other forum speakers, Kulli 
Meyer of Uie Dallas Society, pro­
bation officer Niel Pearce, lawyer 
Meyland McKimm and Sidney 
RCMP officer Robert Gaetz, 
focused on abuse of alcohol and 
drugs by local teens and adults.
All stressed that alcohol is a 
drug. Pearce reports frequently 
meeting parents who are relieved 
the child is only in trouble for 
alcohol abuse instead of drug 
abuse.
Yet there are teenagers who are 
drunk every weekend, living only 
for the drug-induced high, and 80 
per cent of his caseload is related 
to teens abusing alcohol, Pearce 
said.
To illustrate the havoc alcohol 
can create, he displayed the 
lengthy court record of one adult 
alcoholic who has garnered over 
100 charges in the past 20 years.
The man exists in the Victoria 
area (“I don’t call it living”) and 
every Christmas ensures he is in 
jail so he will receive a Christmas 
dinner.
Another of Pearce’s clients has 
been in conflict with the law since 
he was 13. A habitual abuser of 
alcohol and marijuana, he has 
spent the last six weeks in jail 
awaiting sentence for another 
offence. He’s just 19.
For Pearce, the most disturbing 
case was the recent “plundering 
of the Sidney area” by a group of 
teenagers addicted to cocaine.
“It is disturbing to get children 
as young as 16 involved in serious 
crime to support a cocaine habit.”
Like Pearee, McKimm cited a
strong connection between drug 
abuse and crime. He warned that a 
good lawyer is not an automatic 
solution.
“If anybody out there harbors 
the illusion tliat a sharp lawyer can 
make it all right, I want to tell you 
that if the police do their job, 
there’s nothing in the world 1 can 
do for you. You will be con­
victed.”
A juvenile arrested by police 
can expect to be taken to the 
police station, his or her parents 
notified, and released into the 
parents’ custody.
Gaetz said Sidney RCMP now 
have a policy that parents will be 
notified of any instance of juve­
nile alcohol or drug abuse, even if 
the offender is not formally 
charged.
Occasionally a juvenile may be 
kept in custody at a youth deten­
tion centre.
Repeated offences will lead to a 
sentence at a youth detention 
cenU'e, McKimm warned.
“Jail for a young person is 
exactly like jail anywhere else. It 
is a horrible place to be.”
He estimates 85 per cent of his 
criminal defence clients have an 
alcohol or drug problem. In addi­
tion, alcohol is the base problem 
for 85 to 90 per cent of those 
consulting a lawyer over matrimo­
nial problems.
“I have discovered how devas­
tating alcohol is as a drug, it is a 
dangerous habit and it affects all 
of society,” McKimm said.
He advised parents to take a 
close look at their own alcohol 
consumption and to set a good 
example for their children.
As a substance abuse counselor 
Meyer has found abuse extending 
across generations of the same 
family. Often teens who abuse 
drugs are using chemicals to com­
pensate for lack of emotional sup­
port in their family.
The best treatment programs are 
those which involve the whole 
family. Programs using positive 
peer support are also successful, 
Meyer said.
The younger teens are when 
they start using drugs, the more
likely they are to use an excessive 
amount of drugs and to use hard 
drugs.
Drugs are physically, einotion- 
ally and mentally addicting, 
Meyer said. Among the most dan­
gerous drugs are cocaine and 
crack, because the drugs are 
quickly addicting and can kill the 
user from respiratory shock.
Signs of drug abuse are changes 
in behavior, interests and friends 
plus physical evidence such as 
dilated pupils, staggering and
alcohol on the breath.
The best defence is accurate 
information on drugs, especially 
when the research is done by the 
entire family.
Speakers also recommended 
community programs, like the 
STEP parenting courses offered 
by the Peninsula Community 
Association. Drug and alcohol 
counselling programs offered by 
the association are also frequently 
used by police and the court to 
help young offenders.
A SORRY RECORD of convictions collected by one alcoholic 
over the past 20 years was displayed by probation officer Niel 






Come stuff yourself on Great 
German food and Dance to the
ADAS HEISERVIND OOMPAH BAND 
i;VDINNER HOURS STARTS 6:30 P.M. 
☆BAND STARTS 7:30 P.M.
ES! SPECIALS!
POTATO CHIPS
FOR PARTIES & 
GATHERINGS
655-4404
THE LYRE OF ORPHEUS 
ROBERTSON DAVIES
Famod Canadian author, Robortson Davloa, has rooonlly roloanod 
yot anolhor ontrulling novol. "Tho lyro ol Orphous" Is dronchod with 
solid writing exporionco and contains charactors previously intro­
duced In oarlior books,
Tho central point ol "The Lyro ol Orpheus" is tho Cornish 
Foundation. Tho Cornish Foundation is a trust that had boon sot up 
by a wealthy man to fund ditloront projocts, Rathor than back 
conaorvativo and auto vonturoo, tho Chairman ol tho Board and 
doscondant of the lalo Francis Cornish, dociclos to tako aomo risks. 
Howavor, strange events begin lo happen to all involvod with some 
interceding from tho spirit world.
"Tho Lyro ol Orpheus" Is a hard book to cinssily, Willigoographical 
roteronofls, tlie story has a definite tool of ronlily, but tho "spiritual" 
part carries tho fictional slanl. It Is not a "horror" or scary-type book.
Robertson Davies has onjoyod much success as cm author and 
you don't liavo to go too far into the book lo see tho ro.asotr His 
approach Is simple, Plots and sub plots are well plannnd and easy to 
follow,
Fbr readers that especially crave Ihe pure relaxation ol a good 















equipment \va.s stolen from the 
Wain Road fire hall sometime 
between Sept. 21-23, Sidney 
RCMP report.
There was no sign of forced 
entry to the North Saanich Volun­
teer Fire Department building. 
Police arc investigating.
LOVE SEAT .STOLEN 
A brass love scat valued at .$150 
was stolen from Uic front lobby of 
a Fourth Street apartment building 
in Sidney Scpl, 26, police said.
BREAK-IN
A Dean Park Road resident was 
the victim of a break and enter 
Scpl. 29.
Police have yet lo determine if 
anything was stolen as the owner 
remains unavailable. The investi­
gation coniiniics.
BREAK-IN
About $1,500 in valuables were 
t;iken front a Mills Road home 
Scpl. 29. Sidney RCMP arc inves- 
ligaling.
Letters to 1he ediior rriusl be signed 
and contain the writer's address 
and t e I e p 11 o n e n u rn b e r. Let t e rs 
should not exceed 600 words in
IHo oHifoH -fnr ofori
ty, legality or taste.
HERE’S YOUR CHANCE TO
EARN&LEARN
Become a newspaper 




Nt3wr.papGr cerriera learn about bus*
Ine.^s from the ground up, Like 
dealing aucoessluHy with all 
types ol people, Delivwrliiy 
a product at tho ox,pocted 
time. Handling cornplaints 
ii 1 li liiolful way. Got 
tho light start in 
business. Sign 
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THE SAANICH SCHOOL DISTRICT PRESENTS;
INTRODUCTORY COMPUTER CLASSES
Tho eburno will run six consocutivo Tuesday or 
Wodnosday ovonings commoncing Octobor 25/26, 19B8,
Introduction to Applo llo and ApploWorks
Mount Nowton Middio School (Tuosdayn)
Koating Elomontary, Royal Oak Middle Schools (Wednesdays)
Introduction lo MS-DOS Applicatlona
North Saanich Middle School (Tuesdays) i,
Slolly'ci Secondary School (Wednesdays)
Introduction to Macintosh 
Parkland Secondary Scliool (Tuesdays)
Stolly'n Secondary School (Wednesdays)
COST; $75.00 per course
REGISTRATION: Wednesday, Octoboi 5th. and Thursday, Odobor 
6th, 9 a.m.'Noon, at tho Saanich School floaid 
Ollico, 2125 Keating Cross Road, Saanichton 
QUESTIONS; Call Kovon Elder at 652-1151
Saanidt .ScliooLs
Letters to the editor must bo sigrTod 
arTd contain the writer's address 
and telephone number. Letters 
shouid not exceed 600 Vv/ords in 
lenplh and mav be edited for clari­
ty, legaiity or taste.
VANDALISM , 
Vandals left a path of destruc­
tion on Amelia Avenue, through 
the Twin Oaks, Village and onto 
Bowerbank and Melville Avenues 
before turning onto McDonald 
Park Road overnight Oct. 1-2.
They sprayed: orange paint on 
the road surface on Amelia, the 
fence and a power pole near the 
Twin Oaks Village, three signs al 
the comer of Melville Avenue and 
McDonald Park Road and parts of 
two homes.
Sidney RCMP arc asking for the 
public’s help to apprehend the 
vandals. If anyone driving this 
route saw anyiliing they arc asked 
to call police to assist in identify­
ing the two youths they believe 
arc responsible.
MVA
Sidney RCMP charged the 
driver of a vehicle with failing to 
slop for a Slop sign and liaving no 
driver’s licence following an acci­
dent at Aniiiy Drive and Bourne 
Terrace about 11 p.m. Sept. 26.
Police estimate damage lo he 
alxHil $1,6(X). One person suffered 
minor injuries.
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Steam locomotive to jet plane
Plan to put school district 
on track for 21st Century
Picture a steam locomotive, 
loaded with passengers and cargo, 
chugging on a tight schedule to an 
unknown destination.
By VALORIE LENNOX 
Review Staff Writer
Midway through Uie trip the
locomotive must transform itself 
into a rapid transit jet train, wiUi- 
oui disturbing passengers, losing 
cargo or going off schedule.
That was the analogy used by 
School District 63 superintendent 
Janet Mort to describe the trans- 
fomiation the school system must
PAGES OF PLANNING will go into directing the future 
development of School District 63.
District gamer$ grants
undergo to be ready for the 21st 
Century.
“We fall into the trap in educa­
tion of thinking that the issues arc 
social issues, economic issues or 
technological issues. Really, the 
issue wc’rc facing is change.
“The pace of change in our 
society is so fast and schools have 
been slow to change,” Mort said.
The school district is now 
embarking on a three-year plan­
ning project to develop goals for 
the 21st Century. The first step 
was an informaUon meeting Sept. 
29 at the University of Victoria 
attended by district staff and rep­
resentatives from parents’ groups, 
seniors’ groups, business people, 
municipal government, the univer­
sity and the Minishy of Education.
Also present was provincial 
Minister of Education Tony 
Brummet plus an estimated 75 per 
cent of district staff.
“That is a pretty hefty number 
on a Thursday night after a long 
day of work,” Mort noted. She 
estimates 450 people attended the 
meeting.
The meeting opened with a 
review of Saanich school district 
successes and areas of concern, 
including class sizes, technology 
and funding. A report just 
received by the district predicts an 
increase of 1,000 students in the 
district over the next four years.
In addition to coping with the
shift in Saanich from a rural to an 
urban district, schools must also 
prepare students for the informa­
tion age.
High-level thinking and good 
processing skills will be required 
if students arc to cope with the 
masses of infonnation tliat techno­
logical advances are making avail­
able.
Now is the time to establish a 
consensus on the educational 
future preferred by the community 
and to plan to achieve that future, 
Mort said.
A five-member committee will 
be formed with representatives 
from tlic school board, from dis­
trict administration, from the 
teachers’ association, from non- 
teaching sL'iff and from the district 
parents association.
A variety of subcommittees, 
reflecting different community 
interests and skills, will also be 
formed and called on when 
required.
The first job of the committee 
will be to define how to collect 
information from the community 
between now and Sept. 1989.
Then the committee will spend 
two years developing a statement 
of values, goals and a plan to 
reach tliosc goals. The plan is to 
be complctcxl in 1990-91.
“Wc expect after that the plan 
will be evolutionary. It will never 
be static, it will be constantly 
reviewed,” Mort concluded.
Research projects from School 
District 63 collected $3,800 in 
funding from the provincial Min­
istry of Education, school trustees 
learned Sept. 26.
Six grants were awarded by the 
ministry’s program evaluation 
branch.
Funded projects include:
• A creative problem solving 
model for native students in 
enrichment programs at Bren­
twood Elementary, Mt. Newton 
Middle and Stclly’s Secondary 
schools, which received $800;
• An early childhood'literacy
program for native students 
involving Brentwood Elementary 
and the community, which 
received $800;
» A creative problem solving 
program at Beaver/Prospect Lake 
School, $500;
® Use of drama to enrich cur­
riculum atLochside School, $400;
• A program to increase unde- 
rstanding of alternate reporting 
methods at Saanichton School,
''$700;'-
• And a Sidney school program 





May I express my appreciation to the voters and to those 
who worked so enthusiaticaliy in support of my bid for the 
office of mayor of North Saanich.
I would also like to congratulate the Review for the fair 
and professional manner in which the information con­
cerning the election was handled.
Sincerely,
George Westwood
Implementation of an Interna­
tional Baccalaureate program in 
School District 63 will be consid­
ered during 1989 budget discus­
sions.
A report by Sadru Damji recom­
mending the enriched program 
was received at the Sept. 26 board 
meeting, but was; tabled pending 
budget discussions.
The program will cost $35,205 
in the first year, $32,105 in the 
second year and $39,606 in the 
third year.
' * * *
A working committee will be 
established by the school district 
to draft a policy on AIDS, taislees 




Y©y CAM WIN! Bring your old lottery 
tickets to either of Sidney's Favorite Lottery 
Locations - TANNERS or The HflAILBOX - 
and enter the draw for a second chance!
1 St PRIZE: $100 2nd PRIZE: A SPECIAL '88 
3rd PRIZE: A Provincial
The next 7 tickets drawn 






















Terry brings with him 
years of experience in Ihe 
commercial real ostnio 
lioki In Victoria, llo has 
boon involvod In Iho lonS" 
inq of such contros ns 
Saanich Plaza, Torquay 
Villofjo, Tho Brick Square 
and othors. Call Tbrry for all 
your commorcial & invosi- 
monl real oalalo noods, 
land assembly, dovolop- 
mont, financing, loaso*up 
and ovantual sale.
Alexandra Fischer
Looking for a noodio in a 
haystack? From crowsnost 
to castio, I lovo n challongo. 
Vyhatovor your droam 
homo may bo, shop WITH 
THE FINEST FOR THE 
FINEST on tho Ijoautiful 
Saanich Poninsula.
Deborah Gray
Dobbio wolcomos frionds 
and clionts, old and now to 
call on hor at N.R.S, 
Ponlnoula Praporllos, Ono 
of Dobbio’s goals in hor 
Rool Estoto caroor is to 
holpsoniora. With IByoars 
of Public Hoalth and Nurs­
ing bohind hor, 9hG tools 
hor skills and support aro 
much nooded. If you aro In 
nood of our noivico or just 
nood como quoslions 
answorod, call Dobbio 
today,












NRS PENINSULA PROPERTIES 
2104B KEATING X ROAD
rrMTPAl '<SAAM!r,M ■ ■
(In tho Seaboard Plaza)
Alexandra Fmchar....... .......................  134U
Joan Headrick..... .................  652-4336
Juanita Hullon-Potts...........................G52-4O02
Gilbert Gutliound............ ............ ......652-5171
Uili Hobson...............   Wanaoet
,/ FAX
This year the Canada Savings I.^ond sales iieriod is earlier-from Ocl.ober 20 
to Novemlier 1. Buy your new bonds wherever you bank or invest starting 
Oel.olx'r 20, Yon may date your iiaymenl Novemlier 1, the day the new bonds
start earning ini t'rest.
Safe and secure. Ctinada Savings Ikinds are 
fully giKirantoed liy die Government, of Canada, 
tu’y ni'vi'r fail in valiK*.
Cashable anytime. Canadti Savings Bonds 
can be cashed at any t,line. Your money is always 
availalile when you need it.
Interest rate announced mid-October. 
'Phe inlen.!Si I'ate and puivhasf' limit for die new 
sf'i'ies will Ire annoiineed in mid OrToher. l)(*tails 
will he a vailal rle wh<T('ver Canada Savings Bonds 
ar(‘ sold.
Don’t be lat.e! Idanenil rer, Novemlier 1 is t.lie 
Iasi, day you can buy die new lionds at lacc 
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FlNANCfi, CROWN CORPORATIONS AND G0VPRNMF:NT SERVICI’S
f IMNCl AL 5,AM , 1N DUSTRY
PUBUC HH-ARINGS
Mund.iy, OcIoIhm' 17, l‘)KH 
Comnu’ncing 9:()0 ii.ni. 
T'he Wc?slin Ht'iy,slioRv 
16(11 West Ci'orj’iii Strei'l 
VANCOUVKU
Tiu’Si-liiy, October IH, 
Coninu’in in^ 9;0(1 a,m. 
l npri I Intel 
1171 1 larvev Avemie 
KI’LOWNA
Winter’s approach means work for the gardener
OVER THE
?HELEN LANG
A phone call from Lillian Campbell alerted me to the fact that . 
winter is coming, and I’d better get along with some pre-winter 
chores. She wanted to know when to bring in her tuberous 
begonias, and if it was possible to leave geraniums outside until 
spring.
She had seen some (against the wall of a house) that survived 
last winter, and were flowering again this summer.
If wc have a really mild winter it is possible for a number of 
plants, usually regarded as annuals, to live over. We had 
geraniums endure last winter outside, and several years ago a 
couple of tuberous begonias, over-looked in the fall clean-up, 
gave me a welcome surprise in the spring. This is unusual, and 
entirely dependent on the weather, if wc had had freezing 
temperatures almost certainly lhe geraniums, and the even more 
delicate begonias, would have been nothing but mush by spring.
I’d wait until begonias have stopped blooming and then, using a 
trowel, gently unearth each tuber, keeping the foliage attached, if 
possible. Lay the whole business flat on some newspaper, under 
cover, to dry off for a week or so, until the foliage has shrivelled 
and separates easily from the tuber.
Because we have had trouble other years with root maggots, I 
then immerse the tubers in a solution of Diazinon in a litre milk 
carton of water for about half an hour, then let them air-dry, 
before storing them in peat moss, perlite or vcrmiculitc, in a cool 
dry place until February when it is time to sprout them for 1989.
If you have never had difficulties with root-maggots just drop 
the tubers in a bag containing some sulphur powder, give it a good 
shake, and store them as above.
Geraniums may be dug, cut back severely, (trimming the roots 
at the same time) and then potted-up, to spend the winter on a
basement windowsill, the sun-porch, a protected balcony where 
they won’t freeze, or, if you have one, in the greenhouse.
I usually put three geranium plants in each two-gallon pot, and 
to save your sanity, do remember to put geraniums of the same 
color in tlie same poL Water these pots, sparingly, about once a 
month, until they start to make new growth in the spring.
At that time you may fertilize and water to your heart’s content 
to encourage strong growth. Some people prefer to take at least 
some cuttings now, as a sort of insurance policy, but, unless you 
can provide lots of light in a cool location, your cuttings will 
become lanky and long and frail before spring ... the kind of thing 
you try to hide from visiting gardeners.
If you want to save a few fibrous begonias, a particularly lovely 
impaUens or a few coleus plants. I’d suggest you pot them up very 
soon and bring then indoors before temperatures cool off any 
more. You may not be successful — sometimes they just up and 
die — but its fun when they do live, they make attractive 
house-plants during the dull days of winter.
I find it hard to make choices about just when to bring in the 
house plants that have had a summer outdoors. Most of them seem 
to be doing so well right now. The jade plants look as sturdy as 
Japanese wrestlers, the fuchsias are flowering better than they 
have in months, the pelargoniums are positively glorious, the hoya 
plants look just fine, thank you, the hibiscus are blooming their 
heads off and the clivias seem to be thriving.
However, if I leave them too long, putting off a job I don’t 
enjoy, the change in temperature between outdoors and inside will 
send them into the sulks. They will shed buds, turn yellow, toss of 
leaves, to show their displeasure — so I guess there is nothing for 
it but to get busy, and move most of them insider ... er ... 
tomorrow? Yes, tomorrow!
The garden will suddenly look as though summer is over. Ah, 
me!
I’ll leave the jade plants, the tuberous begonias, and the ivy 
geraniums for a while longer, and also the fuchsias. I can’t do 
everything in one day, of this I’m reasonably sure.
If you have a place to put these plants for a couple weeks, 
before they rejoin the plants that have spent the summer inside. 
I’d recommend that you go this route. We’ll discuss their further 
treatment next week.
Riding ring backed by council
An application to construct a 
riding ring on agricultural land 
reserve properly was forwarded to 
the provincial land commission 
Sept. 26 with a recommendation 
for approval from North Saanich 
committee of the whole.
Jack Henson plans to construct 
an equestrian centre, private thor­
oughbred training centre and 
breeding fann on his John Road 
property. Henson holds a 1988 
thoroughbred trainer’s licence and 
the property adjoins an existing 
thoroughbred training centre.
The land is now used lo grow 
■','hay.
Mayor Linda Michaluk said the 
riding ring conforms to the zoning
in the area, and Aid. Rebecca 
Vermeer pointed out the land 
adjoins residential and hobby farm 
properties.
She said the use is appropriate 
and would enhance equestrian 
activities in North Saanich.
Aid. Dee Bailin objected, say­
ing land now use for growing 
crops should not be put to other 
uses. She said the application 
should be referred to the planning 
commission.
Referral to the land commission 
with a recommendation for 
approval was backed by council, 
with Bailin and Aid. Don Caver- 
ley voting against the motion. ^ i: 
At the same meeting,''aldermen
agreed to ask the municipal plan­
ner whether the agricultural land 
reserve designations in North Saa­
nich need fine-tuning in order to 
upgrade the official community 
plan.
Michaluk said a detailed soil 
survey had been done in 1986 and 
asked if additional study was 
required.
Aid. Chris Lott said having the 
best information available would
result in the best defence for 
retaining agricultural land while 
Aid. Rebecca Vermeer suggested: 
drawing on provincial government 
resources to fine-tune agricultural; 
designations.
Municipal Clerk Joan Schill: 
said the planner may not have the < 
expertise to use the soil survey; 
information.
Council decided to ask the plan-: 
ner if further study was required.'
Tuesday, October 2b, 19HH 
Commencing'■hOO a.m,
Douglas Fir Committee Room 
Parliament Buildings
vicraRiA
The purpose of these public Itearings is for the Committee 
to receive submissions respecting the tinancial planning 
and advisory industry in British Columbia.
Those wishing to appear ,il any of tin' .ibuve locations 
should notify the Clerk of Committees as soon as 
possible.
Address all correspondence or iiuiuirie.s to;






Telephone', 3b6.293:1 Fax; :iH7-28i:3
MLMUliUS!
Mr. Jim Rabbill, M l .4. (Ch.iirmavp 
1 hm, B, Smith, (Deputy t hairman)
Hon. M. C'OUVelier Mr. C. Clark, M.I .A
ITon. I Jansen Mr, C. D'Anv, M.I,.A.
Mon.A.Hee iViw.D, M.u,'an, i-d.i ..'S
Hon. F. Veitch ,
A videotai^ on the California beforq being sent to the .schools,.
grape bdycott’should'liave gone to tmstees agreed Sept. 26. ■:
School District 63 administration The video, entitled Wrath of;
Grapes, and related printed mate­
rial were sent to each school’s: 
Saanich Teachers’ Association 
representative by the B.C. Teach­
ers’Federation.
Although the video had some 
worthwhile information on pestic­
ides and workers’ rights, the dis­
trict’s educational directions com­
mittee had some reservations 
about the production.
The committee recommended 
teachers be directed to ensure a 
balanced point of view is pre­
sented on controversial topics.
Teachers’ association president 
Stew Kirkpatrick asked trustees to 
carefully assess the wording of 
any such regulation, as both ‘a 
balanced point of view’ and ‘con­
troversial topics’ can be inter-; 
prcicd different ways.
Trustees agrccti to table consid-: 
cration of Uic commiitcc’.s sugges­
tion.
They also agreed to have the; 
videxi vicwctl by a group of social: 
studies teachers ancDto send a: 
protest letter to Ihc B.C. Tciichcrs’ : 
Federation pointing out the mate­
rial should not have been sent' 
directly to the sclaxils.
Under district ixilicy, materials 
for student instruction must be 
approved by the superintendent or 
the school board.
A similar protest letter will Ixj 
sent to tlic Canadian govcmmcnl 
in response to material from the 
Department of National Defence 
which was distributed directly to 
schools.




U’s not a question ol Jf, bin 
a question of when your 
children will be exposed 
to drugs.
Do you know which way 
they T11 urn?
What can you do to help 
your kids steer clear of drugs? 
'reach, b)’ example, vSiandarth: 
of right and wrong.
-Help children resist peer 
pressure by communicating 
with them and giving them 
(he fact.s.
~l,earn about drugs and how 
to recognl/.e the first signs of 
drug abuse.
liducating our cltlklren to 
refuse drugs is the .surest: way 
to light tite problem.
Talk to your kids,
tbcRcVICUJ




Reaction of School District 63 
trustees to the Royal Commission 
on Education reiiori and rccoin- 
mcndalions wilMxi delivered lo 
Miiii.vtci of Ediicatloii Tuny 
Brummet CJct, 24,
In preparation for the meeting, 
imstees were liiuiilcd a coudcnscii . 
19-twgc .summary of the commis- 
sitMi’s recommemtilioii.s on Sept, 
2,6 with instructions to review and 
comment on the rcimrt by Del, 7.
Ail incsiees’ vicw.s will Ixs dis-! 
ciisscd at the Oct. 17 krard meet­
ing ,so a kwnl consensus can m • 
presented to the Minister. ■
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Savannah sparrow: a common stranger
Virtually everyone is acquainted with the English or house 
sparrow and many of us have seen these aggressive fellows 
attempting to take over the bird housds which we put up in the 
hope of attracting the handsome, buoyant, soaring violet-green 
swallows or other desired species.
And many people are familiar with the trilling chipping sparrow 
with the clear breast, dark line through the eye and chestnut 
crown. They often nest in gardens, hedgerows and parks, 
preferring small conifers for nesting sites. The large, reddish, 
aptly named fox sparrow and the clear-breasted, golden-crowned 
(actually yellow-crowned) sparrow often show up at our feeding 
stations, particularly during winter.
The clear-breasted white-crowned sparrow with its conspicuous 
head, sporting sharply contrasting black and white stripes, is 
known to many.
However, I would suspect that one of our commonest sparrows 
is a stranger to many. This is the Savannah sparrow, featured in 
our photo today. This bird is essentially a bird of the open 
grasslands, hayfields and meadows where they nest. During the 
winter, they commonly frequent the grassy, weedy, seaweed- 
strewn areas an sand dunes just up from the beaches on both 
eastern and western coasts.
What do you look for? A small, heavily streaked sparrow with 
pink legs, a yellowish line over the eye, a narrow buffy streak in 
the centre of the crown with darkish streaks on either side and a 
white belly.
There is no white in the tail as in the much rarer vesper sparrow 
nor wing-bars as in the tree sparrow. The song is rather thin and 
insect-like consisting of a succession of dry notes and short trills 
— “tsip-tsip-tsip-saaaaay, scecee, you.”
The Savannah sparrow is undoubtedly our most widely 
distributed sparrow, occurring from northern Alaska to the 49th 
parallel and right across Canada from Vancouver Island to the 
Maritimes and Newfoundland. It is also our most hardy sparrow, 
breeding all along the Arctic coast and on several southern Arctic 
islands. Mary and I found it common on the Anderson delta.
The Savannah constructs its nest almost exclusively of grasses 
and moss, the inner lining consisting entirely of fine grass, in 
contrast to the bird feathers utilized by longspurs, and tree 
sparrows. Eggs are whitish to pale bluish or purplish, usually with 
generous splashes of rusts and browns.
Food items vary markedly from predominance of animal items 
to mostly plant foods such as grasses and seeds, depending I 
believe, upon the resources of the immediate environment and the 
time of year. Beetles, grasshoppers, moths, crickets, spiders, 
various flies and snails are taken in quantity by many of the birds 
while others in different habitats seem to show a marked 
preference for plant items.
Structures built by man have taken, and continue to take great 
number of small migrating birds. Light houses and high, lighted 
buildings have long attracted nocturnal migrants like the Savan­
nah sparrow and have taken heavy tolls of them. However, two 
more recent innovations, the television tower and the airport 
ceilometer are playing havoc with many populations of small 
birds which migrate at night. One October night 50,000 birds were 
killed at a ceilometer in Georgia, and 15,000 birds were killed at a 









MEL COUVELIER SIDNEY, B.C. TERRY HUBERTS
||' %
House of Pancakes
2401 Mt. Newton X Rds.




Our Menu will Feature ...
TURKEY, PRIME RIB, or HAM with 
SWEET or BAKED POTATOES 
BROCCOLI or ASPARAGUS with CHEESE SAUCE 
CRANBERRIES, DINNER ROLL 
SOUP or SALAD 
PUMPKIN PIE with ICE CREAM 
COFFEE, TEA or a MEDIUM BEVERAGE
$Q80
ALL FOR ^ per person
RESERVATIONS FOR PARTIES OF 6 OR MORE GLADLY ACCEPTED
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 652-9500 
Licensed Premises
SAVANNAH SPARROW Cy Hampson photo
sparrows.
Studies by Odum and High (1957) indicate that the Savannah 
sparrow possesses outstanding ability to home at the end of the 
breeding season. They found that about 40 per cent of the 
Savannahs wintering in an area, return to the same area the 
following season.
Where do we look for these birds? In grassy meadows such as 
those back from Island View Beach, hay fields, areas bordering 
the Victoria Airport and Vantreight farms, along fence-rows and 
along our shorelines just up from the high tidclines. Many winter 
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Kincaid accent chair cherry 





Stylecraft. Swivel rocker. Tran­
sitional styling. Deep button 
tufted back and centre welt 
cushion with Marflex spring 
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Kincaid accent chair cherry 
finish. Decorative cane sides, 
button tufted back.




Stylecraft traditional swivel 
rocker with deep button tufting 
reversable seat with Marflex 
spring cushion. Choice of 4 de­
corator colours.











stylecraft button tufted wing 
chair. Seat cushion is reversable 
with Marflex spring cushion. 
100% acrylic fabric with choice 















TOUCH OF CLASS /
Stylecraft traditional swivel 
rocker. Centre welt reversable 
cushion with Marflex spring 
cushion. Choice of 4 decorator 
colours.





Stylecraft Queen Anne wing 
back. A traditional favourite. 
Reversable seat cushion with 
Marflex spring cushion. 100% 























Kincaid accent chair, cherry fi­
nish, cane sidos, button tufted 
back. Choice of 5 decorator 
colours,
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Heart transplant success
Medical miracle beats the hand of cruel fate
Life doesn’t come with any guarantees.
So says Bob Larsen of Central Saanich, who received a new 
heart in a six-hour operation June 11.
By VALORIE LENNOX 
Review Stqff Writer
But his three months of involvement in the London, Ont., 
transplant program convinced him that even those dealt a bad 
hand by fate can beat the odds.
In addition to his own recovery he watched other patients, some 
near death, regain health and strength after transplant operations. 
Miracles, accomplished by medical science and organ donations.
“I don’t consider myself a celebrity. I haven’t done a dam 
thing. I just laid back and let somebody else do it,” the 
60-year-old former letter carrier says.
His own bad hand started with a family history of heart disease 
and a smoking habit, which he kicked after his first heart attack in 
1977. He was 49.
He suffered a second heart attack in 1979, followed by quintuple 
bypass surgery to clear five blockages in three arteries.
The problem seemed solved. He walked seven to eight miles 
daily on his postal route and there were no further symptoms of 
heart trouble until January this year.
‘‘Then, on the 18th of January, whamo!” Another heart attack, 
without warning, early Monday morning. He ended up in hospital, 
where he stayed for the next three weeks.
His heartb^t was irregular and remained so, despite efforts to 
correct the problem. By April he was frequently short of breath 
and could walk only a fraction of a mile. His hands and feet were 
cold, symptoms of inefficient blood circulation.
Although he did not know it, he had been given less than a year 
to live.
“I had a wom-out pump. It just wasn’t going to go anymore.” 
Still, he was surprised when his doctor recommended a 
transplant. ‘‘It was the farthest thing from my mind.”
Larsen was a prime candidate for a transplant as he was, aside 
from his failing heart, in good physical condition and had a 
positive attitude. Initially accepted into the transplant program, he 
received a call May 25, advising him there was a bed available if 
he could get to London by May 30.
“When you stop to think about it, there’s no choice. You either 
go for the transplant or stay home and die.”
Larsen and his wife, Sylvia, were in London by May 30. After 
tests, Larsen’s acceptance into the program was finalized June 3. 
He was released from hospital June 7, with a pager, to wait for a 
donor heart.
People come in their worst condition, have the operation, and then 
begin recovering.”
He was amazed at the rapid recovery of one patient who had a 
heart and double-lung transplant.
‘‘It emphasizes what a wonderful thing they can do. I just 
happen to be one example.”
At the beginning of September, Larsen was told he could leave 
London. He returned home Sept. 14.
Since then he has continued to improve his fitness and now 
looks forward to returning to work sometime in the new year. 
Because the medication to keep his body from rejecting the new 
heart also suppresses his immune system, he must be careful of 
infection and cuts.
He has quarterly check-ups in Vancouver and will return to 
London for an annual check next June.
‘‘One of the principle concerns I have is that somehow the 
message can be brought to people demonstrating the tremendous 
importance of the organ donor program.”
For many, there is a long wait for donor organs to become 
available, Larsen says. It was only chance that a matching donor 
heart became available so quickly for Larsen’s transplant.
In instances of bereavement, the donation of organs helps ease 
the loss and give family and friends the sense of some good 
coming from the tragedy, Larsen says.
‘‘There would be a better chance of survival for many if more 
people were supporting the organ donor program.”
By then, he recalls, he spent much of his time resting, ‘‘which 
was what I did best.
‘‘Physically I felt very, very weak and tired. I walked very 
slowly and I walked with a stick.”
The call came June 11. A donor heart was available. Larsen 
returned to University Hospital in London for an operation which 
lasted from 8:30 p.m. June 11 until 2:30 a.m. June 12.
Larsen regained consciousness in the intensive care unit.
‘‘I remember feeling relieved and elated t|iat I was still here. 
And that my feet and fingers were warm, ’oecause for so long I had 
cold toes.”
Recovery was rapid. By June 14 he was out of intensive care 
and in the multi-organ transplant unit and by June 17 he was 
transferred to a standard hospital ward.
Two days later, a stationary bicycle appeared in his room and 
Larsen started a physiotherapist-directed exercising program. He
was released from hospital July 6, although lie continued to come 
in for two hours daily to continue the physiotherapy program.
‘‘My impressions of London are more strongly focused on 
watching other people in various stages of decline and recovery.
HAPPILY HOME in Central Saanich after a heart 
transplant June 11 in London, Ont., is Bob Larsen, 60.
Boffer'Butler Bmthers
2046 KEATING X ROAD 652-1121
BONUS BUCKS
CLIlP & SPEND YOUR BONUS BUCKS, HERE*S HOW THEY WORK;
One Butler Brothers Buck is valid with a minimum $5.00 purchase, ag. A $10.00 purchase allows you to use 

















INTERIOR LATEX PAINTS is^
IN NATURAL WHITES FLAT
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¥ICTORIA. RESIDENT SHARES 
W>TTO 6/49 JACKPOT
Beverley Riddell of Victoria checked her 
winning Lotto 6/49 numbers not once, but
of the Sept. 7, 1988 jackpot.
Riddell, 47, won $336,571.70, and was one of 
five people across Canada who shared in the 
jackpot windfall.
Riddell, who is a civil servant with the 
provincial government, says she will share her 
prize witli husband, Malcolm. But she’s in no 
hurry to spend her winnings.
“I’ll be veiy cautious for now,’’ she said. “I’ll
had time to thinlc it over.’’
Riddell bought her wlnnli 
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Enter the Peninsula Community 
Association Draw .....
YOU GOULD WIN A
ROYAL ^VIKING CRUISE 
" FOR TWO ■
2436 BEACON AVH., SIDNEY, B.C. V8t1X6 656»234B
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Dance displays set for Saanich schools
In-deplh introductions to dance 
will be presented at seven Penin­
sula schools under a joint program 
between School District 63 and 
the Victoria Performing Arts 
Society.
Durrance and Keating Elementary 
schools, North Saanich and Mt. 
Newton Middle schools and Stcl- 
lys, Parkland and Claremont 
Secondary schools.
working towards a perfonning or 
teaching career in dance, will gain 
experience in choreography, pro­
duction and performance.
Students in the professional 
development program will present 
demonstrations of dance and then 
conduct introductory classes at
The dance students will develop 
a lecture program under the direc­
tion of Constantine Darling, which 
will combine performance and 
instruction. Students, who are
Youngsters viewing the demon­
strations will gain a better unde- 
rsiiinding of dance and have the 
chance to participate in dance.
Each demonstration will include 
a presentation on how every day
movement is adapted to create 
dance steps, a condensed classical 
ballet class and an illustration of 
choreography.
The second part of tlie demon­
stration will invite audience par­
ticipation to explore movement 
and the teaching of basic ballet 
steps to create a short dance. Each 
session will include a question 
period.
The Review provides this community 
calendar free of charge, space permitting. 
Preference will be given lo local, non­
profit clubs and organizations. Please 
submit written information by 3 p.mi 
Friday^
NEW IN TOWN?
Peninsula Newcomers Club welcomes 
all newcomers to the area. Ladies' lunch­
eons llie first Thursday of the month. Info, 
652-0146.
SCHOOL SCIENCE 
COPAS invites those interested in sci­
ence education to hear Rick Kool of the 
provincial museum Oct. 6 at 7:30 pm, 
Deep Cove School.
LA LECHE LEAGUE 
Monthly meeting Oct. 6, 7:30 pin, 6509 
Central Saanich Road. Info, 655-3225. 
PARK WALK
CRD Parks offers a jiarks walk in Coles 
ILty regional park starting from the parking 
lot, Inverness Rd., North Saanich, al 1 pm 
Oct. 9. Info, 474-PARK.
COSTUME CHANGE 
Girl Guido Garage Sale and Halloween 
Costume exchange, Oct, R, 10-2, Girl 
Guide Hall, Bevan Ave., Sidney, Drop-off, 
6-8 pm Oct, 7. ,
HO'ITLE DRIVE
Job's Daugliters, Sat. Oct. 8, 10 am- 
noon. Support appreci.alcd.
TRAILER-ERS
Dogwood Trailer Club Thanksgiving 
Rally, Sanscha Hall, Sidney, Oct, 7-10. 
Annual and general meetings, turkey din­
ner, conceit. Info, 479 3456.
CHRl.STIAN CLUIl 
Peninsula Christian Women's Club 
brunch Oct. 11, 9:30-11:30 am, Glen 
,Vleaidows Country Club, 1050 .McTavish 
Road. Reservations by Oct. 7, 656-3482. 
HADMINTON lllRDIKS 
Adult badminton. Wed. afternoon, 1 3 
pin. Drop-in at Sanscha Hall. Info, 656- 
4368,
TUNE FULL
New members of the.Peninsula Singers 
are welcome to join until Oct. 11. Practices 
Tuesdays, 7:30-9:30,1-cgion Hall on Mills 
Rd. Info, 656-5301.
SILVER THREADS 
Centre for seniors 55 and over offers 
classes, activities, warm welcome al 10030 
Resiliavcn Drive, call 656-5537.
SKATE ON
Register for Peninsula Skating Club 
programs, learn to skate or improve skills. 
Info, 656-4984.
MUCH MUSEUM
Back to School display at Sidney 
Museum shov,'ing turn of the century 
artifacts and photographs, 2538 Beacon 
Avenue, Sidney. Oct. 6 Museum Talk 
presentation on preserving the past by 
Royal B.C. Museum conservator David 
Hillman starting at 7:30 pm in the Sidney 
Library,
CADET CALL-UP 
New members 12 to 18 invited to join 
3(X)8 Signals Army Cadets. Parade night 
Tuesdays, Sanscha Hall. Info, Don Ixe- 
'Ihompson, 655-1994.
CADETS CALLED 
Youths 12-18 invited to join .Sea Cadets, 
Courses offered include sailing, seaman­
ship, leadership, summer training, band 
and first aid plus weekend trip at sea. Info, 
Don (Mutts, 652-1568,
NAVY LEAGUE
Cadet program for youths 10-13 offers 
seamanship, leadership, first aid, drill, 
camping, sports and weekend trips. Inlo, 
Don Contis, 652-1568,
TUNE UI‘
'i; emich I’eninsula (’.'oinmunity Con- 
< i ! .tod is seeking inernbcrs. Info, 656- 
; 656.7377.
DANCE FEVER
Victoria People meeting People Club is 
holding a dance (.let. 9 frorn 7;30 until II 
pm at the Crystal Garden, 713 Douglas
Street, Victoria. Tickets at the door. Info, 
381-1577, 381-1941 or 386-7190.
’59 REUNION
Victoria High School 30-ycar reunion 
April 28-30,1989. To register, 3933 Aspen 
Place, Victoria, B.C. V8N 5B5.
PLANT PURCHASING 
Horticulture Centre of the Pacific plant 
sale, 505 Quaylc Road (off Interurban or
West Saanich Rd.) Oct. 5-7, 9 am-4 pm; 















For a new Front 
Door m: .
• CEDAR • FIR • or 
INSULATED STEEL
(Machining Can Be Arranged) ^





Services from your churcli or 
in cither of our chapels at




1803 QUADRA S i Rl:l,n 
VICrORIA 







2120 KEATING CROSSROADS 
VICTORIA, B.C.
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8 p.m. '•midnight 
Speciai
' Concoctlono
Lots of Fun Events
Contests tor best costumes etc.
Big Prizes!
Brought to you by the same people 










incliJdoa ooup or salad
6:00 p.m.-10:00 p,iTi.















Includew eoup or erilod
OPEN EVERY EVENING 640 P,lll,
6:00 p,m.-10:00 p.m.
Includojj soup or »nlad 
Rholfte of pofafo or rice 
and gardtm frcLSh vogoi0b|o








Includoa «oup or luvlad 
ftholco of potato or rice
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Plenty of parking in your home-





ARE YOU ADEQUATELY INSURED?
For a professional evaluation of your 
insurance needs cal! us today:
656-3928
Continued from Page B3 
ROCHE RAMBLINGS 
Nature walk by CRD Parks at Roche 
Cove and Cedar Grove Trail, 1 pm Oct. 10, 
leaving from Roche Cove parking lot on 
Gillespie Rd. in East Sooke. Info, 474- 
PARK.
FLOOD RELIEF
Aid sought by Save the Children Fund 
for flood relief in Bangladesh. Donations 
to SCF of B.C., 325 Howe St., Vancouver, 
B.C. V6C 1Z7.
SPEAKERS HERE 
Assoc, of Prof. Engineers of B.C. has 
roster of speakers eager to speak on 
engineering expertise. Possible topics are 
computer-aided manufacturing, earthquake 
building design, nuclear power etc. No fee. 
Info. 736-9808.
WORKPLACE SAFETY 
Workshop on new legislation governing 
workplace hazardous materials Oct. 12, 




REALTY WORLD©2348 Beacon Ave., Sidney
Designers and Printers of: 
•Real Estate & Site Signs etc. 
•Active & Souvenir Wear 
•Team Sports Wear
CLUB TREAD
Oct. 9 trip to Piers Island. Info, Vic 
Cove. 595-1751.
SCOTTISH CONCERT 
Holyrood House on Blanshard Sl, Ocl 6 
at 8 pm, sponsored by The St. Andrews and 
Caledonian Society. Info, 542-0052.
WATERSHED WEEKLY 
Help save Carmanah watershed, trail- 
blazing/camping weekly, meet Woolco 
parking lot Saturdays at 6:30 am. Need 
rope, trailmaking equip, workers, dona­
tions. Rides available. Info, 381-1141.
SMALL CLAIMS COURT 
Law Centre 90 minute program, 7:30 
pm. 1221 Broad St., Victoria. Free admis­
sion. Pre-register at 388-4516.
MILITARY BANDS 
Concert Oct. 5, 8 pm, at the Royal 
llieatre by the Air Command Band, Win­
nipeg, and the Naden Band of Maritime 
Forces Pacific, Esquimalt. Benefits to local 
cadet units. Tickets $5 at McPherson box 
office.
FREE Y COURSE 
Earn a free Y course by volunteering for 
the YM-YWCA Childminding service. 
Info, Marge Grainger, 386-7511, from 9 
am to 1 pm.
MAKE IT, MODEL IT 
Bastion Theatre sewing contest for sew­
ers, knitters and weavers. Info, 595-3210 
or 477-7187.
NATIVE ARTS
A display of Alberta Indian arts and 
crafts will be at the Maltwood An Museum
and GaUery, UVic, until Nov. 10. Drawings 
by Donna Kelly are displayed in the 
McPherson Library Gallery, UVic, until 
Oct. 6. Afghan folio show, portraits of













On sale Ocliober iith.
6iiaaraiit@eci by tlie Frevinee cif Britlsli €@iiiiiibia
fl C. Gas Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of Inland Natural Gas Co. Ltd., now owns property and assets formerly 
held by the Mainland Gas Division of B.C. Hydro. B.C. Gas is tho sole distributor of natural gas In the Greater 
Vancouver and Fraser Valley areas of British Columbia. As a result of Its acquisition of B.C. Gas, Inland Is now 
the fourth largest gas utility In Canada based on number of customers, seiving 535,800 or 95% of gas users 
In British Columbia.
Hero are just a few good reasons why B.C. Gas 
Exchangootalo Bonds are a natural investment for 
British Columbians...
Exclusive Offering omy B.iiish cdumbio
Investors aro Invited to participate In this unique 
Investment opportunity.
Attl'SiCtiV© Twins Bonds mature three 
years from tho dote of issue, but may be cashed, at 
the holder's option, for full principal value plus 
accumulated lntere.st on May 1 or November 1 
of each year prior to maturity. Competitive Interest 
Is payable annually and may be adjusted evoi'y six 
monihs. The Interest rate will bo announced on or 
about October 7,1988,
Special Exchange Feature
An additional benefit is the special exchange 
feature. You will have an option to exchange the 
Bonds for common shares of Inland Natural Gas 
Co, Ltd. (Tho common shares of Inland are not 
guaranteed by tlie Province,)
D^SirSlbl© B.C. Gas Exchangeable Bonds 
provide you with the security of a government 
guaranteed bond as well ns tho added growth potential 
from the special exchange feature.
LilWteCl Off©!'Offering is limited to 
$150,000,000 on a first come, first served basis. 
Bonds can be purchased In amounts between $500 
and $50,000 subject to a maximum purchase limit 
of $10,000 during the first 3 selling days.*
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT YOUR INVESTMENT DEALER OR PHONE, 





" The ma,ximum purchase limit may be changed at 







Royal Viking Craise for two, tickets $2 
each or six for $10 at various merchants, 
local malls, PCA office or thrift shop.
NOEL, NOEL
Last week for Christmas cards from 
Save the Children Fund at half price from 
PCA’s llirift Shop, Tliird St., Sidney. New 
1988 cards anived October 3.
JOB SEEKERS
Peninsula Employment Project invites 
interested job seekers to register for 
employment at 656-0851.
GRIEVING?
Don’t walk alone. Call Laurie at 656- 
0134 and join others for a pleasant walk 
Wednesday afternoons or for lunch or 
breakfast on alternate Tuesdays.
central Asia and its people, and display of 
award-winning German books Oct. 7-Nov. 
14 at the McPherson Library Gallery.
SCHOOL ART
Training for those willing to assist with 
art in the schools for district 63 is offered 
by the Art Gallery of Greater Victoria. 
Info, Fiona Humby, 384-4101.
TREE TRACING
Viaoria Genealogical Society welcomes 
those interested in family research to 
meetings the second Tuesday of each 
month starting at 7:30 pm. Union Hall, 
2740 Quadra Street, Victoria.
TOOLS FOR PEACE
Campaign ’88 is seeking volunteers to 
help fill a ship for Nicaragua. Meeting 
Wednesday evenings at 7 pm at 1241 
Balmoral. Info, l>orraine al 652-0448.
FAMILY SUPPORT
Capital Families Association conducts 
two different types of discussion groups, 
one for new parents and one for family 
sup^rt, in neighborhoods throughout the 
area. Info, 383-4222.
MEN WANTED
Mature, caring and reliable men required 
to be Big Brothers to over 100 fatherless 
boys in the region. Info, 383-1191.
ART EXHIBITS
Ongoing exhibits, Victoria Art Gallery, 
1040 Moss, early Chinese art until Nov. 6; 
Inuit prints and drawings to Ocl. 9; South­
east Asian ceramics until Nov. 6; the 
Grand Tour until Nov. 6, Jack Shadbolt 
butterfly transformation theme display Oct. 
6-Nov. 27.
Fire Prevention 
Week starts Oct. 9
Fire Prevention Week will be 
observed during the week of Octo­
ber 9-15.
The fire departments of Greater 
Victoria and surrounding districts 
will, in addition, each conduct 
activities of interest to the mem­
bers of their respective jurisdic­
tions and programs of events will 
be posted in places of public 
assembly and in the community 
newspapers.
The National Fire Prevention 
theme this year is “A Sound You 
Can Live With - TEST Your
1 3.A.M. encourages
FAIR EXCHANGE
RATE AS OF OCT. 3/ 88
$1.1880
$ 1. = $ 1.19 $13. = $15.44
$ 2. = $ 238 $14. = $16.63
$ 3. = $ 3.56 $15; = $17.82
$ 4. = $ 4.75 $16. = $19.01
$ 5. = $ 5.94 $17. = $20.20
$ 6. = $ 7.13 $18. = $21.38
$ 7. = $ 832 $19. = $22.57
$ 8. = $ 9.50 $20. = $23.76
$ 9 = $10.69 $25. = $29.70
$10. = $11.88 $30. = $35.64
$11. = $13.07 $40. = $47.52
$12. = $14.26 $50. = $59.40
Retailers pleas« place this table
on your cash register.
Smoke Detector”.
Last year’s statistics for British 
Columbia show there were 2355 
fires in one and two-family dwell­
ings. These fires caused 22 fatali­
ties and 12 of the deaths occured 
in homes with no smoke alarms 
installed in them.
A province-wide telephone sur­
vey carried out during 1987 
revealed that only 20 percent of all 
homes did not have smoke alarms 
and 57 percent of the serious fires 
took place in these unprotected 
dwellings.
So, again this year, the Greater 
Victoria Fire Chiefs, in conjunc­
tion with the McDonald’s Plan To 
Get Out Alive program, are 
emphasizing the purchase and 
\i ir^iallation* of sqiol^c^alarms and; 
thaf you lest your smoke alanhs.
- Underwriters Laboratory] of; 
^ Canada recommends the follow­
ing lest for all smoke alamis:
A monthly test by way of the 
button, and a twicc-ycarly test 
using real smoke. For the smoke 
test, it is suggested a person use a 
smouldering siring, candle or cig­
arette. The test is only successful 
if the beep is loud and continuous.
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1988 CELEBRITY. 4 dr. 
Air conditioning, tilt steer­
ing, AM/FM cassette, 
12,000 miles. $15,900.
1988 SABLE STATION 
WAGON. 8 passenger, 
fully loaded, low mileage. 
$18,900.
1988 MUSTANG. H/B, 4 
cylinder, automatic, 
speed control, AM/FM 




on white, F.W.D., AM/FM 
cassette. Reduced to 
$17,900.
1982 CHEV CAVALIER. 
Ono owner, Victoria car, 










. , , 'ft
Budget
1986 HYUNDAI EXCEL 
G.L.S. 4dr., H/B, 5 
speed, O.D., light bluo 
clearcoat metallic.
$7,990.
1982 CHEV MONTE 
CARLO. 2 dr., H,D., T.P.. 
two tone, aulomalio, air 
conditioning. Reduced 
to $5,990.
1985 MERCURY LYNX. 
3 dr„ hatchback, auto* 
matic, F.W.D., P.S., P.B., 
metallic blue. $6,995.
1985 CHEV VAN. Sliding 
side door, automatic, nice 
shape. Reduced lo 
$9,990.
1908 OLDS CALAIS 2 
dr., sports coupe, quad 4, 
ernglne F.FI., hiirket 























CORNER 4th & BEVAN
Disaio
656-7000
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EMPLOYED BY Campbell Construction
COURTESY OF 
Sidney Bakery Ltd.
2507 Beacon Ave. 656-1012













EMPLOYED BY Deep Cove Garage
COURTESY OF
W.A. Jones & Sons Trucking & Excavating Ltd. 








EMPLOYED BY Pat Carson Bulldozing
V
COURTESY OF
TannersA Book Store k More 






















Pemberton Holmes (Sidney) Ltd. 








EMPLOYED BY Manning Press
COUIO’ESYOF 
Brentwood I.D.A. Phannacy 
71B1 West Saanich Rd. 652-1821
s
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We Salute ...
BRUCE ELVEDAHL chief 
Volunteer Firefighter
27 YEARS SERVICE
EMPLOYED BY Central Saanich Fire Dept.
COURTESY OF 
Sidney Mens Wear
#106-2506 Beacon Ave. 656-4413
We Salute ...
TERRY TOWLE chief 
Volunteer Firefighter
"ll YEARS SERVICE
EMPLOYED BY Sandbar Construction Ltd. 
COURTESY OF
The Village Gallery & Frame Shop (Sidney) Ltd. 
2459 Beacon Ave. 656-3633












EMPLOYED BY Dawson Electric 
COURTESY OF
Tanners — A Book Store & More 






DAVE EBURNE Deputy CWef 
Volunteer Firefighter
14 YEARS SERVICE 9 YEARS SERVICE
EMPLOYED BY District of North Saanich
COURTESY OF
Tunes N'Tees
2447 Beacon Ave. 656-4818
EMPLOYED BY self-employed
COURTESY OF
Classic Flowers Sidney 
#3-2310 Beacon Ave. fe6-0411
V -----




EMPLOYED BY Town of Sidney
COURTESY OF 
Island Furniture Mart Ltd.
2513 Beacon Ave. 656-3724
i'.' ,




OOUG JONES Fire Warden Committee
Volunteer Firefighter
'22~YEARsJM^
EMPLOYED BY W.A. Jones & Sons Trucking 
COURTESY OF
W.A. Jones & Sons Tmcking & Excavating Ltd. 
1890 McTavish Rd. 656-2405
We Salute ...
















#106-2506 Beacon Ave. 656-4413
We Salute
PETER HARRISON Captain 
Vohmteer Firefighter
10 YEARS SERVICE









EMPLOYED BY Arbutus Grove Nurseiy
COURTBSYOF
Arbutus Grove Nursery
9721 West &ianich Rd. 656*4162 '
J













EMPLOYED BY Barry's Automotive 
COURTESY OF
Tanners — A Book Store & More 
2436 Beacon Ave. 656-2345
We Salute ...










EMI^LOYED BY Brentwood Shell
COURTESY OF
Pemberton Holmes (Sidney) Ltd. 





EMPLOYED BY Helmcken Hospital
COURTESY OF 
Sidney Bakery Ltd.
2507 Beacon Ave. 656-1012
We Salute ...





8 YEARS SERVICE 2 YEARS SERVICE
EMPLOYED BY Provincial Ambulance Service
EMPLOYED BY Brentwood Inn
COURTESY OF 
Classic Flowers Sidney 
#3-2310 Beacon Ave. fe6-0411
COURTESY OF 
Island Furniture Mart Ltd. 







1 YEARS SERVICE 18 YEARS SERVICE
EMPLOYED BY Prescription Optical EMPLOYED BY B.C. Systems Corp
COURTESY OF
The Village Gallery & Frame Shop (Sidney) Ltd 
2459 Beacon Ave. 656-3633
COURTESY OF 
Brentwood I.D.A. Pharmacy 







Brentwood I.D.A. Pharmacy 









l.auric Salvador & Susan Davis, Notaries Public 
2U2 f1 Beacon Ave. 656-3951
We Salute ... 
ALLAN JORDAN 
Vol u n teer Fi refighter
15 YEARS SERVICE
EMPLOYED BY Central Saanich Water
COURTESY OF 
Gordon Hulme Ltd.
2444 Beacon Ave. 656-1154
Photos not available:
A
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Have a plan. Know what to do if there’s a fire. 
Matches are a tool, not a toy — don’t play vdth them. 
If your clothes catch on fire, stop, drop and roll.
Check your smoke alarms once a month.
If a room is filled with smoke, crawl on the floor 
® to a window or door.
Once you are out of a burning house, stay out. 
® Phone the fire department.
If there is a fire, stay calm and remember what 











How would you escape If there were a 
fire? And what if that escape route were 
blocked?
You should plan two ways out. And you 
should plan them now — before there’s a 
lire.
Have a family escape drill at home 
tonight. Diagram two ways out of every 
room.
Here’s what to remember in a fire: if the 
door you first want to open is hot, don’t 
open ^. immediately go to your second way 
out. If the air is smoky, craw! low. The air 
will be better near the floor.
Because you’ve planned ahead, you’ll 
know exactly where to go. You won’t have 
to spend dangerous moments searching. 
Also, agree now on a single, easy-to- 
remember meeting place outside. That
Terry Towle 
North Saanich Chief
Gasoline fumes pose a major safety 
threat, because they’re Invisible. And — 
something many people don’t realize — it’s 
the fumes that explode.
A man uses gasoline Indoors to clean 
motor parts. He thinks he’s careful and 
wouldn’t dream of smoking a cigarette near 
the gasoline.
But the Invisible fumes, which are heavier 
than air, stink away from him and go 
through his house. All the way to another 
room, where his water heater is located.
When the fumes reach the pilot light 
under the heater, boom!
Any flame can set off a gasoline fume 
explosion — even the spark inside an 
electric switch. You can avoid this tragedy 
to yourself and family by not using gasol­
ine indoors. Because you never know 
where the invisible fumes are going.
Bruce Elvedahl 
Central Saanich Chief
Careless smoking remains a major cause 
of fire injury and damage in the home.
Between 1983 and 1987, 90 British 
Columbians died as a result of fires in 
upholstered furniture. The 1,594 upholstery 
fires which occurred during that time also 
Injured 178 people and caused more than 
$24 million of property damage.
The source of ignition could not be 
determined in 13 per cent of those fires. 
But of the remaining 1,388 upholstery fires, 
716 or tv/o thirds were caused by smoking. 
Smokers caused 89 per cent of the deaths, 
83 per cent of the injuries and 73 per cent of 
the dollar losses.
This demonstrates a need for smokers to
The Greater Victoria Fire 
Safety Fair is Saturday, Oct.
8, at Tillicum Mall, featuring 
Ronald McDonald, Sparky 
the Fire Dog, demonstra­
tions, videos, and other 
activities for the whole fam­
ily.
Fire trucks and safety 
houses will be on display. 
Live music wil! be featured, a 
host of prizes are up for 
grabs, and refreshments will 
be available.
The fourth annual Bucket 
Brigade Tournament will fea­
ture teams passing canvas 
buckets filled with water 
along a brigade line, to fill an 
45-gallon drum.
The tournament will kick­
off the “Plan to Get Out 
Alive” safety program of 
Greater Victoria fire depart- 
; ments.’'.
The day of fun at Tillicum 
goes from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
la lil M. ■■'wvrfs*- .a.
■ II‘'“If-" ■■
mm 'mumm jm li w
The Ronald McDonald* Fire 
Safety Colon ring Book* isfreeat 
participating McDonald’s.*
This Fire Safety Colouring 
Book has been produced in 








FlRase cui ouune worKsrim a
. , I . r*“N»v*'«3rS“on this page onci map out an J -1-
esctipe plan foi your liome.
Fire prevention is the most Important part of fire safely - and art 
escape plan is an ‘
Ple t t th  rksheet , ,
-J
Remember, fire safely can save 
lives, but parents nnd c-hllHron 
must understand and practise 
their fire escope plan.
PI AN TO GET OUT ALIVE
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Cy’s sign kept off 





CY RELPH poses with the offending sign, which town 
council won’t iet him display on sidewalk in front of his 
store.
Central Saanich police are ' 
actively investigating reports of 
five incidents in which children 
were approached by a man after 
school or near supjjer time in the 
areas of Keating and Brentwood 
elementary schools.
“On some occasions die indi­
vidual exposed himself and on at 
least one occasion he attempted to 
entice children into his car,” said 
Central Saanich Deputy Chief 
George Lawson.
“We have a sick person on our 
hands.”
Tlie children are from about six 
to 10 years old, Lawson said.
Central Saanich is not releasing 
a possible description of a suspect 
and have files of similar events 
that have taken place in Colwood, 
Saanich and Sidney.
“In all cases it was a male adult 
but we have a variety of descrip­
tions,” Lawson said. Central Saa­
nich schools have been informed 
about the incidents and parents are 
reminded to ensure their children 
arc aware of the hazards strangers 
may pose.
“There have been no instances 
of physical violence or physical 
touching of children,” Lawson 
said. “Wc’rc most concerned with 
the incidents where he tried to 
entice children into his car.
“We’re just fortunate nothing 
major has happened to this date,” 
he said. Incidents occurred at 
Keating School Sept. 13, near the 
kindergarten at Brentwood Ele­
mentary Sept. 17, twice on Barrett 
Drive in Dean Park Estates Sept, 
20, again at Brentwood Elemen­
tary Sept. 22 and twice more at 
Keating Elementary Thursday and 
Friday.
Greater Victoria police depart­
ments arc working together to 
investigate the rash of incidenLs. 
Sidney RCMP Sgt. Jim Peters said 
their investigation has not 
revealed any new evidence since 
the two incidents Scpl. 20.
“Wc have done a lot of inter­
views and received reports that 




Just 5 minutes from butchart Gardens
652-9515
THANKSGIVING DINNER
MONDAY, OCTOBER lOth 5*0 PK-10 PM
Clam Chowder or Spinach Sakd 








The Finest Buffet on the Peninsula 




Sidney’s small-town charm can be enhanced with sidewalk 
signs for businesses, a storeowner says.

















And Cy Relph of Sidney Natural Foods is upset that the town 
keeps stopping him from using his sign.
“The last time we put it up the town was here in about 10 
minutes,” the former Sidney alderman said.
Town administrator Geoff Logan said the signs are considered 
“esthetic pollution” by some aldermen.
Mayor Norma Sealey added that public liability is the biggest 
concern. If a person trips over a sign, he can sue the town.
Relph thinks the town can control that by legislating that 
businesses sign a waiver of liability. But Sidney’s legal advice is 
otherwise, the mayor said. .
“If they’re put out on the sidewalk, the public can be held 
liable,” Sealey said. ’ ^ ^
Relph said the bylaw should call, for ^ a^^
painted si^ns that Wc^eciu-ed tb the stoj^^r^^^ 
f He said^idewalk signs are popular jn many places that strive to 
capitalize on charm. Cities and towns along the Oregon coast and 
in Australia and New Zealand have them, he said.
Use of the signs, in conjunction with removal of B.C. Hydro 
poles, would be an important part of revitalizing downtown 
Sidney, he said.
And Uie signs are good for business, mostly because of more 
drop-in traffic. “You can sec a marked increase,” Relph said.
Sales of ice cream cones went up 50 per cent when the Sidney 
Natural Foods sign was in place. Other sales rose 10 to 20 ix:r 
cent, Relph said.
The “vast majority” of town businesses would favor a bylaw 
allowing the signs, he said.
But Sealey said public sentiment is behind the town’s refusal to 
make the signs legal. In fact contraventions are often reported by 
the public.
The mayor said Sidney’s sidewalks arc too narrow for the signs 
anyway.
But Relph said if there’s room for town garbage cans, Uicrc s 
room for signs.
He also said his business has been singled out for contraven­
tions. Others arc allowed to break Uie bylaw without Ute town 
taking action.
Seiilcy, however, denies any unfair targeting of Sidney Natural 
Foods. Bccau.se the store is in a high-traffic area, the sign is 
noticed soon after it’s pul on Uic sl/cci, .slic said.
Poppy tag days spionsored by 
the Saanich Peninsula branch of 
the Royal Canadian Legion were 
approved Oct. 3 by NorUi Saanich 
council.
Legion members will be able to 
distribute poppies and wreaths and 
hold the tag days in the district 
from Oct. 29 until Nov. 10.
RETAIL COMMERCIAL SPACE 800-5000 sq.ft. AVAILABLE 
QUALITY BUILDING, EXCELLENT LOCATION
PHONE TUDOR ESTATES LTD. at 382-9111 or 388-5464 pager eego
SINCE 1964
FOODS'
FINAL WEEK TO CELEBRATE 
OUR ANNIVERSARY
2531'BEACON AVE. 
“Sidney By the Sea”
V HAPPf^.
THAMKSGlYlHi
YOUR FOOD DOLLARS AT SIDNEY_F(^DS;;;-^^
FRESH Whllo Stocks Ust
YOUNG 
TURKEY



























READY TO SERVE 












The advance pctll for North 
Saanich’.s nc,\l municipal elcciion 
will be open longer, aldermen 
agreed Monday
Council received a reixirt from 
municipal clerk Joan .Schill, who 
said she received complainus from 
rcsidcnis untiblc lo attend the adv­
ance ixill for the rcceiil mayoralty 
bycleciion.
Under the pre.scnt bylaw lhe 
advance poll closes at 4 p.m. 
Schill recommended changing the 
bylaw 10 extend the [k»1I to 7 p.m. 
t, Council agreed and gave three 
readings U) a hylasv allowing an 
advance ixill to 1>c held on the, two 
^rCj ridays bciVuc lhe election from 9 













BONELESS DELI - CLASSIC
SMOKED HAM
FROZEN BUTTER BALL
YQyj^Q While Stocks Last
TURKEY 1
Gr.'A’.................... ..3.28 kg B
ANNIVERSARY SAVING
^17 1 GOV’T. INSRlpRisH PORK
1'^,; -BONELESS
LEG OF PORK ROAST....3.73kg
. SWEET & SOUR CUT





















CUT FROM GR, 'A' BEEF 
BONELESS 
SIRLOIN TIP 
ROAST.,...,.............. ..5,05 kg I
1X6 «56'-W5











Aundiiy, C.>,;lolx';(' 9 IGM 







. CHIPS AHOY.. 2.17
Innnudriooa, 1.57
IVORY












WALNUT PIECES...  .......460,-
FRY^S <
COCOA.... ...... .... ......... ...
SUNMAID SEEDLESS
RAISINS.,,,  ..... .............---4Sog
ROBINSON'S















SAVE MORE ON FROZEN
- MRS. SMITH
PUMPKIN PIE.................... :.........6809 l.y/
. GREEN GIANT ’ a £-7
CORN OR GR. PEAS............ ......UgZ.O/
- McOAIN 12" ABSl’rJ. n nj
PI77A............. ... ..... .... .........0*^'
- NIAGARA CONC.
LEMONADE hoq. or f’H'k................ 12 or, 4 /
E.D. SMITH PIE FILLINGS
APPLE too*............. ......... .......... ...1.1 7,
PUMPKIN 19 ............... ...... .1.17
MINCE MEATrsomL............... .......2.57
HUNTS
TOMATOES whoi*i, siftiv»Ki a cruthaa. 
ALCAN ALUMINUM 
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MEED A LAWYER 
OR LEGAL IMFORMATIOMI
LAWYER REFERRAL SERVICE; If you think you might have a 
legal problem but aren’t sure, if you need legal advice but don’t 
kno\A/ where to look, if you need a lawyer but don t know one — 
the Lawyer Referral Service can help you. It’s simple and 
inexpensive; an interview of up to 30 minutes costs only $10.
Lawyer Referral Service, 382-1415.
DIALALAW; For free general legal information on 125 different 
topics, phone toll-free 1-800-972-0956 (in Vancouver 687-4680).
A public service of the B.C. Branch, Canadian Bar 




SUN SILHOUETTES preparations for a day of sailing 
from Island View Beach, Saturday. A beautiful Indian 
summer day attracted many onto the water.
Christmas
Last year Pay Less Fuels, a 
division of Pay Less Gas, 
opened their fuel division 
and in so doing created a 
viable and cheaper alterna­
tive for fuel oil customers. 
With the expansion an­
nounced earlier this year. Pay 
Less Fuels are offering sav­
ings and service to customers
i Sullen Vandekerkhove, Pay 
|L(^s President, said "Recent- 
flyfwc announced our expan­
sion along with special dis­
ocounts and bonuses to new 
/•residential contract custom­
ers. The other fuel companies 
have attempted to meet our 
offer and the result is lower
fuel oil prices to the custom­
er." Prices have gone down 
as much as four cents a litre.
Pay Less Fuels not only 
offer their customers dis­
counts, lower prices and a 
burner system service, there 
are Seniors discounts, prompt 
payment discounts and con­
tests whereby new residential
The Central Saanich Business 
Association wants to make Christ­
mas 1988 a special time for shop­
pers and merchants in the three 
major shopping areas of the 
municipality.
President Cory Porter told Cen­
tral Saanich council Monday they 
want to look at what Sidney and 
Saanich have done in past years 
and emulate what they have done.
customers could win their
season s fuel oil free.
Vandekerkhove states, 
"Our objective for the 1988 
season is 5,000 new fuel oil 
customers. In order to keep 
prices down we at Pay Less 
need you to switch and be­





PAY LESS FUEL OIL & RECEIVE
lOOLITRESllE
ON YOUR FIRST PURCHASE!®
•FOli NKW tlKSIDKNl'IALAmVMAriC.I-'IU CUSTOMKIOi
We Specialize In 
• UPHOLSTERY 
» DRAPERIES, etc, ' 
Phone 652-9454 
6655 TRUDEAU TERRACE 
BRENTWOOD BAY, B.C.
“We would like to make 
Central Saanich a destination for 
people to enjoy seeing and shopp­
ing.”
Aid. Wayne Hunter strongly 
supported the idea. “It does stim­
ulate pride in the community,’ ’ he 
said. “I support putting the Christ­
mas spirit in this community as 
well as a few lights on the munici­
pal hall.”
Aid. Ed Hemblad asked what 
role the association planned to 
play in a Christmas decoration 
project. Porter replied: “It’s not a 
go^ idea to rely on volunteers to 
put (Christmas lights) up and take 
them down.”
The association asked the mat­
ter be turned over to the economic 
development committee. Commit­
tee chairman Aid. Wayne Watkins 
said he would prefer to meet with 
the executive of the business asso­
ciation and put some ideas on the 
table.
Residents of Central Saanich 
may not have to get wet while 
waiting for the bus in the rain.
At a Monday council meeting 
Monday night aldermen agreed to 
look at a proposal by Skyview 
Industries to insUill Plexiglass bus 
shelters at several locations 
around the municipality. Some 
shelters, erected by service clubs 
in the community, already exist 
and are kept up by public works 
crews.
Skyview has a “refurbished 
proto-type shelter’’ that they 
would like council’s permission to 
install at the bus slop nearest the 
Co-Op store on Keating Cross­
road. They intend to solicit adver­
tising from local businesses to 
cover the cost of maintenance and 
installation.
Aid. Arlene Box said; “I would 
support a trial run of one because I 
know people spend a long time 
waiting for buses in Central Saa­
nich.”
Aid. Ed Hemblad said he would 
not be opposed providing all 
advertising was contained inside 
the shelter.
Aid. Wayne Watkins had con­
cerns about people taking lighters 
to the shelters and melting the 
plexiglass windows. “When they 
are installed they’re nice but when 
they’re vandalized it costs the 
municipality money,” Watkins 
said.
Municipal clerk Gay Wheeler 
said similar requests have been 
made to past councils and were 
rejected because of tlie nature of 
the advertising contained in or on 
the shelters. The matter was 
referred to the public works com- 
m ittee.
BACK TO COMMISSION
Central Saanich council was not 
happy with a recommendation by 
the Advisory Planning Commis­
sion about a proposed retirement 
village development adjacent to 
the Pat Bay Highway near Tanner 
Road.
Council sent a letter back to the 
APC asking for further comment 
and clarification of the comments 
that were made by the commis­
sion.
“I think the APC was rushed 
into this. They must have got into 
it cold,” said Aid. George Mac­
Farlane. “They obviously took 
about five minutes for it.
“We’ve been waiting for 
months to hear about the golf 
course proposal,” he said.
If approved the proposed devel­
opment would require new zoning 
to permit a higher density than tlie 
current eight to an acre restriction 
in zoning bylaws. Swiftsure 
Developments, through Water’s 
Edge Village Estates, made the 
proposal to develop a community 
of one-storey retirement homes.
Commission chairman Gerry 
Valiquette, in a letter to council, 
said the higher density zone has 
merit and should be considered in 
the official community plan 
review and in local area plans.
The commission also said that 
the specific proposal would 
increase the problem of access to 
the Pat Bay Highway but the low 
profile concept is appropriate and 
attractive. “If a new zone is 
created this proposal should be 
re-examined.”
MacFarlane said the matter 
should go back to the commission 
asking them to give consideration 
to the original question of giying 
higher density to the particular 
land in question. Council agreed.
DID YOU KNOW ,
We are a Full Service Pharmacy 
FEATURINO:
PRESCRIPTIONS . t3ABY CARE PRODUCTS 
HEALTH AND BEAUTY AIDS • MAGAZINES 
. 24 HR. PHOTOFINISHING • STATIONERY 
GREETING CARDS • GIRWRAP • LOTTERY
— FREE DELIVERY — 
OPEN MONDAY to SATURDAY 
9:00 A.M. - G:00 P.M.
BRENTWOOD
PHARMACY
>181 W, Saanich Rd. 652“iB2t1
wseoujvT
20 NEW RESIDENTIAL 
CUSTOMERS WILL WIN THE 
CURRENT HEATING SEAOTS FUEL 
REQUIREMENTS F®
(W n'li wissKU / P/&-1
VICTORIA 474-3533' NANAIMO : 753*5533 
DUNCAN ... 746-5533 alEMAlNlJS. 246*3265 
PARKSVILIE 248*5335 QUAllCUM , . i48'533.>




"A POLICEMAN’S LOT Is not a happy one," sang Greater 
Victoria Police Choir members at a benefit concert Sept. 30 
for SI. John's United Church. Church members wore happy; 
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RENTALS ron CONTnACTOnS A ! lOMEOWNERS
DISTRIBUTOR FOR: ...\ ;
* HITACHI POWER TOOLS
CASE COMPACTORS, PUMPS AnB'^ 
PRESSURE WASHERS
SMNICH PENINSUW RENTALS
( .''§f 10115 p McDhnflld Park Rd.,
656-9422




Roost Tom Uirkey 
Stulling and Vegetables 
Freshly made Pumpkin Pie
A Wew Aulunin Menu 
Starts today with 
Variety of New Items ,,.
Sionchouse Sports Wear 
Now Available * Ask at 
the Stonohouse:
CflIi A.if Kcscrvitnun, at tlitc^lian,
STONEHOUSE PUB
?,?.! S C.'inoc Cove Road, Sidney, ILC,
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We bring it all together
HOLIDAY HOURS:
Open Sunday, Oct. 9 9-6 
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White or 60% Whole Wheat 











Whole or Jelly 








While supplies last 
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Fresh Westcoast Whole Cooked Turkey IIIif
1.32/l00g
lb.
Bone In. Smoked. Ready to Eat.
Limit 1 Ham with min. ^





Sliced or Shaved. Cuddy.
m
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Advertised Prices in Effect 
Sunday,^ October 2 tO:'. 
Saturday, October 8,19BB. 
We reserve the right 
to limit sales to 
retail quantities.
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2353 SEVAN AVE., SIDNEY 655-7115 
1900 STORE ST., VICTORIA 385-9703
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Skil TWIST drives and removes 
screws effortlessly. Slotted, Philips 
and Robertson bits induced. Model 















'• Ski! representatives will be in the Victoria store and 
the Sidney store on Sat. Oct.8 demonstrating Skil 
















4 Mil, To X10 weave fibre 
reinforced polyweave utility 
tarps with grommets and 
sewn edges. Size range 
from 5’ X 7’ to 40’ x 50’. Blue 













Solid oak toilet seat ’ 
with brass hinges. Reg. ; 
3 ea.
/ki'kx £:-X .
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PP riA! 1 HM i Hydraulic garage jack 
iR99^^ t features 21/4 ton lifting 
■ ’ capacity and 19” lifting
i range.Reg. 169.99 ea.
DOWNSPOUT 
OR EAVESTROUGH





including travel packs 











Cruiser suit coveralls provide ^ 
maximum floatation and •. 
good hypothermia protection. ; 
Features cordura knees and 
seat, harness holder and rag- '
Ian sleeves. D.O.T. Canada 1 
Coast Guard approved P.F.D.
Sizes S-XXL. Reg. 269.99. i
HOUSEHOLD
BATTERIES
I;: - x©S. ;
Removes excess mois­
ture from the air. The 
Drizair canister comes 
with 13 oz. (368g) of 
absorbent crystals. Ex­
cellent for use in RVs, ; 





mended for fall bulb planting. 
2 kg Reg 5.99. -
10 kg Reg 22.99
t ea.
L ' Baked Brown or white enamel on aluminum 2” x 3" x 
‘I; 10 ft. downspout or 4” x 10 ft. eavestrough. Reg. 7.99













mites arid furiguS spores. Kit con­
tains 1 litre lirhesul|Dher and 250rnl 
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WAGNER CAST IRON 
COOKWARE
......... OFF;
Including cups, plates, bowls etc. in patterns of BuUorlly Gold, 
Oldtown Blue, Indigo; Rose, Blue Lily, Country Violet, or Chestnut, 
Reg. 4.69 to 6,99 oa, BOXED SETS NOT INCLUDED,
i'ki" ;"7V .yf -a, r ft
■ './yTLv Vk":’V
,r'7v‘ . If..; 'L
k'if;%77 .k 7
Your choice of frypans from 6 1/2" to 14", skillet, 





































100% cotton (larmeleile in assorted 
prints. Great for nightgowns, pyjamas, 
etc. 90 cm wide. Rog 2.49 motm,
it.;'*. ..i...'.'





A Janomo 4 thread Serger — List vaiue 
$898.00 Compliments of Sawyer Sowing 
Centre - Victoria’s Sowing Spocialista.
-%;iFLANNEL SHIRT
Delta brand, 1007o cotton, long sleeve 
flannel shirts In assorted colours and 












iwWn R«n 4'49 to 9.99 rvtn«I.
EWIItGCCnTRTrWir
SALE ia 8 ea
Baf"B Ouilt lined wnrk ahlrta. lOOye oitton 
outer aholi with t>olyill ami nylon linlnQ. Slzoe 
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THE BRENTWOOD BAY SHOPPING CENTRE 652-1192
Sandowii thoroughbred season running stronger
V;
The thoroughbred horse racing season at Sandown Park in 
North Saanich is bound to get better, after organizers made a 
commitment to hold more live races and fewer simulcast races 
from Exhibition Park in the Lower Mainland.
“We tried to do something that was never done before,” said 
Capital City Turf Club director Ed Popham. “We thought 
(simulcasts) would be a reasonable supplement on our cards.”
Horse racing fans thought different and demonstrated their 
feelings through bets, he said. “We found people would leave 
after the simulcasts started.” The normal per capita bet went from 
$80 a day down to about $40 per day.
Part of the problem was fans who want to wager on Ex Park 
races would do so on a Sandown mutuel pool, significantly 
smaller tlian the bigger pool at Exhibition Park. Results of wagers 
are automatically entered onto computer and affect the odds on 
individual horses.
With the small pool at Sandown, relatively small bets would 
affect the odds, making simulcast wagering less attractive.
“In the future simulcast wagering will be very popular,” 
Popham said. “But it should be located closer to a large 
population base and should be part of the host track’s mutuel 
pool.” Computer equipment required for Sandown to become part 
of the Ex Park mutuel pool is not available but is something the 
Turf Club considered, Popham said.
Until the thoroughbred season ends Nov. 13 the club will run 
eight live races on Saturdays and Sundays, reducing the simulcast 
to two races.
“We want to resume live racing to full capacity as opposed to 
simulcasting,” Popham said. The track may even go with nine 
live races and only one simulcast, he said.
In the 14th year of thoroughbred racing at Sandown organizers 
are optimistic about the rest of the season, despite cutting the 
Wednesday event.
Glen Meadows pair 
are district champs
Racing starts at 1:30 and parade to the post starts at 1:15 p.m. 
ever)' Saturday, Sunday and holiday until Nov. 13.
j] H'
After five days of golfing five 
different Greater Victoria courses, 
Ruth Trelawny and Gayle Green 
of Glen Meadows Golf and Coun­
try Club won the championship 
flight.
They finished the competition 
with a spectacular putt on the 16th 
by Trelawny to become the Vic­
toria and District Ladies’ Four­
somes champions.
It was about time for Trelawny. 
She lias played in the tournament 
for the past 10 years. Green has 
entered the only Canadian Ladies’ 
Golf Association-sanctioned tour­
nament of its kind in Canada for 
the past three years.
Glen Meadows golfers cleaned 
up with all die top awards after the 
final round. The consolation flight 
winners were Peggy Wright and 
Phyllis Masson, and the medalists 
were Bemie Davies and Vonnie 
Wopnford, all of Glen Meadows.
In the first flight Liz Hawes and 
Phyllis Chisholm of Victoria 
defeated Kay Rickinson and Mike 
Price of Royal Colwood six and 
four.
In the second flight Betty Cran­
ston and Gerry Langford of Vic­
toria defeated Doreen Ovcharick 
and Dorothy Sluggett of Glen 
Meadows one up.
In the third flight Clara Johnson 
and Florctte Lauber of Gorge Vale 
defeated Eileen Clairmont and 
Irene Ritchie, also of Gorge Vale, 
one up.
vester and Joan Fitzsimonds of 
Metchosin defeated Margaret 
Camerson and Gerri Tolhurst of 
Gorge Vale four and three.
In tlie eighth flight it was Mari­
lyn Aiken and Nancy Campbell of 
Royal Colwood over Audrey Tur­
ner and Sylvia Ell three and one 
while in the ninth flight Laura 
Inns and Sylvia Bumip of Gorge 
Vale defeated Jean Purdy and 
Tina Robertson three and one.
In the lOlh flight Jo-Anne Mor­
rison and Pat Coates defeated 
Carol Bradshaw and Georgie 
Yager four and three.
Qualifying competition was at 
Victoria Golf and Country Club 
Sept. 23. The event moved to 
Royal Colwood Sept. 26 then to 
Gorge Vale Sept. 27, on to Cedar 
Hill Thursday ^fore wrapping up 




In the fourth flight Muriel 
McPherson and Bud McNamee of 
Uplands defeated Jean Ward and 
Bessie Law six and five.
In the fifth flight Mary Chan 
and Alice Johnson of Gorge Vale 
defeated Betsy Smith and Cory 
Hutchison of Victoria six and five.
In the sixth flight Jane Murphy 
and Betty Sutton of Gorge Vale 
defeated Joy Parson and Verle 
McKeown of Gorge Vale five and 
. Tive.^^^^;:
In the seventh flight Mae Syl-
The Peninsula Trophies Divi­
sion 9N soccer club lost for the 
first time this season in a game 
against tlie Gorge Royals, played 
at Bullen Park Saturday.
Gorge dominated the play, 
keeping the ball mainly at the 
Peninsula goal. Peninsula held 
them at bay for as long as possi­
ble, but broke down in the third 
quarter, allowing three goals to be 
scored.
Peninsula managed to put 
together a rally in the fourth 
quarter, setting Chris Saunderson 
up to score a goal.
The rally came to late however, 
with the game ending in a 3-1 loss 
for Peninsula.
THOROUGHBREDS WERE running fast during the fourth race at Sandown Sunday, 
Organizers are putting more of an emphasis on live racing and less on simulcasting 
races from Exhibition Park, following lower than average wagering by patrons.
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Keating Fitness is proud to introduce a new 500 sq.ft, 
addition.The “CairiiqQitdOit’’ iddlligrij^ 
Conditioning System” which offers:
IVIIichelin XA4 radials
• Cling on wet roads • HareJIe with precision
☆ Cardiovascular Fitness
☆ Maximum 7bn//igf Benefits
☆ Minimum Time Piridia 
Allows people of all abilities 
to receive maximum results
• Plow through snow • Ride smooth and quiet iMmKii%on,uen
HWICHISLIM
twemimsotnuen 
ts rlrtltm on your tiros.
Injury Rehabilitation
Listen to
Enter To Win a Set of 4 Michelin’s
or drop in for more details
The Saanich Peninsulas only authorized Michelin dealer.
VK4'
Tiro speclallsls with tho knowledge and 
experience to give you the best In 
service and value.
“CarHio Circuit” Kirkpatrick Cres.uaraio Uircuit (Off Keating X Rd.)|
..J
9ai7RESTHAVEN DRIVE 
KIDNEY 656-5544 ALSOINPARKGVIUE AMD NANAIMO.wwiiiwiiwwwii MiiwMrwiiiiiWirMiiWwrwMWiiwiiiwiiwtiiiriiiiii^
•61211444;
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SPLIT-ALL is durably made and is 
designed to split heavy firewood the 
"Fast and Easy” way, incorporating 
the cone style cork screw method of 
log splitting. The unique compact 
design of the Split-All allows easy 
transportation, both in the yard or in 
the trunk of most cars. The Split-All 
will easily split a 12 inch diameter log 
with the standard two star tip cone. 
An optional single star tip cone is 
available for heavier logs, up to 20 
inch diameter.
Also available In Tractor mounted model so whether you want to 
start your business or you want to save time for life's pleasures, 
come see us at ...
H.R TRACTOR & EQUIPMENT
2070 KEATING X ROADS 652-5287
Line.Holland .^nierica










Includes: Return air from Victoria
Call
SfDNEY TRAVEL S£fiV/CF~>
2 - 2310 BEACON
' "At the Emerald Isle"
656-0905
Bayshore NOWOPEN
CHINESE & WESTERN 
SPECIAL OF THE MONTH 
COMBO FOR ONE 
. Chicken Chow Mein 
. CVF. Chicken Wlnoe 
t ap, Pr*wn» end ^
. 0 » 0 tloneloM Pork 
. Toe or Collee
FAMILY DINNER
• Pan Friod Prawni 
A Torrutlo
• SAS Qonalcia* Pork 
■ Boni Chop 8uoy
• Chlckon I-'iImI Ricd
• Chlckon Chow Moln 






You can watch iha planes take 
off and land while you 
enjoy your meal,
OPEN; Mon.-Frl. 7 a.m.-'l p.m,
I Wookonds & Holldayo fl n,m.'S;30 p.m, 
19600CANORA 655«3211 
(Next to tho Now Control Towor)
ODYSSm h 'll\c -ore
STEAK, PIZZA St 
SPAGHETTI HOUSE
PASTA NIGHT
Every Monday Night 
ONLY ®3.95
TAKE OUTS 656-5596-7 
5Ui & Boncon Sidney
W'-t
& Aft CfY
In . D b
NEW hours’
CLOSED MONDAY 
TUES A WED l};3S'e PM 
THUR^ 9:.K)-7 PM 
FHI A SAT, q.D PM 
SUNDAY 0;30'6 PM 
DttKiiMtilul Waltuftord Seltino 
InexpenisIvA A Flna Ounllty MooIh 









Tuesday lo Salurelay 
LUNCH '11 AM- 2:30 PM 
DINNER 5 PM - 0 PM 
Come lo a Full PiBle 
2470 Beacon Ave, Sidney
IN MARINA COURT 
'19‘t3 0-2n(i Sidney
The Hammer: finesse and force of the Bs
Every hockey team needs scoring players with finesse and 
defensive players with brute strength. The Peninsula Eagles 
Junior B team is no exception.
By GLENN WERKMAN 
Review Staff Writer
Defenceman Greg Lewis helps fill the team’s quota on both 
counts.
In his first year of junior hockey, back in 1984 with the Sidney 
Capitals, Lewis earned the nickname The Hammer — with good 
reason. In the 1985-86 hockey season he racked up more than 200 
penalty minutes with the Capitals.
Since then his game has turned toward more of a rushing 
defence. Last year with the Esquimau club he scored 15 goals and 
had almost 40 points in his tx;st season ever.
Lewis’s presence gives the Peninsula’s newest team balance 
and depth.
And coach Mike Mowat says Lewis is the kind of guy who 
helps the younger players on the team.
“His enthusiasm gets the rest of the guys playing hard,’’ 
Mowat says. “He’s really good for the younger players. He’s a 
real team player.’’
When Lewis Nvas a rookie, what he lacked in talent lie made up 
for with skating hard and hustling. “I can score but I would rather 
set up a good play. If they give me the opjxirtuniiy I’ll go for it,’’ 
Lewis says.
But the nickname is earned. “I like to hit, diat’s my game,’’ 
Lewis says, explaining the satisfaction of getting a guy with his 
head down. “Just give him a good hard check. It’s all legal.
“Back when I was younger it was a little scary if a guy wanted 
to (fight) with you. The thing is you never give him any ground,’’ 
the 5-10, 195-lb. defenceman says.
The 21-year-old former Juan dc Fuca Whaler thought he had a 
reasonable chance of making it in junior hockey and possibly 
getting a college hockey scholarship. Now he’s comfortable 
playing his last year w'ith the Eagles, and plans to contribute on 
and off the ice.
“We’ve got a good blend of players,’’ Lewis says, looking 
forward to the coming season.
“It depends on how we play. We have to play as a team, but I 
think we’ll come second, or maybe even first. I think we have 
more talent than Saanich.’’
The Peninsula Eagles started their regular season Monday in a 
four-team league with the Saanich Braves, Juan dc Fuca Gulls and 
Kerry' Park. Saanich has a team of big, experienced players, Juan 
de Fuca has a young team that is still developing. And Kerry 
Park’s profile is anyone’s guess because the Eagles have yet to 
meet them.
Lewis says having only four teams in the league may get a little 
boring, but a road trip to Kilimat and possible exhibition games 
against Lower Mainland teams will help the team in its first 
season.
“I would have liked to have seen two more teams, but it 
wouldn’t be good if one team was really lousy and everyone else 
was beating them 10-0 and stuff.’’
Junior B hockey has a lot of advantages over Junior A, Lewis 
says. Players can attend school full time or hold jobs and still play 
hockey. He is in his second year of education classes at Camosun 
College and works part-time in'Victoria.
Junior B hockey on the Peninsula will also work because the 
investment is smaller. That should prevent the owners from 
selling the team and moving it.
The 1988 Cowichan Valley Whalers were originally in 
Cowichan during 1983-84, They came lo Sidney and were called 
the Capitals from 84-86, unliV they were sold and moved to Juan
DEFENSEMAN GREG LEWIS is one of four Eagles 
Junior B players in their last year of junior hockey. The 
veteran is helping the team in more ways than one this 
season. He’s a stand-up player that is helping younger 
players adapt to the faster pace of junior hockey.
de Fuca to become the Whalers from 1986-88.
“We’re not talking about the same amount of money 
involved,’’ Lewis says.
Lewis is on the injured roster after pulling a ligament in an 
exhibition game against the Junior A Whalers recently. He won’t 
be skating for two weeks and it will probably be four weeks 
before he rejoins his teammates in a game.
He will be missed in the first few weeks of the regular season. 
Coach Mike Mowat says: “He’s tough like a rock, that’s why his 
nickname is The Hammer.”
Lewis is one of four 21-year-olds with the Eagles in their last 
year of junior hockey. The Ontario native moved with his family 
to Deep Cove when he was 13 after growing up with shinny 
games on the Rideau River in Ottawa.
He spent his high school years at Parkland and hopes to one day 
teach there, after Dansferring to U’VIc to get a teaching degree in 
history and physical education.
He’s played hockey since he was five and wants to coach senior 
secondary school sports.
Lewis is already working on a coaching career, starting this 
season with the Peninsula Pee Wee B rep team.
“This is definitely my last year of junior hockey,” Lewis said. 
'And; the last year will be a busy one — playing defence for the 
Eagles, going to school at Camosun, coaching minor hockey and 
working part-time at the Salvation Army warehouse.





For improved claim service, a second ICBC Claim Centre 
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The Peninsula Junior B hockey 
squad added two wins to its exhi­
bition game record last week.
The team defeated ilic Juan dc 
Fuca Gulls 7-2 Sept. 26 and rallied 
in the third period to beat a lough 
Saanich Braves team Sept. 27 at 
home wiili a final score of 6-4,
Both game were filled with 
penalties as referees called the 
games close. The Junior Eagles 
spent a total of 72 mintiics in the 
bo.x against Saanich, giving the 
Braves five on three |xiwcr plays , 
that they capitalized on to score 
three limes. In comparison the 
Braves were assessed only 28 
minutes in penalties.
The Eagles were leading 1-0 
after the first period hut were 
down 4-3 after the second period 
jiowcr plays, They rallied in the 
third period to score three goals 
anil pull ahead to win the game
6- 4.
Goalscorei's were Todd Powell, 
Rol) Olson, 'Fen y Anderson, Blair 
Brieman, Tom Ba/in and Greg 
Wagnor.
At the Recreation Centre in 
Juan dc Fuca Sept. 26, the Eagles 
shut down the Gulls to record a
7- 2 victory. They led 2-1 after the 
fir.si period and increased their 
lead by scoring three unanswered 
goals in the second pcriCHl,
Tlie Gulls managed a single in 
the third period but the Eagles 
responded with two of llieir own. 
Wagnor and Mike Sato each 
scored twice; Steve 'Verbrugge, 
Tim .Scaber and Rick Cox each 
had singles.
Eagles playcr.s spent a lot of 
time in the box during Monday’s 
game as welt. '1 hey were given .50 
penalty inlnuies compared to 42 
forihe Gulls.
CoiUrary 10 last week’s rciKirt. 
the iCjUiUu svVlSiUl .sIiUTCyI tills 
Monday* not last Monday, with a 
game against Juandc Fuca. Last 
night tile Eagles played thcii 
.M’lond regular season, game 
against Kerry Park at home.
Tonight they play Saanich in 
Pearke.s arena. The next home 
game is Tuesday when the. Jia,gles 
are scheduled to meet the Juan de
tvnub at I'anorama, Game tune »s 7:30 p,m.
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Evicted from property
Man demands suppoil
Claiming regional district regu­
lations have evicted him from his 
property, Peter Harris of 10494 
Resthaven Drive demanded North 
Saanich council support against 
septic tank requirements.
lion,” he said Monday. “You 
have been evicted from your prop­
erty, you cannot go on your prop­
erly with a house yet you must 
continue to pay die mortgage on 
the properly and the taxes.”
Harris said he had applied for a 
septic tank p>ermit 800 days ago, 
and feels his appeal to council is a 
last-ditch effort to use his prop­
erly.
“Imagine anyone living in 
North Saanich in the same posi-
Harris said he is not able to sell 
the land yet cannot meet Capital 
Regional District percolation 
requirements for a septic tank.
He alleged several council 
members could not live on their 
lots if they were forced to meet the
percolation requirements “that the 
CRD is imposing on me.”
Between 1976 and 1982, the 
regional district allowed develop­
ment on lots which only had 12 
inches of soil for percolation. 
Under lliose requirements, Harris 
said enough plan numbers were 
issued lo allow potential develop­
ment of 160,000 lots.
Now lots must have 18 inches 
of soil for percolation, a require­
ment which Harris’ lot cannot 
meet.
He urged North Saanich council 
lo approach the regional district 
on his behalf, pointing out Ural the 
regional district is a bureaucracy 
which is not elected and not 
serving i>cople of tire area.
“It should be North Saanich 
council to say step aside and we’ll 
allow this man lo build,” he 
concluded.
Mayor Linda Michaluk said 
municipal staff arc reviewing Har­
ris’ application for a holding tank 
on his properly.
Parkland sports starts promising season
Parkland School has started its 
1988-89 season with more teams 
and more coaches than ever 
before.
“It’s going to be a big year 
here. We’ve got a good crop of 
kids and I think we’ll do all 
right,” vice principal Joe Milligan 
said.
Volleyball and soccer games 
have started for both girls and 
boys playing on junior and senior 
; teams.
Last Thursday the senior boys 
; soccer team defeated Reynolds 
: 2-1 in the third game of the 
• season. Parkland rallied in the
second half to record a conic- 
from-bchind win.
After 30 minutes of play Reyn­
olds led the game 1 -0 but a strike 
by Terry James lied the score at 
the 40-minulc mark.
The score remained lied until, 
with 15 minutes left in the second 
half, Daryl Lawes scored the win­
ner to bring Uic team record up to 
one win and two losses so far in 
the nine-game regular season.
Sept. 27 the senior boys soccer 
club lost 3-0 to a powerful team 
from Spectrum. Milligan said it 
was a good competitive showing 
against one of the top teams in
B.C.
“Spectrum is one of the tradi­
tional power houses in B.C. soc­
cer,” he said.
In junior boys soccer action 
against Reynolds last Wednesday 
the visiting junior Panthers lost 
4-1. In an earlier game. Sept. 26, 
they tied 3-3 against Cedar Hill at 
home on die Parkland field.
The previous week the juniors 
lost to Central on the road, bring­
ing their record so far this year to 
no wins, one lie and two losses.
VOLLEYBALL BLUES 
Volleyball teams at Parkland
■
,
OLDTIMERS TOOK over the arena at the Panorama Leisure Centre last weekend during 
the Manson Cup tournament. A Brig Kings player picks up the puck in the corner and 
starts up ice during the A event final Sunday afternoon. The Kings lost the game 2-1 to 
the Northbrook Restaurant of Nanaimo. It was an exciting game with the winning goal
arc showing a lot of athletic abil­
ity, but lack in the volleyball skills 
department, said team sponsor 
Terry Melville.
“Lciiguc play has not been very 
stimulating,” Melville said.
The Panthers senior boys tcitm 
has lost to Spa'irum, Claremont 
and Lambrick Park in league 
games. The seniors were also 
defeated in exhibition games 
against a louring team from Que­
bec and against Gulf Island teams 
during a road U'ip there.
In their most recent game, 
played Sept. 26 against Lambrick 
Park, the boys lost 15-1 and 15-3.
It was not a surj^rising loss as 
Lambrick won the B.C. Champi­
onship last year and had a full 
team return for this year’s season, 
Melville said.
Sept. 21 the Panthers lost 10-15 
and 11-15 to Claremont and Sept. 
19 they lost 9-15 and 7-15 against 
Speetrum.
On the senior girls’ side, three 
games have been played — and 
three losses recorded.
“They have lots of enthusiasm 
but their skills are fairly weak,” 
Melville said. “We’ll be working 
on tliat.”
Volleyball teams play every 
Monday and Wednesday in Octo­
ber, except on the Thanksgiving 
holiday weekend. Tonight they 
play Vic High on the road and late 
this month the Lower Island tour­
nament will be hosted by Park- 
- land,"""
In other Parkland School sports 
news, junior boys rugby is in 
season and practices havee started, 
i The swimming team will hit the 
water at Panorama Leisure Centre 
as soon as the pool is filled 
following the annual maintenance.
Basketball won’t start until late 
November but players can already 
be seen on the court during their 
lunch bre^tk and after school.
And the cross country running 
team has started training but has 
yet to compete.
OO




Commencing October 14th 
we will be serving Dinner 
Friday and Saturday from 
6:00 PM to 10:00 PM 
NEW HOURS:
7:00 AM to 3:30 PM DAILY 
6:00 PM to 10:00 PM FRI. & SAT. 
Come see our New Look 
and New Menu!
BRENTWOOD BAY SHOPPING CENTRE 652-1192
PARENT & TOT BUMPER 
BOWLING STARTS OCT. 6th 
ENTER NOW!
Saturday Nile Special 
6-10 P.M.
$10 per lane hour
LEAGUES — LADIES, GOLDEN AGE,
DAYTIME, MIXED NIGHT FUN LEAGUES 
A FEW SPOTS LEFT — JOIN IN THE FUN!
MiRACLELANES
Phone for reservations 2375 Sevan Ave. 656“2431
Don’t Wait Till 
The Treads All 
Gonel
Trade your tires in 
now for top 
trade in value
scored in the last three minutes.
Hobbits tied for first place
The Hold Sidney Hobbits 
women’s field hockey team 
increased an Ixjaicn record with a 
2-1 win over ilic Cardinals at the 
Cowichan School in Duncan .Sat­
urday.
“It was kind of spectacular,” 
said team spokesman Frances 
Cowley. Within the lirsi two min­
utes Maureen Campbell scored for 
the Hobbits.
Four miniilcs later Joan Carlow
scored llic Hobbits’ second goal lo 
pul tlie Sidney team ahead early. 
They held tlie lead through the 
.second half until, 15 minutes into 
the second half, the Cardinals 
scored their one anti only goal.
Saturday the Hobbits Uike on 
the Sanclcrlings at home at Park­
land. Game lime is 12 ntKm,
Meanwhile, the Kaptcyns Sui)cr 
Salon squad picked up its game to 
record a 1-1 tic against the 
Kestrels, also at Cowichan Schtx)!
Peninsula soccer team 
slaughters Lake Hill
in Duncan Saturday.
At half lime the score was 
deadlocked at 0-0, but a few 
minutes into the second half 
Frances Cowley scored the Kap- 
icyns’ goal with assistance from 
Sue James.
James forced the ball into the 
top of the D and Cowley |)ickc(l it 
up and scored.
“Tlie team is really picking up 
to lioki the .score at 0-0 at halftime 
against a mucli more cx|x;iiciiccd 
leains,” Cowley said. She subsli- 
liiicd for Kaptcyns’ players who 
could not make ilic road trip,
Boih IVninsula [‘icld Hockey 
clubs were sliort players on the 
Diincan trip.
In men’s action, the Brigs had a 
bye last weekend and play again 
Sunday at 2 p.m. against Oak Bay 
at Windsor Park. The Kaptcyns 




'fhe Peninsula West Coast Sav­
ings .soccer team brought their 
regular season record to 2-0 by 
oul-scoring their opponenl,s 17-4 in 
two Division 7B games,
Tlic offence stoic the show by 
scoring eiglit goals in the finst lialf, 
coaches .said. It could have lx:cn a 
much higher score,
'flic team pulled ilicir offensive 
players and pul In some of the 
dclensivc ones to give them an 
opportunity in die second half.
'I’licy replied with (our goals of 
their own.
Playing hard on defence and in 
mid-field were Mall Jorison, Scan 
Richards, Doug Beaton, Stephen 
Tate, Gavin Powell, Jason Car­
valho, Tod Windic, Ryan 
Aslimced, Shawn Kingcrlcc, Liam 
Davies and Jeremy Birnbaum.
Jay Brailhwailc, Paul Friedmoyr 
and Mark Bailey each scorcti three 
goals for Peninsula while Tyler 
Kecpence, Birnbaum and Car­
valho oacli liad singles. BtAKQH A't, IT, B,C. VBL V« Mh-.
In an cc CTRBNIICS
TV - VCR - STEREO SALES & SERVICE





IN HOME SERVICE ON 
MOST MAJOR BRANDS
W - qft4.1 - 2nd STREET. SIDNEY. B.C.
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Canterbury Lane is the 
inner courtyard of Sidney 
Centre. You’ll be intrigued 




Shop Sidney Centre Right next to Safeway 
Largest number of parking spaces in town.
; o o
Treasure abounds 
'll in Canterbury 
Lane and Sidney 
Centre.
CANTERBURY PLUS IMPORTS
(YOUR ONE STOP ACTIVEWEAR STORE)
SPECIAL OFFER!
ONE WEEK ONLY
WOOLLY WINKIE LUXURY OVERLAYS












KING 429.00 364.00 65°°
PLEASE CHECK AND COMPARE PRICE AND QUALITY








Sit down to THANKSGIVING DINNER 
looking pretty as a picture!
Buy a new SKIRT from CAMROSE 
and get a coordinating
BLOUSE 112 PRICE
one week only, Victoria & Sidney stores










IN SIDNEY CENTRE 
#102-2367 Sevan Ave., Sidney, B.C. 
(Next to Safeway)
Cici¥@rciale Paint
our everyday low price on In-stock
WALLPAPER
106 CANTERBURY UNE - 2376 BEVAN AVENUE, SIDNEY 
PHONE: 655-1424
ROMIKA
Save 20% Off Ladles Romika Walking Shoes. 4 
styles to choose from Reg. 42.98 and Up.




Offer good until ^ A^/'"7












New Fall Styles of dress and casual





#3 ■ 9764 FIFTH STREET 
SIDNEY, B.C, VBL 2X2 
PHONE: 65G-0747 (24 hrs.)
All alternate Real Estate Marketing System. 




and tho best selection
656-5116
This Woiik’sSpoclal 
Mens' DrosB Bolta O A%
Mens'Suspendora
For it smiill registration fee, your home is registered with tlie 
\C() Realty Service's Homeowner Assisted Sidc.s Plan. Oiir 
licensed Realtors do the rest! Once your liousc lias sold you 







CASTLE PROPERTIES (1902) LTD.
REALTOR
Moniber ol
Multiple Lialmo Sorvico 
Victoria Real Esinto Board 








TAUR0 26" «T:I Pullman
r“rtiB
Msai mrnn
SIDNEY CFN'I HF 
full lltnan















A Special Frame \bu'llTreasure Forever.
Are your favorite keepsakes 
becoming buried treasures? 
We'll frame your family 
heirlooms and special 
mementos so that you can 
enjoy tliom day after day. 






Located In the Sidney Centra
«7-«7B4
5th Stroet 
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Rockets keep winning 
in touch football action
The Truant Marine Rockets 
continued their men’s touch foot­
ball winning streak Sunday by 
defeating the Gorge Hotel Hawks 
20-13 at Belmont High School in 
Langford.
The Rocket offence scored in 
the first scries of the game with a 
20-yard pass from quarterback 
Dan Gallagher to Ron Thynne.
The Rocket defence shone again 
with Marty Houghton intercepting 
three passes in the first half.
The Rockets scored again with a 
Dan Gallagher solo run before the 
first half ended.
It was a one-sided affair at the 
end of the first half, said spokes­
man Noyce.
The Hawks, by switching their 
faltering quarterback, came to life 
in tlie second half and managed to 
tic the game at 13-13. The game 
suddenly became an exciting 
defensive affair.
Doug Lumlcy, Barry Coates and 
Jordy Sanderson each intercepted 
to stop the Hawks short. With five 
minutes to play Gallagher hit 
Noyce with an end-over-end pass 
for a touchdown, scaling the 
Hawk’s fate.
The Rockets defence now has 
24 interceptions in four games 
including eight quarterback sacks.
Old Country holds 
Gordon Head scoreless
choff and Ryan Hill.Old Country Rentals looked 
good in their first outing in the 
boy’s Division lA soccer division 
as they held Gordon Head score­
less and made numerous goals 
themselves.
Lazio Sefemak scored the first 
and second goals to get the 
momentum rolling. Jerry Cross 
also played a strong game as he 
scored two goals and assisted on 
two.
Rounding out the scoring were 
Gary Henry and Wesley Nelson.
‘ ‘The game was never in doubt 
as the Renters outplayed Gordon 
Head in all aspects,” a team 
spokesman said.
Warren Brandcr and George 
Landsberger played strong games 
on the half line as did Doug 
Jordon and Kevin Law on the 
back line. Combining in goal for 
the shut-out were Mike Sooho-
MARY’S LOOKS GOOD
Peninsula Mary’s Coffee Bar 
Division 3 girls carried most of 
the play during a match against 
Lakehill Dairy Queen recently. 
They defeated their opposition 3-2 
in the first game of the season.
Mary’s got on the scoreboard 
first on a Jenny Milligan goal but 
Lakehill tied the score just eight 
minutes later.
Milligan was not finished as she 
hit Laura Braithwaite and Evelyn 
Morris with perfect passes. Both 
girls followed through by putting 
the ball in the net.
Lavac Valcn, Megan Cross and 
Penny Jestico all had good games 
for Mary’s and Milligan kept 
complete control of the right side 
of the field, coaching staff said.
Trophies win opener
The opening game of the Lower 
Island Division 9 North soccer 
league was a success for the 
Peninsula Trophies squad.
The locals defeated a tough 
Cordova Bay Comets team 3-0 at 
a game played at Lochside Park 
Sept. 24. Goal scorers were Brad 
Weinmeyer, Chris Saunderson 
and Ben Harding.
‘‘Cordova Bay made them work 
hard for die goals scored,” a team 
spokesman said. Two new players 
on die team, Matthew Smallwood 
and John Hale played a good first 
game and will lx; an asset to the 
tciim.
Jason Dandrea got anodier goal 
and Olson connected once again 
for a hat-trick as the Eagles ral­
lied, only to lose 5-4.
Other players with good per­
formances were Larry Scott, Steve 
Feduc, Lionel Kurbatoff, Michael 
Vrebosh and Nathan Hume.
CLOSE MATCH 
The Peninsula Malba Deli 
Eagles had a strong comeback in 
the second half of a Division 8 
South soccer league game against 
Prospect Lake Oldfield Service 
Sept. 24 at Alexander Park, but it 
was not enough to register a win.
Prosix’cl l.akc got on the score­
board first .and rtillied the score up 
to 3-0 in the first half.
Eagles player Cltris Olson 
scored a Ixauiy to give his tc:un 
some life going into the second 
half, but ProsjH'.ct l.ake score 
twice more to go altetid 5-1.
IVnlnsiil.a wasn’t about to give 
up its Cltris Lawson gave Olson a 
Iteauliful jtass and he scored liis 
.second goal of the game to make it 
5-2.
, SIDNEY ,
9769 5th St. in Sidnoy (Bolwoon 
Old Country Rontals & Monk Offica Supplios)
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“FRESH” THANKSGIVING
TURKEY I AVAILABLE WED. OCT. 5th 
WHILE STOCKS LAST 
at competitive prices!











WALLACE DRIVE AND WEST SAANICH ROAD
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CHEDDAR.......... .........3.191b. 1 y 100 g











































































































OLD LONDON ALL VARIETIES
MELBA
TOAST.. ..... .... 200 g
10
CASCADE
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BEEF RAVOLI i 08
IN IS. .. ....... -125 „ I
OATMEAL i 88 I
CHOC. CHIP,... 450 g 1 1
1 BONNIE BROOK Ji n A
Iw.K. i38
ICORN.. .......... ...ug 1
Kim TREAT
CAT FOOD QfH 2 PLY FACIAL QQ0 1 
TISSUE.......... ..200Y vO 1
1 BONNIE BROOK , 1, . ^ ■
[choice ■j18 COMET" AKOCLEANSER...coogBS^ MARDI GRAS .400 1SERVIEHES ,40. 1




BAGS... ............ 72', 1
MArTgOLD ' jm. I
CHIC GLOVES QQ0 1 ONE PAIR......... p.kvirO I
1 MRS. SMRH M
|PIE i48
j SHELLS,....,,......... ... 8
KELLOGGS jl
JUST RIGHT i78
CEREAL... ..... ....T25„ 5
GREEN GIANT mm ' I
CREAM STYLE 7ft0 1
CORN..... ....... 390 ml; ff W '' 1
rMcCAiil' . , - .
1 PUMPKIN i681 PIE.,..,,.,.,,,,,     .57,g 1 BRAN 128FLAKES...... ...-I50 0 1
GREEN GIANT 1
NIBLET 7mlCORN....,,... .,.041 ml I 0 \
SERVICE and SAVINGS
MMiMWiMimiitiinii
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NOV. 11th and NOV. 12th
at Columbo’s Restaurant
DINNER and DANCE
Bar open 6:00 pm Buffet Dinner 7:00-9:00 pm
Dance 9:00 pm - 1:00 am
ONLY $20.00 per person 
BAR TICKETS $2.00 each 
♦ FIFTIES DRESS OPTIONAL ❖ ADVANCE TICKETS ONLY
COLUMBO’S RESTAURANT
7855 East Saanich Rd. 652-3936
A dream came true for Mari­
anne Johnson, Canadian Ladies’ 
Golf Association District One 
chairman, when about 200 women 
attended celebrations of 40 years 
of champions, at Glen Meadows 
Friday.
Months of preparation went into 
planning the event by Johnson 
with help from past champions 
Doreen Ovcharick and Lorraine 
Jacklin.
National CLGA president Grace 
Moul, B.C. president Marjorie 
Doan, B.C. Sports Hall of Famcr 
Margaret Todd and District Six 
chairmen Frankie McCaffery and 
Frances Wilson were some of the 
dignitaries introduced at a tea 
honoring champions of the only 
golf tournament of its kind in
Canada.
Huge easels held displays of the 
history of champions since 1948, 
supplemented by information 
from Margaret Todd. A highlight 
of the day was a song composed to 
the tune of As Time Goes By and 
sung by members.
Humorous memories were told 
by Lil Thirlwell and past champi­
ons were presented with CLGA 
pins by Marjorie Doan. Betty 
Cranston, who won the inaugural 
tournament in 1948, and Phyllis 
Meams, who won four times over 
an 11-year period, were each 
given a floral arrangement.
HIDING LESSONS V0A/'










Ci.ARENC£.'.' YOU PROMISED 
NOT TO MAHE rUM OF OUR 




Edwin Mitchell was elected 
chief of the Pacquachin Indian 
Band for the next two years in a 
closely contested election Oct. 3 
on the Cole Bay Reserve.
Mitchell was elected by only 
three votes over candidate Dan 
Henry. Also vying for the position 
was Greg Williams.
Seven candidates ran for the 
two band counsellor positions. 
Elected were Max Henry and 
Curtis Henry.
Other candidates were Elmer 
Henry, Bryine James Jr., Peggy 
James, Maureen Williams and 
Raymond Williams.
A LOT CLOSER TO THE HOLE than on her final winning 
putt is Glen Meadows golfer Ruth Trelawny with partner 
Gayle Green on the 16th hole after winning the champi­
onship round of the ladies’ foursome district tourna­
ment last Friday.
«
The Federal Government’s Western 
Economic Diversification Program is 
helping British Columbia’s 
entrepreneurs with financial solutions as 
well as with direction and 
assistance in identifying 
alternate funding sources. WD 
is also playing an active role in 
advocating western interests in 





Western Economic Diversificatioit is
listening to your ideas for:
New Products 
> New Technology 
• New Export Markets 




Economic development and diversification 
are vital to British Columbia and its future 
well-being. It means more job creation 
opportunities as our economic prospects 
improve and British Columbia’s products and 
services become more competitive at home 
and abroad
Ybpe Van Kaauwen is building on the 
entrepreneurial spirit in Vancouver for 
Delta Injection Locator Inc.
Grade 10 students in school 
district 63 arc invited to enter a 
Truck Loggers Association spon­
sored essay contest on the impor­
tance of the forest industry to the 
province.
The contest is open to students 
on Vancouver Island and Queen 
Charlotte Islands, along the coast 
and in the lower mainland. First 
prizes of $333.33 will be awarded 
for the 10 best essays and 10 
honorable mention prizes of 
$33.33 will also be awarded.
The school with the highest 
level of p^cipation will receiye 
a grandiprize qf,$3^3i^3.3^.;,,.;;,
Luformation on: the contest was 
received at the Oct. 3 North Saa­
nich council meeting and for­
warded to llic school district.
Yop@ Eaauwen had 




He needed to develop an 
educational and promotional 
video and purchase projection 
equipment in order to market 
a new diabetes ‘injector 
locator’ device.
Yopc Van Kaauwen turned to Western 
Economic Diversification for direction and 
assistance. With WD’s help, he is now able to 
market his company’s innovative product that could 
create new job opixirtunities for British Columbians 
and expand market potential.
Bob Reimer is building on the entrepreneurial spirit 
in Vancouver for Adventures in Learning Inc.
Bob leimeir knew he could 
maloG a good idea 
sound even better.
, Ttt'l
He wanted to produce locally top-notch educational 
and motivational tapes like the 2fX) or more 
titles his company already sells (two of 
which are now on the l^t*sellcr list), 
All the company needed was its own 
facilities. Reimer turned to Western 
Economic Diversification.
For further information, please 
contact our Vancouver office at 
6664^256.
WoBtern Mlnistdre de la
Econoiiiic Biircsjplflcation dc
Div©r«iflcatlon I’llconontie do 
Canada \ Canada
With WD's help in providing the funding 
he’s able to build a recording studio for 
spoken word catcscttcs which will mean new 
job opportunities for British Columbians and 
amid .secure the company’s leiidcnilup in 
replacing cultural industry imixirts,
Tony Orliuky Ls building on the enfrepreneiml spirit 
in Delta for A.T.S. filwlro Lube Ltd.
Tony Orlitzlcy has proven that 
for once, bigger is better.
He waniod to expand his line of small-waled automatic 
lubricant dispensers, designed for use on industrial 
Iwurings, lo include a bigger mtulcl, the ‘Jumbo-LuH'r’. 
0!l\i7.V.y uinwd to Western Economic Diverrifiention.
Per Wlontli
With WD's help to cover part of the development costs, 
lie’s able to move ahead to meet incrcastnl customer demands, 
rrente new jnht; for nrilinUi foliimbinri*:, and lonlr iownrd<i 
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656-1151
Konirn150n
FULLY FEATURED-Book Copying 
• Eloctronic Editing S Imago Shift 
• Slioei Bypass * Automatic , 




Find out how to Protect your Capital 
Free information Seminar Oct. 13, 1988 
Call Jayne to reserve your seat 
OPEN MONDAY - FRIDAY 8:30 - 4:30 P.M.
2475A Beacon Ave. Sidney 655-1303
Games official assures Peninsula
Traffic 'unalarming/ economic benefits certain
The increase of traffic during 
the 1994 Commonwealth Games 
is nothing for Peninsula mayors to 
worry about, a committee official 
said last week.
By GEORGE LEE 
Review Staff Writer
Organizing committee execu­
tive director John Stothart said the 
usual summer population of 
Greater Victoria is about 290,000 
people. “We’re going to increase 
that to 310,000 for two weeks —- 
big deal.
“I don’t think those numbers 
are alarming,’’ Stothart told The 
Review in an interview at a meet­
ing of Juan De Fuca Chamber of 
Commerce, Thursday.
In fact, Stothart said the lack of 
enthusiasm of the Saanich Penin­
sula councils has him baffled.
He was reacting to concerns of 
local mayors that the traffic sys­
tem here won’t be able to handle 
the congestion. In a Review story 
last week. Mayor Norma Sealey of 
Sidney and Mayor Linda Micha­
luk of North Saanich both men­
tioned traffic flow.
“I have a genuine concern 
about increased volume,” Sealey 
said.
None of the three Peninsula 
municipalities gave the committee 
money for its bid.
Stothart said B.C. Ferry Corpor­
ation will offer extra sailings and 
the Games committee will offer 
package deals from Vancouver. 
Park-and-ride systems from malls 
are planned. And Victoria Interna­
tional Airport is easily able to 
handle the air traffic, he said.
The Victoria committee 
recently returned from a success­
ful presentation in Seoul, where 
the Commonwealth Games Feder­
ation awarded Victoria the Games.
Stothart said the committee 
focused on the positive points 
Victoria has rather than a lengthy 
lobby. New Delhi and other offi­
cials of India chose to woo the 
committee as much as possible.
using diplomatic channels.
India’s minister of sport was 
“very, very persuasive,” Stotliart 
said, and the overall Indian pre­
sentation was strong.
“There was a moment of doubt 
in my mind,” Stothart said. The 
Victoria committee was also up 
against Cardiff, Wales, in the 
competition for the Games.
The Victoria bid demonstrated 
the “natural, easy-going friendly 
people” of the area, Stothart said.
“It was really refreshing how 
impressed jreople were with Vic­
toria.”
Stothart wishes Saanich Penin­
sula municipalities were more 
impressed. The Western Commu­
nities have offered far more sup­
port, he said.
The economic and social bene­
fits will last long after the Games, 
Stothart said. Sidney council, for 
one, has questioned the economic 
value of the Games and the idea of 
public funding.
Stothart said the Games will 
bring in $150 million of new' 
money. With a two-times multip­
lier, that’s 1,000 new dollars “for 
every man, woman and child 
here.”
The Games means 200 hours of 
international television exposure. 
About 2.1 million Canadians will 
watch prime-time coverage during 
the games, planned for Aug. 18 to
a major feature on Bulchart Gar­
dens, viewed worldwide. “You 
can’t buy that kind of coverage.”
International recognition, with 
the Games still six years away, has 
already begun. The Seattle Post- 
Intclligcnccr ran a headline bigger 
than tlie Timcs-Colonisl did when 
the bidders arrived home from 
Seoul. “How often is Victoria the 
lead story in the Seattle Post- 
Intelligencer? Has Victoria ever 
been the lead story in die Scatlle- 
Post Intelligencer?”
Stothart had no answers for 
whether actual Peninsula venues 
will be used for the Games. How­
ever, the Victoria committee 
hopes to award a contract for a 
facilities feasibility study in a few 
weeks.
Although UVic appears a natu­
ral for many of tlie events, that’s 
“not carved in stone,” he said.
The study’s first phase will be 
complete in about three monUis, 
the final phase about five months 
after that. And the consultant will 
be asked to include public partici­
pation to arrive at the final recom­
mendations.
Stothart said the Games legacy 
will be sports facilities that invite 
future high-quality competitions, 
as well as community use. “It will 
be like another convention centre. 
What’s the difference between 
2,000 Shriners coming to town 
and 2,000 masters athletes?”
But he said the 12 days in 1994 
will not leave the area with things 
the community can’t use. Of 
130,000 sealing spaces, for exam­
ple, 90,000 will be temporary. 
“We are not building a white 
elephant with stands people will 
never fill again.”
Stothart said most of the eco­
nomic impact isn’t immediate. 
Twelve days of athletics aren’t 
something to justify a major reno­
vation program for a hotel, for
Even so, money isn’t the driving 
factor for Stothart. He says the 
stature and self-image of a com­
munity increases dramatically 
when an international event is 
held.
More imjx)rtant than money is 
10-ycar-old children having con­
tact with people from around the 
world. “African countries will no 
longer be doLs on die map. Chil­
dren will be able to say, ‘I met 
someone from Africa.”
And Victorians will have an 
extra bounce to Uieir stride, after 
hosting an event tliat draws about
3,000 athletes from 60 countries to 
compete in 10 different sports.
“We’ll be able to say the 
Games were held in London in 
1938, and in Victoria in 1994. 
How often can you put Victoria 
and London in the same sent­
ence?”
The Commonwealth Games 
don’t run long enough to have a 
negative impact on the commun­
ity, he said.
“I am hard pressed to identify 
anytliing negative connected with 
this. And if anybody can, let us 
know so we can change it.”
28.
I NotallOfthatis'spbfts coverage ’
-—much of it will be on lifestyles But the increased international 
and tourist attractions of the area. exposure means more people will 
He brought up the possibility of want to come to the area.
ol #
Wo are making it easier for you lo do 
business with us,
In July WG announced Access Small 
Business - a series of measures to 
ensure that our procurornont system is as 
open and fair as ptYSsiblo. Under Access 
Small Business:
m you'll have more chances lo bid for 
contracts with our improved bid 
rotation system, 
we’re putting small business 
advocates in key areas of our 
organization to work directly for you 
and with you.
it will be easier tor you to sul) coniract 
on major govornmont purchases, 
we're setting up a contract information 
centre! and Improving our puhlicntlons 
so you'll hove more and belter 
information to work witti.
For more iiilormation on Access Small 
Business coll,or visit your neare.st SupiJly 
and Services Canada of lice, Our numtrer 
is in the blue pages of the phone trooK,
SutinlV Slid BBrw*ci»» Apnr<n,rt#lonnemeti|R 
fit fKirvIctiii Cnnntlti
Thn Hon. Otto Jolinftk fhon, Otto Jftl(n«k 
MIrvIstBf Mlnl#lt« Cl li*lanaxla
DID YOU KMOW?^
Walwyn Stodgell Cochran Murray 
Sidney Branch offers ....
* G.I.e. from 10 3/4 to 11%
^ T-Bills from 9 to 10.3%
Both offering monthly income
^ FREE MONTHLY REPORT 
ON BUSINESS...
CALL John Gowans 382-4144
COMPUTER
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Morning- Afternoon- Evening 
ONLY 6 Students per session
656-4425
SPACE LIMITED REGISTER EARLY
Brenmar Computer 
Ease





With a repuiation for boing ablo to 
fiinclt a ponny and rnanago a million, 
Miko Grofiby haci hctipod roadorr. across 
Canada mako (houanndr, of dollara,
Flo tiao boon roforrod to an "Canada'n 
boat nalionnily sytidicntod nowspaftor 
icolutnnitil." Ono iaad(,n,. uririod with a 
Gronliy column,
sav/od $2,050 whon alto caahod hor 
Canada Savings Bonds. Miko Gronby’a 
Tax Tips and Monoy book's havo oold 
rnoro Ilian 100,000 Gopies.
Poopio who want prncileal, honorat 
tinancial ndvico • in plain English yot 
With a lively touch — turn to Miko 
Qronby,
WATCH FOR THIS AWARD WINNING COLUMNIST
bTAHHNG WED., OCTOBER 12lh IN. II
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MEDDO BELLE, RANDOM CUT
CDN. COLBY or 
CREAM HAVARTI
j: ; GRADE “A” FROZEN LILYDALE ! FRESHLY MINCED
TENDER YOUNG
GROUND
[" ; All Sizes t Less than 7% fat content
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MEAT Fully cooked .4.95 lb.



















COCA COLA In Effect
or CPHITP & ,
Ul Orni I lu ........750 mL
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AVAILABLE NOW
Fountain Fresh Bulk Popv (\A/1/|
28 Flavours x'cHECK /
Q||0S%ur >OURNEW^
2 L bottle ^LOW WllLK^
HOLIDAY HOURS
All Thrifty Foods stores

































imBAGS 1 38 FBI FROZENORANGE JUICE... .341 mL
mm&m
LOCALLY GROWN, CAN. Ntt:
■■i?
17
■ ‘■'‘L c V*
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I V, -} ^,1
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OCEAN SPRAY, FRESH -I . . * V ..
e.ivjiitsrajv-Wi.iai.i
I: aaBaasaaaBaBaaBBaBBBBa .36’S 1 28
FBI FROZEN
APPLE or GRAPE 
JUICE.... .341-355 mL 780
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f LARGE, B.C. GROWN ^
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' Thanksgiving is the time we 
celebrate the harvest. Come





' s a h
selectibn Of quality fm 
and vegetables picked 
especially fbr yoii by local 
farmers. Our reasonable 
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ONSALE Hurry while our stock is at its’s best
Example: 























































































































Real Estate for Rent








Small Engine Service 
Travel
Tree Services 
T.V. and Stereo 




WILLING TO BABYSIT. My home. 
Near Sidney School. References avail­
able. 656-5981. 39/41
MATERNITY LEAVE ENDING? Lov­
ing Mom wiii care for infant 6 wk-6 mths 
my home. Mon.-Fri. Full lime preferred. 
Gail Mary. 655-1754. 40/40
WILL GIVE T.L.C. to your child, my 
Sidney home. 655-4201. 40/40
LOVING DAYCARE — my home. 
Large playroom. Any age. Mrs. Rourke. 
655-1357. 40/41
3005 VICTORIA SIGNALS ARMY 
CADETS has a free youth program 
second to none. It includes monthly 
weekend camps and 2, 3 and 6 week 
summer camps. The program involves 
rappelling, FNCI and 22 target shoot­
ing, radio communications, orienteer­
ing survival and rope confidence 
course. For more information call 382- 
8376, 381-0584 or 655-1994. Oct. 7 to 
9 is FNCI shooting and Nov. 15 com­





Chosterfields & Chairs • Kitchen & Patio Furnitura
* FREE ESTIMATES '
1A-6809 Kirkpatrick Cres. 652-6422
DAVE’S WINDOW CLEANING.
$20.00 out; in and out, $30.00, for 






FRIDAY 5 PM 
Ads nro accepted Monday 
through Friday, from 9 a.m. to 
5 p.m.
656-1161
NCfriCE OF COPYRIGHT 
Full completo and solo copyright in 
any advortisomont produced by 
Island PublishoiB Ltd. Is vestnd in 
and bolongs to Island Publishers 
Ltd,, provided, however, that 
copyright In that part and that part 
only of any such odvortlsomont 
consisting of illustrations, borders, 
signatures or similar components 
which is or are, suppliod In fininhod 
form to Island Publishors Ltd. 
operating as the Review by the 
advortisor and incorporotod in said 
advoilisomont shall remain In and 
jolong to the advertiser.
No matorlal covered under the 
copyright outlined above may be 
used without tfio written permission 





ClaasKled Rate: 1st Insertion 
ISija word, minimum charge 
$2,75 2nd and subsoquoni 
insertion — I0« a word per 
Insertion, minimum charge 
$2,10, Box number —• $2.00 per 
ad.
SAVE TIME AND MONEY ... Hiorw In 





In Iona! nrArt , '....:.$15
Canada........ ..................$25





THANK YOU to all applicants who 
applied for the part-time secretarial 
position Box 470. The position has now 
been filled. 40/40
TRASH REMOVED, satisfaction guar­
anteed, or your trash cheerfully 




Applications are invited for 
the position of Pay Grade 
VI (Executive Secretary I), 
in the Physical Plant De­
partment, 7 hours per day,
12 months per year, ef­
fective as soon as pos­
sible.
Qualifications for this po­
sition are Grade 12 edu­
cation or equivalent, Post­
secondary secretarial 
training is preferred, typing 
speed 70 wpm, dictation 
80 wpm, dictaphone typ­
ing, minimum three years 
previous secretarial and 
office experience, and the 
ability to operate computer 
based equipment.
Salary range: $11.09 to 
$11.86 per hour 
Application forms are avai­
lable from the Sqhooi 
Board Office, 2125 
Keating Cross Road, 
Saanichton, B.C. The clos­
ing dale for apipiications is 
Wednesday, October 12, 
1988 at 12 o'clock noon.
BABYSITTER REQUIRED required 2 
1/2 yr. old girl, Friday afternoons from 
1-5. My home preferred. Start immedi­
ately. 655-3857. 40/41
ANTIQUE FURNITURE, full range of 
repairs and refinishing by European 
restorer in inlaid and veneered works 
—French polishing. 25 yrs. experience. 
382-7638. 40/48
WANTED IN GREENGLADE AREA 
babysitter for after school. Approx. 1 
1/2 hr. a day. Call 655-3606 after 4 p.m.
40/41
REFLEXOLOGY, NUTRI-METICS and 
Watkins. 656-6792. 40/43
COMPUTER INCOME TAX Prepara­










EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING and 
general gardening. Reasonable rates. 







“NO TASK TOO SMALL”










NEED YOUR WINDOWS WASHED? 
For a quality job call Blaine at 656- 
1475. Most houses $17.00. Outside or 
inside windows. 33/tf
MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPING 
AND GARDENING SERVICE. Certi­
fied Pesticide applicator. Currently 
spraying for Evergreen Tip Moss, lawn 
insects, weeds, etc. Free estimates. 
652-4688. 33/tf
Construction accounting a 
specialty . Financial state­
ments, tax returns, book­







HAULING, CLEAN-UPS, YARDS, 
basements, eavestroughs, etc. Hedges 
trimmed, windows cleaned inside or 
out. Painting or any job you don't find 
time to do. 652-0722. 32/tf
BOOKKEEPING AND SECRETARIAL 
services for individuals and small busi­
nesses incl. monthly or annual financial 
statements for audit. 656-1439. 37/40
C.K. DRAPERY, we make it fast and 
right, free estimates. Custom made 
drapery alterations. Phone 655-1469 
evenings and Saturdays. 29/52
BALLOON CURTAINS BY Donna. 
Also specializing in: Roman shades, 
Austrian blinds, alterations, mending. 




HpUSECLEANlNG GETTING YOU 
DOWN? Let us look after your individ­
ual needs. Call Dirtaway. 652-0644.
34/tf
WILL RESEARCH, COMPOSE, edit, 
write, correct grammar/spelling of let­
ters, articles, ads, theses, novels, and 
type. 656-1439. , 37/40
Westlake Appliance 
Repairs
Repairs to most major 
Appliances & Refrigerators
656-4412 eves 652-2035
PROFESSIONAL CARPENTER for 
new construction, renovations, gar­
ages, basements, etc. Free estimates. 




HOME REPAIRS OR renovations. 
-Quality workmanship. Best price 
around. Brian Nash. 652-0509. 39/42
L
VERSATILE MALE FOR odd jobs in 
Sidney area until Nov. 30th. Call Craig 
at 655-4956. 39/43
HOME IMPROVEMENTS 
Clark, 15 years experience, 
small 652-9228.
BY Lloyd 





SEAMSTRESS — DESIGNER now in 
Sidney. All types of sewing including 
repairs and alterations. Call Zena 
Baksh. 655-4365. 39/41
FINE CARPENTRY and renovations. 






















• We Load pickups & trailers 
MON-SAT 8 am-5 pm
2070 KEATING X RD. 
652-2614 652-3684
(yard) (eves)
GARDENING, ODD JOBS, small hauls 
Phono Bill 652-3670. 40/40
|| CLEANING
SERVICES
Applications are invited 
from suitable qualified per­
sons for two continuing 
School Bus Driver posi­
tions, These positions are 
part time, approximately 
195 days per year, 
September to June, while 
school is in session. 
These positions are ef­
fective as soon as pos­
sible.
Minimum qualification re­
quired are Class II license, 
including air ticket. Appli­
cants must have previous 
School Bus Driving ex­
perience.
Salary Is $11.68 to $12.59 
per hour.
Application forms are a- 
vailable from the School 
Board Office, 2125 
Keating Cross Road, 
Saanichton, B.C. The 
closing dale for applica­
tions Is Thursday, October 
13,1988,12 o'clock noon.
HAULING, CLEAN-UPS, hedges, odd 
jobs. Miko 6'}6-8730, 40/43
PAINTING BY HR. or contract by fully 
experienced painter. Fast, clean & reli­
able — you buy the paint. Also yard 
work & clean up, 656-4789 after 6 p.m.
40/41
RED TRACTOR FARM & Garden Ser­
vices, RotoliHing, largo or small, plow­
ing, discing, fence building. 652-2333, 
Ed Owen, 40/43
DIRTAWAY
-Let the Dirtaxoay Cal.'i 
take care of all your 
I Individual cleaning





RESIDENTIAL NEW WIRING 
REWIRING • EXTENSIONS 
E. PLUS ELECTRIC HEATING 
ALSO COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL 
CALL JOHN — 655-7100





Cleaning lady. Domestic and commer­
cial. $10 per hour. Phono 655-4396.
40/41
T.R. SKin ELECTRICIAN
25 YEARS EXPERIENCE 
• RESIDENTIAL- INDUSTRIAL 
• COMMERCIAL















Help with Hardware, 





Sorvino tho Saanich Poninaula 
ond tho Gull Islands
629’<3598
experienced house cleaner
with roloroncos, fully Insured, havo two 
vacancies. 652-0552 or 652-2200,
40/40
CONTRACTORS
A PRODUCT YOU CAN BELIEVE IN.
Cnmollon I lotilory Is Booking Indoixtnd- 
ont finlos reproBoninlivofi lo mnrkoi our 
luxurloun run roolmont pnniyhonn 
diroclly lo iho cotmutnor. Groat busl- 
noBB, CnII 056-4507 nnyllmo, M no 




ANTIQUE RESTOIIATION TO llllh, 
10th nnd 20th century lurnituro. Dnn 
GFNTII..0m’i.2175r). 34/41
Would you bo happior wUb 
a more beautiful homo? A 
moro olo(j«ni and up*to* 
date bathrodm? Added 
den? An Improved bualnoos 
lease Space?
References atteaf fo 
Tony’s skill, helpful at­
titude, and honesty. Call 
for a compofitivo estlmale 
from this old-world crafts­
man who cares about tho 























OUR ANNUAL MAINT 
PROGRAMS are VERY
REASONABLE^::::::;-??;





SlunipB • Sowor Storm Dmino 
* Gopilc Fioldfl • Watorllnoa 
1 Driveways
LEWIS SEVIGNY 
2320 Amherst Avo. 
650-3583
HARDY LAWN CARE







AVON. HLLPI llio XinHH lUbli has 
stanod Wo ore flooded with cualomor 
sorvico cnilo ond riood ndditlona! ropro* 
ndnialivos, Tfioro nro $$ wnlllng lor you 
solllno our now linfjorio ond coamoiic 
liiuj, Invusil J'lO, r“f(;o tfiiiniruj. Coil 
0G2-222e or 502-01B2. 30/43
AUnORA WOODWORK Bpoclnlizma 
in unique high quality cnbmoi mnkltio 
and joinery. CnII John Oonny, 055- 
1 loonliorfip fh. 3'b(ti
EFFICIENT, FUN LOVING M O A, or 
R N oxnorloncct proforriul, tar full or 
pan llrno pofinloti with now yotjng 
Sidnoy Q,P, RoBumo to Tho Rovolw, 
Iktx 490, 0701 2nd, Si,, Sidnoy, VOL 
4P0, CloftlnaotM 0:1. lOih 30/40
NATURAL OEAUTY — MAKEUP
.'iil’ir.try Ivuoirv;, with tim ri^h* •'T'n rnw,
noi covet up CnII ino lor n complimorv 
inry ItiUnl tiitd I'll ohow you tito Mnry 
Kny live stopri to boouiy. Hotohor ftiloy 
652-51130, 33/4.5
THE LATCH REaTAURANT Booktt « 
wntlot/waiiroBs iialnoo, The posillon Iti' 
FVT days tl you aro poriionublo nmi 
enjoy rniKmoQ the public a»ii ub l(,»r an 
tniorvi«w.fiMC622, 30/40
WB SANDULAST MIRRORS nnd 
olntiB to (jlvo IT iTtnrvolouB Itbulod 
nripoarnncn dof'ornla mirror*), win* 
down, doorn, cfilnn c«t»lnotw, etc, any 
olnfsa or tnirror. Unlirniiod choK,o ui 
doaiarm. yoeffi or ourn, Phono Joan 
InliaMiS/TI/M. ,
CONSTRUCTION 




18 JUST A CALL AWAY 
ALL WORK GUARANTIIED 
HEtTt^lLNCES AVAILAULl: 
NO JOB T<00 SMALL, 
CALL US FOR FREE 
LSHMATES tiSS'/OGb
GARbENlh®
UVE OUT MANNY rociuirod nont [Iron-
r-tl, Bulb# N/S mauled lady with car. 
Rftfarenco*. 66a-3157, 40/43
COMPUTER/OUSINESS COURaES, 
I, VO fling, dnyllino, Coinpuior 
bamcB MSJ’ilOn, .WorriPmToct, (took- 





QUALITY r iNfSHINQ AND 
CAIIINI’T WORK
NtIL RlUMbOWN , UijG-473#
LE COTEAU FARMS
' Buy Diiiict Itom ttio Qwmi" 
PEARS






'IhinkinQ ol pianiinj) thin I'ail?
Wo havo,,,,








JIAIJAPPi LS* PI ACIII.S- 







* PI.RL'NNIALS . Cl LMAflS
• HCAIIILR • IICXJSL Pl ANfS• Hiniscus
tJPLd UAILY tt,W) AM * S/.U) FM 
304 V//Ulon Plot#
THE EXTRA (YARD) MAN
Luw(it;uiiing, *Wuudiiig, 
Planting, Clean Up, 
General Yard Work 
Coll Today lor Prompt Sorvico 
656-1237
DAN'B GROIINDB KFKPINO. Ml 
phiiBoa ol year round tnnlnionnnco 
tiiornng loll clfMin up, OSP 4770, , 34/40
FAST TODVa GARDENING. PoridB, 
pruning, wooding, gonf^rjil clonn ii()'i, 
now l/iwfw fiiood or nod ••*■ tnll gmis», 
htoBlt cuiting, Any job wn enn do, 
Phono I•cl.3«2•n3r»1, 40/43
COMPLETE GARDENING Imrirm 
pfuri.no. fionn upts, ttow Inwnn, Imut-
mg, 0,A,r>. dlBcoitnl f.r»« 0730. 40/.U)
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rSECRCTARIAL;! If A ii autobody 1 ii1 AUTOMOTIVE 1 REPAIRS 1 FOR SALE
TYPING SERVICES. Typing, typeset­
ting & word processing. From resumes, 
letters, to manuscripts & books. Rea­
sonable rates. Big or small, wo do them 
all. 656-6466. 01/tf
BRITISH EUROPEAN MOTORS.
Parts and service for all imports. 




1964 MERCURY 4 OR H.T. body 
restored, painted pearl white. Engine 
390 C.I.D. 2 BBL. 80 per cent rebuilt 
not assembled. $300. OBO. 478-6055 
or656-1151 Sandi. 36/tf
PAINTING & BODY WORK
Reasonable Prices • Rust Repairs 
Panel Replacement • Enamels or Acrylics 
Colour Matching • ICBC Claims
REGAL AUTO BODY 
771 STATION ROAD 
Days, Evenings 47S"42Q2
IS OFTEN the only link 
you and your customers.
Unscramble the seven words below in the boxes on the right. Ail 
seven words are linked to the same theme + take the letters 




Make the connection with an attractive 
sandblasted cedar sign by Trillium Sign 










1982 CADILLAC, FLEETWOOD 
Brougham. Fully loaded, luxury car. 
Excellent condition. Only 67,000 miles. 
Clean and mechanically sound. 





1978 COUGAR, 4-DOOR, 72,000 kms.
P/S, P/B, am/fm cassette, new battery, 
good tires. Runs great $1350.00.655-
1981 VOLKSWAGON Vanagon-Get- 
Away camper, $10,000.00. 656-9599.
39/41
1582. 39/40
DO YOU HAVE trouble getting in and 
out of the bath, or off the toilet? Let us 
install a grab rail. Free estimate. Phone 
656-6656. l5/tf
QUALITY SEAMSTRESS. Reasona­
ble prices. Custom and pattern work, 
alterations. Personal contact only. 10 
a.m.-6 p.m. apt. 303, 9901 Fourth St., 
Sidney. 655-4239. 39/42
1984 PLYMOUTH HORIZON 4-door 
hatchback, 4 cyl., front wheel drive, 
am/fm stereo, 54,000 miles, excellent 




1976 NOVA, good running condition, 
$500,656-9561 40/43
ANSWER;.
Drop your entry off at Tanner's. The first correct entry drawn at 
noon the following Monday will win a $10.00 Tanner s Gift Cer­
tificate. If the winner is a Review paid subscriber a bonus $20.00 
gift certificate wilt be awarded.
'75 OLDS-CUTLASS SUPREME, 2 dr, 
HT, V8, trailer hitch, immaculate inter­
ior, Could use paint. Recent tune-up, 













STUDENT MUST SELL1987 Nissan 
4X4, $16,500 OBO. Call Duane at 
478-2310 after 6 p.m. 40/tf
WANT TO INCREASE YOUR MAR­
KET? For $159. per week we can place 
your Classified Ad in more than 70 
popular, well-read community newspa­
pers which are delivered each week to 
more than one million homes through­
out B.C. and the Yukon. Simply call our 
Classified Department at 656-1151 for 
details. 11/1^
ADVENTURE ON HORSEBACK.
Guided trail rides. Open year round. 
Rockhaven Ranch. Reservations, 478- 
3023. 15^
'81 RELIANT WAGON, standard. 
Great con. Asking $2650 658-8874
40/40
FIBERGLASS REPAIRS. Major struc­
tural work to cosmeticcs. Commercial 
and pleasure craft. Work guaranteed. 
David. 656-0406. 37/42
• AUTOMOTIVE • INDUSTRIAL 





6 - 10019 GALARIN SIDNEY 
*WE TAKE IN OLD BATTERIES*
Phone.
1974 TOYOTA COROLLA MARK II
plus spare engine and transmission. 
Brown automatic P.S. P.B. radio 
AA1 $1 535 OBO 655-3489 40/43
WANTED — LARGE 15'-20' fiberglass 
boat with motor and trailer. Also require 
large 14'-16' open aluminum with motor 
and trailer. 383-1204. 38/45
COMPLETE CAMERA OUTFIT: Fujica 
AZ-1 camera body: power winder: 43- 
75mm F3.5 zoom lens; 28mm F2.8 
lens; auto strobe AZ flash; 11mm, 
20mm, 30mm extension tubes: 2X tel- 
evertor; Slik 800G tripod; remote shut­
ter release: deluxe gadget bag. Com­
plete kit only $650 or nearest offer. 
478-1056 evenings/weekends. 13/tf
1972 PLYMOUTH SCAMP, 318V8. 2 
dr. hardtop. P/B. P/S. Good condition. 
$1,100,656-3638. 40/40
40 H.P. ELGIN (West Bend, Chrysler), 
complete with controls. Runs, but 
needs work or for parts. $100.00. 656- 
4828. 39/40
GODAN TOP LOADING air tight wood 
stove. Good condition $275.00. 656- 
4703. 38/41
MOVING MUST SELL! Very rare! 1980 
Volvo 262C Limited Edition by Bertone, 
loaded, low miles. 652-5020. 40/40
PROFESSIONAL BUILT CLINKER
boat, 13 ft. pleasure boat — used one 
year, good condition. 656-2396. 39/40
12-SPEED, NEW Suteki bicycle, met- 
alic blue with a Shimana trip timer and 
Vetta suede leather seat. 652-9647.
38/40
Please check one:
□ lam a Review paid subscriber.
□ I am not a Review subscriber.
□ I wish lo become a Review 
paid subscriber.
_Please drop your entry off at;
Sept. 21 winner of a $10 gift 










FOR SALE — full size truck canopy. 
$350,652-6781. 40/40
ALBERG 22 SLOOP, glass hull, wood 
topsides, 8 H.P. Mariner O/B with sail 
prop. Moorage paid until April 89. New 
condition throughout. 652-0473. 
$16,000 o.b.o. 39/42
45 GALLON DRUMS, $7.00 lid off; 
$4.00, lid on.. 656-7733. 8 a.m.-4;30 
p.m. Mon. to Fri. 39/42
HOT POINT WASHER and dryer, 
almond, $550.00 firm. 2 love seats, 
floral, soft blues and greys. $300.00 
ea.-$600.00 pr. Call 652-2885. 39/40




SEGMENT, RATION, PIECE 
SOLUTION: PORTION
• AUTO MOTIVE » INDUSTRIAL 
• MARINE
PICK UP & DELIVERY 
QASTANK REPAIRS 
TOWING AVAILABLE
1976 DATSUN HATCH. Excellent 
engine, rubber clutch needs work. 
$750. 652-2365. 40/40
GOLD/TWEED, contemporary chester­




1980 PHOENIX 4-DOOR auto, good 





1984 VOLKSWAGON RABBIT 2-door, 
turbo diesel, live speed, very rare, low 
miles, am/fm stereo, very fast and 
economical, like new condition, one 
owner. $7,850. Cash. 656-0810. 40/40




1974 MAVERICK 87,000 km. Good 





HAMMOND ORGAN, Leslie speaker 
and rhythm unit; large Fisher wood 
stove. 656-2388. 39/42
BIRTHDAY PARTY MAGIC SHOW, by 
Prof. Whimsy. Professional. Affordable. 
Call 656-7092. 39/42
S330
XT Turbo, 640K, 2 drives, 
keyboard, monitor. DOS 
$995.00
MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPE 
MAINTENANCE. Lawn care. Complete 
Service. Certified Pesticide applicator. 
Free estimates. 652-4688. 39/tf
HEALTH k
PIANO LESSONS. Register now for 
fall semester in established Sidney 
studio. Professional instruction for the 
beginner as well as advanced students. 
Contact Megumi Otani, M. Mus. 655- 
3175. 33/40
a
• LICENSED MECHANICS 
• 5 BAYS TO SEHVE YOU 
• TUNE UPS • BRAKES • LUBRICATION
• TIRES • BATTERIES
• SECURITY MUFFLER




9429 Canora, Sidney 
CYRIL PRIMEAU — OWNER
9 , ® a . a a a a a
1
MOTORCYCLES
with 20 meg hard drive 
$1295.00
INCINERATOR BARRELS, $10.00; 
delivered. Phone Chris, 656-0065 or 
656-5648. 39/42
AT, 640K, 1.2 meg floppy, 20 
meg drive, monitor, DOS
$1999.00
a a
1977 HONDA CB 400 F 4 cyl. in 
showroom condition, collectors 












FOOT CARE —Domestic personal 
nursing care 24 hours. I.J.N. Health 
Services. 385-2421. 34/42
CAN ACCOMMODATE ONE more 
senior to share a 2 bdrm. self- 
contained unit in our home. We provide 
meals, cleaning, laundry nnd a friendly 
family atm, We give 24 hr. supervision 
and personal assistance Is available, if 




Complete Engine Service. 
Gas & Diesel. 
Exchange Cyl. Heads 
Automotive, Marine, Industrial
655-3737
10124 Mcdonald Park Rd.
'81 HONDA PASSPORT, 70cCy like 
new, under 1200 miles. Helmef and 
gauntlets included. $625 OBO 655- 
3178
386 20 MHz, 1.2 meg floppy, EGA 
output, monitor, DOS 
$3999.00-:,
BUFFET AND DINING table plus 6 
chairs. Beautiful custom built sofa with 
removable cotton covers, $275.00. 
652-9172. 39/40
3 year warranty 
3 hours training N.C.
pnthespotfinancipg,:,., 
VISA and Master'Card ■ ' ’ ■
RCA 20” COLORTRAK T V. 6 yr. old, 
good condition, $175.00; wood J.V. 
stand, $25.00; zigzag sewing machine, 
$60.00; electric lawnmower, $65.00; 
golf cart, $35.00; table larhp tri-iite, 
$15.00; upright vac, $30.00; B&D saw, 
$20.00; other small appliarices, 656r 
'7670. . \", "" -'ll'' 39/4t ,
383-5855 ;
301 -771 Vernon Ava 40-47
'couch, CHAIR,'WA$f1ER, dryer}
double bed, offers. 383-0994'or"'6561; 
5981. 39/42
40/43
1984 250 CUSTOM HONDA 7,600 km. 
Excellent condition. Belt drive. $950. 
O.B.O. Bob 655-4020 or 655-4400.
40/43
COLONIAL TABLE, 4 chairs, solid 
wood, $375.00; bdrm. suite — dresser 
and mirror, 4 drawer chest, 2 night 
stands, double bed, $350.00 o.b.o.656- 
2538. 37/40
SPEED QUEEN PORTABLE washer/ 
spin dryer. Harvest gold, very good
condition $200.00. 656-0624. 39/42
TWIN ENAMEL LAUNDRY TUBS, 
$35. umbrella clothesline; $15. Call 
655-3178. 40/43
Painting and Staining | 
Brush or Spray 
CEIUNG TEXTURING
• Roskloniial • Commordd 
FREE ESTIMATES
MEN IN WHITE
Prolosslnnal Painting Ltd. 
655-3821 USE OUR COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER NETWORK CLASSIFIEDS. 
87 MEMBER PAPERS THROUGHOUT B.C. AND YUKON. 
CIRCULATION TO OVER 1 MILLION HOMES.
2.4 MILLION READERS.
25 words for $159.00 
($3.00 each additional word)
Phone: 555_i 151
I.J.N. HEALTH SERVICES. Homo 
companion, nursing care, ”24 hrs." 
also hiring, Bonded and Inaurod. Phono 
385-2421.
Interior-Exterior Residential 
Wall Coverings Commercial 
Spraying Offices
656-5646





Piano - Organ 
Koyboards
Why pny tor yonrn nl lornionfi whnn 
"you ciin bo plnying" in a (nw lihod 
monlhal





EXTERIOR, STAIN a 
STUCCO
FREE ESTIMATES 
CALL; • HANK 652-1724
AUTOMOTIVE ..
35 It. motor homo; M-C-3, 
671 diosol bus, Ash cup­
boards, deluxe micro, large 
2-door 3/way fridge, sieve, 
oven, W/D full bath, roar 
bedroom, sloops four, C.B,, 
T.V,, radio, phone, anten­
nas. Lighting plant, awning, 
largo holding tanks. 






HELP WANTED HELP WANTED
(604)836-4 !
Start your own Import/Ex­
port mail order business, 
even spare time. No monoy 
or oxporTenco, Since 1946, 
Free brochure: Wade World 
Trade, c/o Cdn. Small Busi- 
no.s3 Inst., Dopl, W1, 1140 
Bellamy Road N,, Scar- 
ih, Onl. M1H 1H4,borougf
1974 Bantam excavalor. 
Good, 1974 JD Backhoe, 
ExcollonI 1975 Int., diimp, 
clean 45' Brantford trader 
with bunks, Mayauw wator 
drilling rig on 3-ton, Numer­
ous trailers. Pick-ups, Sal­
mon Arm Truck and Equlp- 
monl 832-2688,
Buy/lease any gas, dlesol 
car or truck, now or used, 
Direct from volume factory 
dealer, Call lor pro-approv­




SERVING SIDNEY & DISTRICrS
INTERIOR . EXTERIOR 
& WALLPAPERING 
FREE ESTIMATES 655-1127
$1 Down leases a new car or 
truck, Seven year warranty, 
Payments Irom $139./Mo. 




R.C. MITCHELMORE PAINTING 
LTD,, qiinlKlod journoyman, ronaonn- 
bio rnloa, Call Rogof at osa-osao,
;)fl/4i
Ctilobrnlino our 3rd year on the 
annrtlch PenlnBuUi 
ItidlvIduBl Instrucllon (n 
PIANO • VOICE • OUITAR A RECORDtR 
T<»r tiudtnii of nil ftOAK 
656-131S a2flOAmliyDtlv«
WALLPAPER, INTERIOR PAINTING, 
Ofc, Rottoonnbkh roltablo, no«t. Qunlily 
work. Froo oflilmntcra or atJvIco. Satie- 
fucilon ounrantootf, Small Jobo wol- 
como, 650-60(KI. 30/42
Long Established R.V, paris 
and service businoos for 
sale due fo owner roflrlng, 
Located In one ol B.C. o 
iBStest growing areas. Ex­
collonI return, hoi 
2.630, The Lender,
Surrey. V3T 4Wa.,
Hoply to Box 
f  Box 276,
Excluslvr/ DIatrlbulorahIp ol 
Cnrvern Potrochemicain for 
the automobiles, rosldentlal, 
commercial anrj industrial 
markets, W,L,P, Mrrrkellno, 
0301 Elaine Way, VIclorin,
EDUCATIONAL
How’To piny Popuiar fhano 
And Organ. Now home stu­
dy coiirBr), Fust, easy molh- 
ck), QuarnntoodI Also for 
oloctronic keyboards, For 
Free Information, v/ritn; 
Popular Music Systems, 
wSludIc) IB, 3284 Douchoritj 
Rnad, Kelowna, B.C, VIZ
_____ _____
IHafrrYour'Cortlflcafo, Uertm 
Incomrj tax preparation or 
basic boakkrjoping by cor- 
reapondonco, For Iroo bro­
chure, no obligation: U ft R 
Tax Services I 1345 Pembina 





course on personal income 
tax, $225. loo covers all 
cosus and is tax deduct- 
Iblo. Phono collect', Personal 
Tax Service - (403)48:^5614. 
Roglatored B,G, Private 
Trol
1977 Potorbilt logging truck, 
stmorlly position, P ft T 
Mill, Williams Lake, Comes 
with 1977 Peorlesu Polo 
Trailer and Eldoo scalon. 
Good condition. 392-3942 at- 
Ifif 6' _ _ ...
FOR SALE MISC._______ _
For Saim’ Fully Inspoctecl 
and Indornlly graded mod­
ern moat packing plant in 
north oastorn Alciorta. Ex* 
collont (arming community 
Modtirn town 
4,000. Irnmodioto possoa 
sion, Box 1434, Vermilion, 
Alin. (403)86,3:4622,______ _
Lighting Fixiuros, Wostorn 
Canada s largest display, 
Wholesale and retail, Froo 
Catologuos tivnilriblo. Nor- 
burn Lighting Centro,, 4600
SuccossI Ono of Canada’s 
(astost growing companies 
roqulros 1 or 2 solf-inotl- 
vatt’d poopio In your area 
who doalro Income potential 
In excess of $800, weekly 
Work your own hours mar- 
koting our oxolunive acces­
sory Itoms In your area, Call 
us (or full details (416)756- 
7790. (416)756-2111, 
Ice maker/maintenance re­
quires a BC retrigoration 
cortlllcato, Forward resume 
to Laurence Duggan, Chot- 
wynd and District Recrea­
tion Centro, Box 757, Chot-
wvnd, B.C, VOC UP.
PERSONALS
Overseas Posltloos, Hund­
reds ol lop paying positions, 
All occupations. Froo do- 
lalls. Ovorsons Errmloymont 
Services, Dopt. CA, Box 
4B0, Mount Royal, Quoboe. 
H3P 3C7, Call toll-froo 1* 
800-361-2401.
Do you havo credit prob­
lems? Rojociod by financial 
Institutions? Nowhere to 
turn? For intormatlon call 
l-604-420-8f340. Wo bring 
bock your smilol' ;
REAL ESTATE
Owner must soli Immediate­
ly, 1600 square foot unique.
East Hastings Strool, Burn 
nby, 0,C, V5C 2K5 “i D,
1-299-0666,
Insurance agency in North 
Vancouver Island Communi­
ty lo Booking level ono solos- 
population man lor lull time Auto Plan 
position. Must be motivut- 
od, vorsatllo and willing to 
learn. Reply In own hand­
writing with rosumo and 
salary expectations. Port 
Hardy Insurance Services 
Ltd., Box 520, Port Hardy, 
B.C, VON 2P0, Fax 940- 
5900, Appllciallonu will bo 
hold In strictest contldence.
Spanish Stylo Home In Surn 
morland u," 'C. Largo Solar- 
lum, Rocrootion Room, Hot 
Tub, Sauna, Wall Oven, 
Stove, Fridge, Diahwnshor, 
Flroplaoo, Two Oaths, Car­
port, Workshop, Half Acre 
Landscaped, 24 Fruit ond 






All apes nrxl lovoln, Piano, Oroan & Gulwr 




7174 W. Saanich 1083 Foil Sj,
I ' ' PLUMBING ■ -
B.C. VOZ 0A2, (604)66
9751, Invontory purchase m*
RAna AND GUITAR lesnon* in my 
home or yourn, 20 years oxporiwnco 
(ihseony. '‘//4U
BERTMOBBEY 
PLUMBING & HEATING 
New Conslrudbn and fUpaIra 
10410 All Day Hd., Sldiiay
Phono 656-1680
Chanco of a IKotlmol Start 
your own bualnoa,i at hointi. 
Luxurious llngorlo and day- 
wear, undorcov(:irwo!ir
Homo Fashion Show. Call 
colloct ((itJ4)5li2‘.54U;l. , ,,,
Wrdl ostabllshod concroto 
pumping, placing and fin- 
Ishlng business for iialo on 
the u u ii u 111 u 1 !> u r I c 'I d i m
ninn Inntliutlon.
Froo: 19(38 guldo lo study- 
a t • h 0 rn o c a r r os p o n d o n, c a
Diploma Coursoft (or prest- 
iqloufi carocra; Accounting, 
Aircondlllomng, Bookkeep­
ing, OusinotiH, Coarnotology, 
Eloctronicfl. Lf.)gal/Madical 
S 0 c r 01 a r y, P s y c h o logy, 
Travel. Granlon (1A), 1055 
Wont Qoornia St. tl'dOOi.% 
Vancouver,__ 1-BOO- 268-1121,,
Coast, 1007 gross, over
rip
PIANO.LEBSONS! SuftukI, CorWriva-. 
lory, Theory, Glorid Hf»o(ior,
L.T.C.L,, H M.T, 665-1078. 35/40
i SECRETARIALISERVICES
$600,000, Equ moni con­
sists ol throe pickup trucks, 
IhCfje concroto pumpji, six 
pnwnr trowels. miscoMan* 
ecus tools and oqulprnont, 
, 886-70,...... .. ........
PIANO AND ORGAN losaoiiB by 
rieei'ivl tonrhi*!- In ‘UCtNI'-V IrmtniCIIon
in cl»ii8iai|. pop ami tliooiy. Cmi Mary 
Loulao Hodgson, 656 0301. 30/46
KAREN’S SECRETARIAL SERVICE. 
Typing of ell *ort« — ielionti. rewimea. 
mportfl, etc. In my home or tomporary
HecreUitiit Hi yuui utHuu.
Call Karon, 652-5062 40/47
Bus Charier BusInesR 
Biiautlful 47 psfisanger Pre- 
vosi, Motor Carrier Author­
ity, School Bus Permit 
Several advanced bookings.
I ecaleti In minnv 1 lllnne! 
Call Wayne alter kMi- 
7620, , ' __
EQUIPMENT AND 
MACHINERY____  :
in// WusTurn LUui 1A 
Dump, Cummins, RTO 13. 
3B000 R.A,, Govbriimrmt 
tested, New rubber, 
$23,500., 1061 Droll 40D, 5 
cyllnrinr, .'inoh hmir*i Two 
buckets, demo thumb, 
$35,gOO,J52;;21Ta,,,....
f)-HP ’ ;!-Phn,sr» Compressor, 
Do Vllbisa v//oloc.trtc con- 
rrolo, 3-Ton, J-Phase Brad­
bury holal. Model 6fl8C 
Bear ntigrirnont rack, (abr^ve 
oroundl, Alinnmeni air 
j«jr.e&, snup-uir a-w.i/ uuuh-
Grr.Hinhou.'io and Hydroponic 
fjuppllos. Botil Bolocilon and 
prlolng in Canada, Same 
day shipping, Toll froo,ord­
er lino 1-t300-663-56l9, 
Wetriurn Watrjr Farms, 1244 
Soyrnour Street, Vancouver. 
Call lor nur crriaingiitr.
HELP'wanted'
lirjgTtderod Nuraoti; Tno 
Hannn Health Cara Corn- 
ploK, a 50-bed luily aixrudit- 
od acute care hospital, ro- 
quires casual ft full' time 
gonaral duty nursM. Salary 
A heneflltj as nrrr United 
Nursati ol Alberta contract. 
Applicant must be oilgibia 
(or Albortfi registration, 
Phone or write Dalyca 
G,ft,'cinsiriao, Director of Fat- 
i-.iU Sui.icr.i, Hanna Gcncf' 
al Honpittil, Box 730, Han­
na, Aiirt/ Tfci IPO. Phone
(403)884-4,i.'j'I.
Ul Nows Your Buisinoas? Tho 
Yukon News In Whitehorse 
19 looking for a Genoral 
Assignment Reporter. 
Photography skills a rpusi, 
Qxpoiionco an anaot. Good 
bonellta. Apply Yukon 
News, 211 Wood Strool, 
Whilohoreo, Yukon, YlA 
2E4, Atlentirrii: Patricia LIv-
Prolitoblo South Central 
B.C, Pub, $264,000, gross 
.sales. Asking $200,000. 
$100,000, down or try your 
trades. Call Henry Desno- 
yor, Tradeland Realty Ltd,, 
3410 Coldstream Avo,, Ver­
non, B.C, VlT 1Y2, 646- 
5325 days, 542-0712 ovos. 
.SERVICES
lnyj^.jii.ljto,r._,
Aggressive and growing 
newspapor group on Van- 
cuuviji Utliiiid will huvo uii 
opening this fall (or a Pub- 
llshor/ualeH Monugor. Can­
didates must have extensive 
oxporionco In newspaper ad
ICBC Offered me $3,600,
000. , Q.N, Abbotsford, 
Vfinrxiuvor Lawyer Carov 
Linde (iilnca 1072) hos Free 
Information. Phono 1-684- 
/79fi. bocond OpinlonnGlad" 
ly Given,
Get A Complete Divorce, 
5-16 weeks, Just $60.96 plus 
CDiiii costs, Procossino axt- 
ra, No court appoaranoo, no 
vuiiiiiiiiu .'lali/ti miiiJ Uemuri- i.uii;,u(it ul i»buus« micoB* 
stritied people skills, This wfy- Eilglblef?? Find but. 
position offers a cornpetHIvo Div-
salary and bonus package, 
usual b(j(iOl)la, ptofll-aliar- 
Inf) arul i»f\ r.pnortunlty to
join Western Canaria's hot­
test newspaper management 
group, Reply in writing, in
orco Aotl
067-2300, ,..01-1252 But rani Vancouver; H C. Snmr “y-: 
tom since 1070.
A ProQfesslve Nortrstirn 
Ford Diutioruhlp require# an 
accountant, Exponenced In 
dealer accounllng an asset, 
vuiurt'-t wuiveuiit) ri;tq av
.......... .
cl lining complete r aHuma 21 Days in Qpalnl Luxmu 
to tioorge Torremolmos conoominium.•.Idb roierencoB .
Manning, Goneral Manager. 
Island Publishers Ltd,, P.O, 
Box 7.310. 3tn, 0, viciorta.
w..rf.,i',»u vU(. fsit ibk-eiUil
Will remain con(tdflnil*|.,
, , coboo inlucn, 
One bedroom, Ocoan vlau/ on Beach, AvailsbirFchm: 
ary 11 to March 5, loie
■'Qlo>:!flL.i535S:25or:




SURPRISE SALE — tapestry can­
vases. DMC and anchor wool, smock­
ing batiste, cross stitch, embroidry.
crewel kits. Aida clothes and charts, 
plastic canvas. 20% off. Oct. 3-Oct. 8. 
Bradshaw and Brugge. 2426 Beacon 
656-4841. 39/40
MOVING SALE — Sat. Oct. 8th, 10-4 
p.m. Dining room suite, chesterfield, 
television, etc. All household effects 
included. 2102 Bakerview Place, Sid­
ney. 40/40
NATURAL YOGURT MAKER $10.00, 
one waist length fur coat, brown, 
$200.00, ono cement bird bath, $25.00, 
one brown leatherette arm chair, 
$50.00, pale blue curtains. 101/2x71/2 
each $50.00. 652-1664. 39/40
GIRL GUIDES GARAGE SALE Oct. 
8th at the Girl Guide Hall. 10-2 p.m. 
Drop off Oct. 7th from 6-8 p.m. 40/40
FULL SIZE FIBREGLASS CANOPY 
with roof rack, $185 OBO, single 
glazed white aluminium patio door, 5 ft. 
wide, $45. OBO. 652-0309 40/40
BASEMENT MOVING SALE. Furni­
ture, appliances, dishes, linens, adult 
clothing, bedding, ornaments, and 
more. 9 a.m.-12 noon. Saturday, Sun­
day, Monday. Oct. 8,9, & 10th. 8663 
Moxon Terrace, Sidney. (East of Amity 
Dr. by Sandsbury School. 40/40
SIDNEY SEWING MACHINE REPAIR. 
All makes. Free estimates. Phono 656- 
6195 40/13
GARAGE SALE Saturday. 
10172 Fifth St. 9 a.m. -2 p.m.
Oct. 8th. 
40/40
RAILROAD TIES - $6.50 and down, 
excellent quality suitable for landscap­
ing, marina use, blocking, fencing & 
corrals. Call for information 755-9347, 
8 a.m.-6 p.m. daily. 40/43
BUILDING
MATERIALS
G.E. STOVE and fridge, 2 yrs. old, 
excellent condition. Apt. size washer 
and dryer 110V, stackable. One Amana 
microwave oven 656-0446 40/41
REIMER
HARDWOODS LTD.
RED TRACTOR FARM & Garden Ser­
vices. Rototilling, large or small, plow­
ing, discing. Fence building. 652-2333. 
Ed Owen. 40/43
LIKE NEW — Teak finish dining table 
and 4 self-storing chairs. When folded, 
table is 34"x 12 1 /2", opened — 34"x63 
1/2". $275. 655-1163. 40/43
MOVING: FOR SALE Queen size bed, 
6 months old, $600. O.B.O. 655-4259.
COTY MARKETING LTD. Pineapple 
cutters imported from Australia, $3.95. 
plus sales tax. Cores and peels at the 
same time. Please send cheque or 
money order to Coty Marketing Ltd., 
8696 Emard Terrace, Sidney, B.C. V8L 
1K4. 40/40
NOW DISTRIBUTING PIONITE 









No. 4 - 6809 KIRKPATRICK CRES. 
R.R. 3, VICTORIA, B.C. V8X 3X1
REFRIGERATOR WESTINGHOUSE 
TURQUOISE A.A.I. $150. O.B.O. 
Stove Westinghouse Turquoise A.A.I. 
$150. O.B.O. Kingsize waterbed with 
headboard. $150. O.B.O. 655-3489.
HARDWOODS 
PLYWOOD 




FOR SALE — Solid rock maple Vilas 
coffee table, $175.; Bissell carpet 
sweeper, $15.; wall mirror 48"x16", 
$15.; small mailbox with lock, $10.; 
small electric motor, $5. 656-0566.
■IlilliBII
HEATING
FLORIDA INDIAN RIVER grapefruit 
and oranges. Order now for delivery 
early December. 676 Kittyhawk Squad­
ron, Air Cadets. Further info. 656-4423; 
656-4542. 40/43
PRESTWOOD FIRELOGS 0.49 ea. 
Totem logs $3.39 per crtn. (12 per cth.) 




MIRROR 4’X6’, $75. 
40/40
FIR WOOD for sale. $100. cord, split 
and delivered; $85. cord, spiit and you 
pickup. PHone656-2331. 40/41
OLDER ELECTROHOME HIFI, $50. 
O.B.O.; drop leaf table with two chairs, 
$25.; rug, 9’x12', $60.; lamps, tri-lite, 
mirrors, other items and garden tools. 
656-5835. 40/40
CLEAN DOUBLE BOX spring, mat­
tress, padded head board, undenwood 
typewriter, and typing table. C.C.M. 
exercise bicycle, bed, chair, 4 gold 
office chairs, cloth seats. Mahogony 
boards, various sizes. Roll fencing. 
Best offers. 656-6459. 40/43
SEARS PORTABLE SEWING 
machine, $185.; winter maternity coat, 
size 10t12, $30.; king size 4-posler 










MOFFAT GOURMET RANGE, harvest 
gold, excellent condition. $175. 652- 
5583. 40/41
DARK WOOD RATTAN Sushi dining 
room suite with stools. $300. 655-1356.
FOR SALE — toddlers car seat, $20.; 
"youth" kitchen chair, $15.; stereo/TV 
stand, $20.; doubio bed with head- 
board, shoots, bedspread, $95. Phone 
Joan at 655-1774. 40/40
FRONT SPARE TIRE carrier $10.; 
Kenmore apt. size 110V dryer, runs 
groat, $69.; Hoover 2 speed electric 
broom vacuum with 12 bags, like new, 
$35. 655-1802 eve. 40/40
BROWN CHESTERFIELD and chair. 
655-1500. 40/41
WATERBED, DOUBLE MOTION­
LESS mattress. Good condition. $90. 
652-5005. 40/41
MOTORCYCLE HELMETS ~ 1 Shoel 
XL, $130.; 1 Kiwi Mod., $55.; 1 inov 
Sm, $25.; Victor super range wild/cut, 
outfit model 970, an now, $260; 
4.80x12 trailer tiros, two mounted, $5,, 
$15.. $30. 655-4740, 40/41
21" MENS APOLLO lO-spood bike, 
Excoliont condition. Fondora, rat-trap, 
front bag includod. $125. firm. 656- 






* Dog Chews &
Rawhides
QUEEN SIZE WAVELESS mnitrosn, 
boxapring & heater waterbed, nearly 
now,$100,656-003n, 40/40
DOUBLE BED, DRESSER and mirror, 
4 drawer cheat. $i75. O.B.O. 656- 
2530. 40/42
36" LECLERC WEAVING loom wllh 
many nccoaoorloti nnd bench, $000 












SAVE YOUR USED STAMPS. West­
ern Square Dance Association collects 
all used Stamps. Proceeds to Cancer 
Fund. Drop them off at The Review.
33/tf
LOST — LARGE WHITE and grey 
spotted male cat, neutered, 3 yr. old. 
Brentwood area. 652-0105. 39/41
FOUND: LADIES BLACK glasses in a 
black case, corner of McTavish and 
West Saanich. Found on Thursday. 
656-1956. 39/40
REWARD $100 KEEPSAKE! Will the 
person who picked up the wrong bible 
marked Archie Fergusen and Tibbetts 
on fly leaf from bindery in August 
please call 743-2182. 40/41
FOUND ON OCT. 1 on Bourne Ter­





OCT. 2ND grey and 
Bowerbank and Mel- 
40/40
GOT A PRODUCT you want to sell to 
the entire province? Through our inno­
vative Blanket Classified Advertising 
program, we can place your classified 
ad in more than 70 popuiar, well-read 
community newspapers which are 
delivered each week to more than one 
million homes throughout B.C. and the 
Yukon. Simply call our Classified 
Department at 656-1151 for details. We 
can even arrange to have your Classi­
fied Ad appear in more than 500 
community newspapers across Can­
ada. Your message will reach more 
than 3.2 million homes. 33/tf
WOMEN’S SEXUAL ASSAULT 
Centre Crisis Line 383-3232. We offer 
information, support and referrals. 24 
hours a day, 7 days a week. 33/tf
COUNSELLING FOR FAMILIES and 
individuals of all ages — serving the 
Peninsula. Community Counselling 
Service, 9751 Third St., Sidney. 656- 
0134. 33/tf
OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS. Silver 
Threads Lounge, 10030 
Resthaven Dr., Sidney. Mon’s- 
7:30 p.m. For father info. 656-9549 or 
474-4353. 33/tf
MUFF’S ELECTROLYSIS — perma­




For information phone 
33/52
SKIN TONE ESTHETICS. Now open ... 
offering a full line of skin care, as well 
as, a full range of esthetic services. 
Pedicures, facials, manicures, waxing, 
eyelash tinting. 25% off all services for 
the month of October. Day or evening 
appts, available. 656-8165, 1865 
Camas Dr,, just off Landsend Rd. in 
Greenpark Estates, 40/40
NEW TO THE MARKET! Previous 
tenant leaving after 13 yrs. Solid 1949 
construction. Exterior requires T.L.C. 
after years of neglect. Lots of room for 
kids & pets. A definite must see! 40/40




GREEN BROCADE CORNER chonlor- 
Hold and chair, kitchen dinolio sulto 
with nwivol chnirn. Like now cofloo 
labloB, OKornI 050-3006, 40/41
A STEP ABOVE
Vancouver Island’s Newest 
Dance Supply Shop 
is Proud to Introduce
DRESS-UPS
"Wonderful Fabric Dress-up clothes 




COMPLETE HEAVY DUTY public 
addroun ayatom, good for ball park, ole, 
Includon: Strom 300 wait amp, McMar- 
tin 100 waft amp, Bogan mixer, 10 
spoakoro, complolo $1,800,; heavy 
duly chain, make offer; coiion candy 
mad lino, $450.; 2 Ininrcom tiymemfi, 




AVAILABLE & INSTOCK 
at
A STER ABOVE
easy access & ample parking 
213- 1551 Cedar Hill X-RD 
Victoria. BC V8P 2P3 
Phone:477-0112
BRANDS INCLUDE
BLOCH’S, FnEED. GAMBA, CAPEZIO 
LEO'S. JOHNNY BROWN, DANSKIN, 
MONDOR, FLEXTARD, SHAPES AND 
OTHER POPULAR BRANDS,
Mall Orders Welcome
A STEP ABOVE is dwolod lo 
your every need and will bo
PIANO
Apt, 6i?,o Piano noodod lor rxan- 
certs hold in Church Community 







Ml pioviiii) loviiic) cafe lot yout fwi 
while ynii’ro nwriy, or a hoiftirfrj lu'imi 
when' life QCia hoclic, I'oiaiilinQ, 
walHu, f»!l liiKl, lillor [.(.‘ivicu, fun 
cloanun . . . GB2-05G2
happy lo special order.
Si ■Open undays 
Till Oct. 30/88 
477-0112
PENINSULA COMMUNITY ASSOCI­
ATION Thrift Shop. Funds generated 
by this shop stay on the Peninsula to 
provide services to the local residents 
through the programs offered by P.C.A. 
We appreciate your donations of furni­
ture, appliances, household items, 
clothing, etc. Please call 656-3511 to 
arrange convenient pick-up or deliver 
to Depot at 9751 Third Street, Sidney. 
The Thrift Shop is open from 9;00- 4:30 
Monday to Saturday. Thank you for 
helping to support P.C.A. 33/tf
WEE COLLEGE!
Wee College Program (interdenomina­
tional) offered at the Sidney Pentecos­
tal Church. Meeting once weekly. 
Freshman class commences Thurs­
day, October 20, 1988 from 1:00 p.m. 
to 2:30 p.m. for 4 and 5 year old 
children.
Sophomore class commences Wed­
nesday, October 19. 1988 from 6:30 
p.m. to 8:00 p.m. for 5 and 6 year olds. 
This course is 20 weeks long teaching 
the children the importance of the 
Bible, memorization ol Bible verses, 
learning the books of the Bible. The 
children also iearn through color asso­
ciation. puppets, stories, handcrafts, 
song and much more.
For more details please contact (Mrs.) 
Lee Murray 656-3712 in the mornings.
NEW EFFECTIVE & successful pro­
grams for quitting smoking, weight con­
trol. compulsions and anxiety. Ariadne 
Sawyer, M.A. Psych. Clinical hypnosis, 
656-3144. 40/44
FLEA MARKET — Sanscha Hall. Sun­
day, 8:30-2 p.m. Tables and info. 656- 
4523. 40/tt
We are now offering 
at no additional cost
Saturday, Sunday 
Evening & Statutory 
Holidays Services




Arrangements at the 
















We invite you 





P.O. Box 1000, 
Saanichton, B.C. 
VOS 1 MO
Funds noodod to fund costly 
rncx,forn, rnodictil oquipnioni 





CLOTHINQ FROM Tltr. ’riOu, Twin 
Bwoftlor flot, penny laalors, aaddlo 
nhCMJW, mJin'n whilo jiicKol, now Ihrough 
blouuos, 055-1975, Any lulro, 40/40
VVAftfLO ... -i" juinlui/plu)iui In
condition, or>«-o;»fl4, 4o/4i
UAI'L AND SOUND I‘Ul Sillino, Out 
Homo/VInlln To Yourn, Dchi Walking, 
Pm Clunn-upn, lloutMtailllng, Bonda<| 
nnd (nuurnd. Animal l.ovoro, run aaoo, 
........................ n(V4n
THE SIDNEY fk NORTH SAANICH 
Rriutctt Dl Vnncouvur lultmtl noglorial 
Library will bo clonod an Saturday, 
Ociohor nih (or painting nnd on Mon­
day, Ociobof I0lh (or Thankngivlng, 
Bookf! dun on Odobnr mil nhould Ik* 
rnlurnod by Oc.lol>or 1 llh, , 40/40
LAND ACT 
NOTICE OF INTENTION 
TO APPLY FOR A 
DISPOSITION OF 
CROWN LAND
In Land Recording District of North 
Saanich and situated at 1110 Land­
send Road. Take notice that Mr. 
Gordon Hill of 4887 13th Ave., Delta, 
B.C., occupation Business man, 
intends to apply for a Licence of 
occupancy of the following described 
lands; Lot A, Section 24 Range 1 
West, North Saanich District Plan 
11191.
Commencing at post planted 2 M of 
N.W. pin thence 55M N; thence 8M 
W; thence 55M S; thence 8M E; and 
containing 440 sq.m, ha moro or 
less.
Tho purpose for which disposition 
is required is Private Moorage. Com­
ments concerning this application 
may bo made to the Ministry ol 
Forests & Lands, 851 Yates Strool, 
Victoria, B.C. V8W 3E7, 387-5011, 
File m 405073
Dated 15 August 1988
ALTYPE CONSTRUCTION 
SERVICES LTD.
1071'J McDonald Pk. Rd.
Sidnoy, B.C.
WANTED Gtirago for car Blorngo for 
wlntor. C55 4549, 40/40
KirrCNB FREE TO ii
wook« old. t>!i2'2in>
good homo, () 
Of 6G2'«ia«.
CRAFT OALK..- Brnntwood Flommv
tfiry I’iiruntri Ammoinllon In holding h 
craft fialn, Bm., Nov. filli. Any crnllu 
pontonii wliihlng to roni « tnlilu plonun 




FREE FLUFFY KITTENS. 6f>(l-02DI),
' 40/40
TWO FAWllLV DALE — Soloclion of
hnK* fuFniiiiFrfT rfriFiv Atr
almd oomonw of an ofiimo, 0 4 Sot, Oct. 
Bth, 0700' 4lh Bl, BidfUity, 40/40
KITTENa TO GIVE away lo gocHi 
liomua. Part HInmuBo, nlrw wonkn old, 
(irmooGo, i\Qm
THE REGULAR MEETING of tho
Pitnliuail.i Auxiliary <,»( )!<u Cnnadlnri 
nifttv'trm A'lBorintlon will Nr bold Oct 
laih, 7 p.m, at Saanich Ponlmiul.i, 
MonpiUiL Guam ttpoakor will bo Dr, Pm
Marsihmi,cJiatMJf(C!it»ciiVnm, 40/41
Tivn r:orr t-rnrti r
montliil old to good immun "ngti, 1357.
4i)/41
ADULT BALLET AND JAZZ: Fun and
!i(iili.lacilon with (junllfiod |.uo(t:(mtloritil 
friftirucilon. Whoit-ioryou am « Ixrciiimor 
or havo dancod (or ynrvrti, iIh> I'enin-
wui... 1./I1UV.',; tl. ,'.,.1
Clmwnri fttmi it>,'4oN)r 17ih, 8(178,
40/41
LAND ACT
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO APPLY 
FOR A DISPOSITION OF CROWN LAND 
IN LAND RECOnniNQ DISH PICT OF 
VICTORIA AND SI IT.IATCD IN PAITIICIA 
BAY
TAKE NOTICE THAT Erin 
Chamian ol Vicioria, Heal Eiitito Agent 
INTENDS TO Ai'inV FOR A LEASE OE 
Tl lETOllOWINa DltSCRIBLD LANDS: 
COMMENCING AT A PORT ('I ANT­
ED ,AT TT IE LOST WESTE RLY COB- 
N1:R or lot 8, nif.v.:k 5, Rot/Jonn g 
nnd 10, Rnngo ? Wtif.1, North 
Sutuiicn Diiiirit.i. I'|..in HKi/, 
THENCI; 324 48' VG mmriH), 
TKENCli .54' 4iV 20" nimrmi, 
THENCE 144” 48’ .20" 73 moimsi, 
THC NCF SOUTH WE ST FRI Y TO 
THE POINT OF C(3MMF,NUFMI,NI 
CCXJIAININO ,21 hn moro or kritu, 
THE PURPOSE FOR WHICH THE 
DISPoniTION IS RI'OlltRrD IR FOR A 
PRIVATE MOORAGE FACIinV.
QOMMENIS CCjNCERNING 11 IIS 
APPl ICAHON MAY RE MADE 10 THE 
ministry or EORLTIISi AND LANDS 
851 Vatnti Hitont, Viuoila, R C, VrtV/ ,'tE7, 
3ft7-K)11, Filo «140rj0?2 
Da'mJ 15 Si.'piornbor lOM
, CHft CharniAtt
By Hlr> Agf.tiltt
fltiriTsinni A Oo He Ho on
TOWNHOUSE. 3 BDRM., 2 BATHS. 
Fenced yard, storage shed, near 
schools. (Close to library. 5 blocks from 
main st. Stove, fridge, lawnmower and 
drapes incl. $69,BOO. 656-4587. 38/41
SOUTH OAK BAY bungalow to trade 




ONLY $45,500 — over 1000 sq.ft., 
double-wide. 2 bdrm. mobile home in 
excellent condition with water and 
mountain view. Don Mills 656-3164. 




The Management of 
the Sutton Group is 
pleased to announce 
the appointment of Bill 
Mosher to the sales 
staff for the Saanich 
Peninsula and the 
Greater Victoria area. 
Bill brings with him a 
wealth of experience in 
the Real Estate in­
dustry and can assure 
his customers of re­
liable, mature • assist­
ance. He can be 
reached at our Victoria 
office, teiephone 384- 
2424 or at his home, 
656-7117
REALTY WORLD SIDNEY REALTY
2348 Beacon Avenue, Sidney
656-3928
REALTY WORLD®
BUYING, SELLING, OR JUST PLAIN 
TALKING REAL ESTATE















SAANICH PENNINSULA REALTY LTD.
666’-0131
MON. - FRI. 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m. SAT. 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
OPEN HOUSE
SUNDAY 2-4
1187 Clarke Road, Brentwood
A STUNNING BUY!
Altraclivo 2 nioroy bungolow providing oxpdil liindscaplng, Ouiol 
.siroot, groat family aron, tifiaco for expansion, choory hoarti'i, wood 
paneling, hardwood lloorsi, formal dining room, kitchon appliancos 
includod, thorma! glasG, walk-out basomont, v/oikshop, cornor lot, 
dock, 2. BR PI,l)S • Convonionf to nvoiything, THIS IS ONR OF 
THE BRST HOME BUYS IN BRENTWOOD TODAY, Tako ovor 












Located on Downey Road, less than a half mile to the ocean. 5 
minutes to Sidney and 30 minutes to Victoria. Total of 3 bedrooms 
(den could be 4th). living room with fireplace, dining area, kitchen, 
laundry and 2 baths all contained in a 1,763 S.F. bungalow on a half 
acre lot. In-law potential. Owners have purchased and will consider 
all offers. MLS 30061. Asking $129,900.
ROSS TARVES 
382-9191 (24 Hrs.)
N.R.S. BLOCK BROS. REALTY
656-5584
ARE YOU SEEKING SIDNEY?
NEW TO MARKET - $94,900.
— 3 Bedrooms — Full Basement
— Huge Kitchen — Single Garage
— On Bus Route — Central Location
— Fireplace in L.R. — Bright House












NRS Block Bros. 
Realty Ltd.
DO YOU NEED A LARGE WORKSHOP?
No, this isn’t it - But behind this delightful home is a 25 x 30 ft. shop 
with 10 ft doors, 200 amp. service and easy access for your boat, 
car, or? The home is perfect for a family — offers 4 bedrooms (room 
for more) 3 baths, huge rec room plus additional room for 
development — in-law maybe? All this on a beautifully landscaped 
1/2 acre of property at a dead end street. New offering at $149,.300. 
Interested? If so, please call Mary at 656-5584 for more info and/or 
private showing.
WHAT A DEAL!
Where, on today's market can you got a 3 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath homo 
for only $103,700.? Oh yes, it also has a workshop and a family 
, room, drywallod & wailing for your finishing touches, Call me quick 
j before someone else snaps up the bargain beauty. M.L.S.
REDUCED
Would you like a townhomo but hesitate because you need moro 
parking? This deluxe 1 level cornor unit offers garage, parking 
space and R,V. parking, All this and reduced to only $94,900, Why? 






MARY MERCER 652-3511 
BLOCK BROS 656-5584
BESIDE THE SEASIDE
Choice Sidnoy location just stops to Roberts Point Bench, This 
delightful level entry home offers privacy and ocean view from 
sunny docks, throe bright htKirooms and an intorestlng interior plari 
nil in irnrnnf"'u|nln conrillion. Doubio rjornrjo. Convoniont lo oil 
amenitii-rs, Offered (or sole at $148,500, Call mo lor your private 
appointment to view. Nrtw MLS.
JENNIFER BROWN 
656-5584
DEEP COVE COUNTRY LIVING
25 minutes out of Victoria, this modern 3 bedroom home is located 
in a beautiful valley on a peaceful dead-end street. Ideal for the 
horse lover; there is a 3 stall barn built in 1984 and a completely 
drained riding and easy access to many miles of nearby trail rides. 
The barn would also make an excellent work shop. The house has 
southern exposure and is professionally landscaped for easy 
maintenance. The windows are double glazed throughout, a fanned 
heatilator fireplace upstairs and woodstove down really cut down 
hydro. Plus kitchen with oak cabinets, eating area. 2 1/2 baths, 
family room with bar and much more to see. So call Doug today. 
$129,900.
-k 3 Custom built Ocean View Homes, 3 different floor plans, 
choose flooring and colours yourself, all on secluded lots in Bella 
Vista, Tanner from $149,900 to $179,900 and up.
V. The Canada Trust Company
k 1 ACRE UNOBSTRUCTED OCEAN VIEW LOT...Green Park 
Estates with southern exposure, flat, level sunny lot ready to build 
your home of distinction on today!! $79,900.
★ Green Park - 30 lots from $39,900. and up.
Cloak Hill - 16 - 1 ACRE LOTS 
Curteis Point - 9 - 1/2 ACRE LOTS
Don’t Forget to Phone 
DOUG CAMPBELL 
655-1556 Res.
NRS BLOCK BROS. REALTY 
656-5584 (24 hrs.)
Your Peninsula Specialist
“PAGING FARM LpVERS,!’f. 
...... or where to stash the kids!
Breathe deep and enjoy that clean country air on a very private' 
property with timber and loads of sunshine. Plenty of room out 
doors on 5 ACRES and plenty inside, over 3000 sq. feel. Tudor style 
3 bedroom, 3 bath with possible in-law suite. 24 x 70 concrete barn 
or machine shop. Also large hayloft nice views and short walk to the 
ocean. Perfect place to raise the family. Come view it today. 
$204,000.
THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR QUALITY
.... Situated on 1 acre view property in beautiful Green Park Estates, 
is a lovely 3 bedroom rancher, with 1 full bath and 1 full ensuite. 
Largo kitchon is combined with tho family room, for easy tending or 
family closeness. Living room has ample space for entertaining nnd 
cozy evenings to warm tho whole house with heatilator fireplace, 
Very priv.nlo patio. Doubio garage will allow extra ntorago or work 
bench area. Como walk through today and start life anew. 
$131,900.
THE y SERVICE For over 20 Years
MARTEN HQ LSI 
656-7887
PAGER; 300-6275 #2151 
Sidney: 656-5584
INSIDE, OUTSIDE and FROM EVERY ANGLE ....
Wo think you wilt find this an ospoclally nice homo, beautifully 
Immaculate 3 bf.)droom rancherll Largo kitchen comes with eating 
area and oak cabinets and plenty of work space and storage area, 
Formal Dining room and largo living room with fireplace make for 
cozy winter evening onlortaining. Laundry room is on main floor for 
convenionco. Corno walk through today bocaune this homo is 
beautiful to look at (sunny beoulilully landscaped lot) wonderful to 
live in nnd easy lo maintain who could ask tor nnyllilng mom? 
$174,500,
PENNY BAKER
BiSr t - W 656-8197
PAGER: 388-6275 #2366
NRS BLOCK BROS
,vfc.' fe'. , , ,6GG»-5504
PEMBERTON 
HOLMES (SIDNEY)LTD
lii 4 REAL ESfATeT 'Ol A/i/’REAE^ESrrATE^' 91 REAL ESTATE'
II tU FOR rent: r::::;,: FOR: RENT:;:: i L FORRENT
aiDNtsV FUMNtBHKD ROOM tor rtinl, 
BfiCll iSovrunh Kt nt Oioon Sr, $105 I'.V) 
indurkitt mllitlen nnd In ncronn trom 
pnrk. — 0,5/4 ),l
l-CHO INN Undielor and l Mrni, 
Ruiia«, $4/r»-600/inontrL All utHitlou. 
Avniinhio uniil Mny l/'Oft. Nnxi to Onl-
ctwrt OtUt' P'.StN, 40/41.
I AM llCEKINO n rotlrml N/B ooepio tp 
rent iny turr^irjhtK'f ono borkoorn ufyai' 
niont, Mny. iiii to Ajirii noiii, firifs-yfriN.
a ODIIM, HaUBE V»f:ant Nov. Uit, 
40'-t 1
ONK DDriM. tlUITE.,Clonn, qelot, N/B. 
NO pel®, For filnijUi Hdell, AvnIInble
vr^h -T‘ii on/srith
inc,tudrK,l, o.'iCi tVZfi/, t/veninpM. 40/40
FOR LEASR — Olfico tiptucfi wHt* 
nmpb parklno, 030 ttq.tl. or 700 no II, 
ForuitormaVionpt«r>ob<,:4» U4er. 4u/43
aiDNEY; 3 ODOM, rneln, I’/S, W/D, 
Hdulw only, N.S, no r»om. $075,, elilliUMi 
incl. Avnilnbln Now, tut, CnII bCS-ZIflO 
ntuir a p in. , 4u/4i
BRING THE KIDS!
Affordable 4 bdrm family home, nestled in quiet cul-de-sac in SUNNY 
SIDNEY.
— Bright L.R. with F.P. and BAY WINDOW
— Large NEW DECK off D.R. Electric Heat.
— 2 Bathrm down. Thermo windows up
— Family Rm with F.P. plus finished storage/study Rm down
— Fenced Garden: Cedar WORKSHOP





With Old n’ New Charm
Beamed Ceilings in LARGE L.R. and separate D.R.
LARGE MASTER Bdrm with SUPERIOR ENSUITE bathroom. 
2nd Bdrm; Corner Kit that catches the SUNRISE!
Two single attached GARAGES
■ NEW LARGE PATIO AREA, adjoins landscaped garden
• WALK to SHOPS and Bus nearby
• Exclusive Listing at $144,900.
PAT COLLETT 
656-0911
PEMBERTON HOLMES (SIDNEY^ Ltd.,
McCOWAN/TATE
“DON’T LIST YOUR HOME WITHOUT US”
V.- 7^.
INCCMPARABLE ESTATE
Hilltop California ranchor. Now, CEDAR. CHEERFUL HEARTH, 
FORMAL dining room, walk-in closots, gourmet kitchen, 3 BR/2 
baths, thermal glass, bay windows. PLUS * 2-car garage
* Mountain views * Woodburner “ Dock * Shako roof * Skylights 
‘ Walk-out basement * Eloctronic door opener * Near recreation
* Easy-care landscaping * Quiet street * Electric Heat * Greenhouse 
window * Paddle fans * Great family area. ONE OF THE BEST 
QUALITY MID SIZE RANCHERS IN DEAN PARK TODAY, posses­















AVAILAULtii NOV, lOT. ftoni ItttilUdoti 
jMl uiillilftf) plu« o’llJo. iVlxJnn,, lowor 
f.uiUi in liorifjo In Conirnl VWt),
cmS'lna, WW, No pu(;i, CtiilUfob ovor 
ipybi OK mionn nftor fl
p.in, , 40/41
PHOFE9SIONAL COUPLE loeklno to 
rtmldoncti on tho SrAH,‘ronl a P btliin, 
nldt Portlnfiuln, Must havo wt'tod h«ur, 
M/r>, no pni'i no dillfiron ntifororiaja, 
Call 47II-1564 to loava rnoflimoo, 40/11
AVAIL. IliT OCT. rurnnilK^d,
'T.V., lauiHlry (lon<», N'Jt, r4,/D, min 
walk Irom Sktnfly, Hoorn nrirr bonrt)
roun noRM. iiouac wiiii ivr’, cioan
m (kxioon $/60/ttiontli. blib 3644.
4('l/41
jUiORM. OASEMTNT u.m. OKiifiold
RCTIRr-D COUPLE PBOM Olliiwo
wl«b to ronUlook iiltnr jj-a bedroom 
tKimo In fVldnny m-t>» lr<>m .lanimi'y to 
onit f>( March, For ralflrorioa« cttll 
I Hthnr Doot7(>l. PAO-oaOD or Fiith®c 
McNamara anu. 11571. to cofttart 
Oi(rtw,f» poittona, rjlohHw calf obllftct
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Courfing an environmental disaster
VICTORIA — The B.C. 
Wildlife Federation is usually 
not known for its militancy, but 
right now the organization is 
preparing for an all-out war with 
the provincial government.
What has the federation up in 
arms is a proposal by private 
interests to establish an elk game 
farm on Vancouver Island and 
indications that the government 
may approve the request.
The federation fears that farm­
ing elk will at best diminish the 
species, but at worst could wipe 
out the province’s entire stock of 
wild elk.
So far, the government is play­
ing down the issue. Agriculture 
Minister John Savage told me he 
had “talked to some people 
about it,” but had not yet seen 
any definite plans. He would not 
say who made the application to 
harvest elk on a commercial 
basis.
“You need a plan. Until I sec 
the actual documents of a plan, I 
won’t do anything,” Savage 
said.
But Charlie Cornfield, execu­
tive director of the B.C. Wildlife 
Federation, says a detailed pro­
posal to establish an elk game 
farm on Vancouver Island has 
already been submitted to Sav­
age’s ministry.
Imm ■ : ^ AT THE LEGISLATURE 
HUBERT BEYER
Cornfield also says that Terry 
Huberts, the so-called minister 
of state for Vancouver Island 
and the North Coast, has given 
the plan his blessing. Unfortun­
ately, Huberts has been avoiding 
the media like the plague lately 
and couldn’t be reached for com­
ment.
Now, if you’re familiar with 
your game farming legislation, 
you may say that elk farming is 
against the law in this province. 
So it is.
According to existing legisla­
tion, no indigenous species may 
be commercially harvested. Only 
three types of animals can be 
found on game farms — bison, 
fallow deer and reindeer. None 
of these are indigenous to British 
Columbia.
To get around this obstacle, 
the applicants propose to import 
elk breeding stock from Oregon. 
After all, if they’re from Oregon, 
they’re not indigenous.
But even that would not be 
allowed under current legisla­
tion. It would require approval 
by cabinet. And so far, according 
to Savage, cabinet has not yet 
been asked to give its approval. 







4 PRIVATE OFFICES 
» Very Reasonable Rent 








says il has no intention of wail­
ing quietly for cabinet to deal 
with the matter. It is gearing up 
to raise hell now.
“We’ve been sitting on the 
government’s game farming 
advisory committee. We’ve been 
very rational and co-operative, 
but this plan scares the hell out 
of us,” says Cornfield.
And well it should, consider­
ing the environmental disaster 
the government would court by 
allowing the harvesting of elk on 
a commercial basis, even elk 
from Oregon.
The danger is that commer­
cially bred animals arc far more 
susceptible to disease than their 
wild cousins. If any diseased 
animal finds its way out of the 
game farm compound and 
breeds with a wild animal, 
there’s a potential for complete 
destruction of the wild stock.
Perhaps Huberts, a veterinar­
ian by profession, could counter 
that argument, but like 1 said, he 
doesn’t talk to the media these 
days.
Proponents of game farming 
say tliat the animals arc securely 
corralled and will not break out 
to breed with their wild cousins, 
but Cornfield shoots down diat 
argument.
“We have had reports of sal­
mon from Atlantic fish farms 
showing up here al the west 
coast. The game farm bison in 
the north arc running around 
loose, grazing on Crown land. So 
much for containment,” he says.
The government has never left 
any doubt where it stands on the 
overall question of game farm­
ing. Don Rugg, director of the 
agriculture ministry’s marketing 
branch, says “from an agricul­
tural standpoint, the minister has 
always said he would like to sec 
game farming as extensive as 
possible.”
The latest shufllc in cabinet 
responsibilities reinforces Sav­
age’s dedication to the commer­
cial exploitation of wildlife. The 
responsibility for licensing game 
farms was recently transferred 
from the environment ministry 
to the agriculture ministry. The 
legislation is soon to follow.
Cornfield says the stakes arc 
high in tliis issue. The commer­
cial value of one elk, he says, is 
anywhere from $4,000 to 
$12,000. Most of the value, he 
adds, is in the antlers.
“And even if there were no 
danger of disease, once there’s a 
commercial value of that magni­
tude, we won’t be able to keep 
poachers out of our wild stock.”
It seems we are blessed with 
an administration that knows the 
price of everything, but the value 
of nothing.
TWO RESPONSIBLE SISTERS would 
like to move closer to place of employ­
ment in Central Saanich. Need 2 bdrm. 
townhouse, apartment, or small house 
in Royal Oak, Central Saanich or Bren­
twood area. $600 max. Please call 
Joan or Joe at business 652-6455 or 
652-3212. 40/40
WAiTfED
FAMILY OF 3 requires 2 bdrm. cottage 
or duplex in Saanich peninsula area. 
Max $550. 652-4245. 40/41
WANTED TO RENT from Jan. 15- 
Mar. 15/89 central location in Sidney, 
furnished accom. by senior couple N/S. 
No objection to sharing with your gentle 
pet. Approx. $450-500 a month. Please 
call or write J. Hodgson, RR# 5 Thun­
der Bay, Ont. Tel. 1-807-939-1482.
37/40
BOWLING FOR TOTS is new to Miracle Lanes now that 
portable rubber bumpers can be installed in the gutters. 
“We installed them so younger players’ balls don’t go 
down and their bound to get something on their turn,” 
said owner Betty Wilson. Demonstrating her technique 
is two and a half year old Jessica Bailey, an experienced 
lawn bowler.
WANTED TO RENT: 3 bdrm. house on 
Saanich Peninsula. Nov. 1st. 656- 
7345. 40/40
WILL HOUSE SIT. Reliable, mature 
couple with references. Reply to The 








CenU'al Saanich ix)licc report a 
home in the 8000-block Galbraith 
Close was entered through an 
open basement window during the 
daytime Sept. 21.
A car stereo valued at $800 was 
stolen and police arc continuing to 
investigate. Suspects were noted 
in the area.
Chamber link kept
North Saanich will continue to 
send a council representative to 
the Saanich Peninsula Chamber of 
Gommercc, council members 
agreed Get. 3.
The council was asked by tlie 
chamber to continue sending a 









QUALITY HOME BUILDER looking for 
lois or sub-dividable property. Bren­
twood or Saanichion area, suitable for 
retirement homos. 655-4777 or 655- 
1355 after 5 p.m, 40/42
COURIER DRIVER NEEDED immedi­
ately. We supply vehicle. Clear driving 
record needed, Suitable for male or 
female, of any age. Call 655-1918 after 
5 p.m., leave message, 40/40
Mayor Linda Michaluk sug­
gested the Chamber be told the 
representative would attend 
Chamber meetings until the inau­
gural meeting of the new council 
in December, but the present 
council cannot commit the new 
council to sending a reprcscnia- 
livc.
Aid. Bill Gordon, who acts as 
North Saanich’s chamber liaison, 
said both Nortli and Central Saa­
nich send representatives but Sid­
ney docs not. He favored repre­
sentation by all three communi- 
lics.
WANTED TO RENT: young couple 
require small homo, rural/out of tho 
way, poncoful area. By November. 
1 043-1629. 40/40
LOST: gold S< amethyst stickpin 
botwoen Clovordnio Paint, Shoppers & 
Thrifty's on Sept. 29lh, p.m. Sentimen­
tal value, reward. 656-4906. 40/40
If it’s Sports 
Call the Review
Ron Kubek Deborah Gray
REALESTATE 
FOR SALE






CASTLE PROPERTIES (1982) L TD. 
113^9764 FIFTH STREET 
SIDNEY, B. C. V8L 2X2




•‘SOME TIMES YOU JUST FEEL IT ’
OCEAN — ISLANDS — SIDNEY LIGN’CS 
$235,000
Walking into this homo, I know I had found somothlng spocial. Your ground lovol bniry lendn 
you into ond oxocutivo alyto homo with 5 bodrooms, 3 bathrooms on two lovols. l ovoly 
colour tones throughout tho homo with vortical blinds, live appliances, Nulono storoo 
Intorcom, Oaborno wood stovo, nnd moro, Excoliont quality throughout In ovary room, Just, 
look nnd cornparo, but don’t rJolny, Bntortain on tho uppor or lower dock and enpturo iho 
viowG, sun and (rosh countiy air. Radiant and wood boat add to this cupor inGUIntod homo to 
koop coots ns low as $45,00/month In wlntor. CnII today lor your nppt, lo view thir. marvolous 
now listing,
IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT 
Duo to oxtromoly busy salos volurno wo roqulro your homo for our 
listing Inventory. Wo may have a purchasor for your homo on our 
oxclusivG 'Purchasors Priority List'. Got action nnd good sorvico 





Froolliifl on two Rtmnta clotto lo l3o.ich 
WBotifts In nnbort Rny, on« hWo * two 
bcidroom, aide -Ihroii bodrooin, 
Lnrno kltr.hon with onllng wroa and 
loin of cupbonrdu. Oood condition 
tbrciugbout wllh oxtrn dtivolopmont 
nolontliil downnliiliB, For morn Info 
plortBO phono fiflhi now.
JOE STARKE 






tincK t-n-' in nving room in 
f|[i nwlral Ijln'tdfl.
/ttswWiliin'LiiWphitt/iitai nIulwiMfvo
Dolrohlhii Hrlok/f.ldlno 3 tTR, 
RANCHER, Otlck FiP I li l o I
nil I* .............. .
thril
I u ttsinJ?) 111 g kajtiff |> t (111, 
crlorlor, CIcuvi) to nil Jimrinlllotr.
, EkcIuhIvo wllh
MAIlGUEniTE GIST 
470-4010 or 6DG-0747 
1% REALTY SERVICE
BETTER ACT FAST 
On the
3 Bedroom Townhouse
Why? • brrenuBO Ihoy don't last tong 
In this vnry popular Saanichton com- 
plox closo lo shoppinci contor and tnirr 
rouloD. And parllcularly thin one, It's 
and ond unit wllh 3 bodrootrw and 1 
1/2 baths. Your nolghbours will bo a 
plansont mix ol young famlllon and 
rtillrada in a trappy, cony nimonphnrn 
and YES poln nro nllowndl $07,000. 
O.A.S.R




3 Bodroom Wostcoant Coptomporary homo located in tho splendid Ardmore area on ./u 
aero, Tills magnificnnl 1970 built homo has sopnralo dining room, family room with wood
stovo and country stylo kitchon with .an amazing nmount of cuptonrd spneo and eatinn aroa
I ISWood panelled den is nice for those looking to oomo work at honte. Upstairs you will lind 3 
.spacious bodrooms Including 4 piece ensuite with sunken oval tub and large fiopataiu 
snowar. Doubio garage and separato 22 X 24 Ixjllding outside has lots of room lor cars and a
v/orKl:-liop aroa. Vondeta have putchaoed and have authorked mn to •'nil at thn'unhn|i.-'V'"ihi,-.






Juttt compiritiid 2 iKlrni. HanctMir with 
family raum. 4 placn «>n«ult<t,,3 nky< 
Hohln, H I, vacuum iiystmn, air i*x-
"iiful nui.-h mni'rr Thi/i






Juwt llutud, '1 limifocim htnma plun 
antra lot In oxcalliuil ama, Ponnlbly a: 








Tltlfi lop quality 3 bodroom ranchar 
will I:m» rnudy lor nccupnncy Augunf 
31. Fxlrn laia« kllcharr with load* of 
cablnntn. 4 ploc* onaulta, tloublo 
qarnoo, built-in vac roughod-ln, air 
oxchangor nnd much mora, Cadar 





2104B KEATING X ROAD CENTRAL SAANICH 
IN THE SEABOARD PLAZA 652-5171 (24 hrs.)
An eltornale Real Estate Markoilng system. 
The *Hamenwiier Assl^ed Sales PInn*
lor ,i v.iiu.ill jUmi iii.MiHi (i.iy ini with tho 1’■'/(,»
Roalty Sorvmo'T Homoov/rmr AneiBtod Sales Plan, Our liconsed 
ttoaitora do tho rtiHl Once your firnjnt! hns nolr) you pny only 1% 
co/iimi.'.'.slon, Cind out moro, plwrio ,r.ny of out iictinsod Rmiltom at;
65B-074T (24 hrs.)
^ I
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Look up, way up — sky gazers
offered rare view of Mars
If you’ve ever gazed up in the 
sky and wished you could have a 
better look at the planets, this 
week the Dominion Astrophysical 
Observatory is providing the 
opportunity you’ve been wailing 
for.
By GLENN WERKMAN 
Review Staff Writer
It’s Mars Week from Oct. 3 lo 
7. Special viewings of Earth’s
most similar planet are scheduled 
for 8:30 until 10 p.m. each of 
those evenings, weather permit­
ting. Viewings will also be held 
each Saturday until the end of 
October.
“If you’ve never seen Mars 
before this is an ideal opportu­
nity,’’ said co-ordinator Roger 
Frampion.
Mars is in its best viewing 
position from the Greater Vicioria 
area since 1956. Astronomer Chris
Aikman said Mars is usually about 
108 million kilometres away.
This week it is about 56 million 
km away, Aikman said. Mars and 
Eartli rotate around the sun in the 
same direction but Earth moves 
faster because it on the inside 
track.
This year, for the first time in 17 
years, Mars is closest to Earth on 
the right side of the sun in good 
relation for viewing for Peninsula 
residents.
“For our latitude it is the best 
observation time,’’ Aikman said. 
“But we can’t see a tremendous 
amount of detail.’’
Mountains and volcanoes 
astronomers know exist from pic­
tures sent back to earth from the 
Viking I and Viking II expeditions 
will not be visible with the tele­
scope. The first launch was made 
in 1978 and the last transmission 
of photos was received in 1982.
However, weather patterns and
climatic changes like giant storms 
or small dust storms will be visi­
ble through the 41-centimetre tele­
scope, 60 inches in diameter, the 
observatory plans to use.
“There is lots of evidence that 
at one lime there were rivers on 
Mars but the water seems to be 
locked into polar caps now,’’ Aik­
man said. “Mars seems to be in an 
ice age.’’
The warmest temperature jxjssi- 
blc at Uic cxjuaior of Mars would
be similar to the current tempera­
ture on the Saanich Peninsula, he 
said.
Mars follows tlie same pattern 
as the sun, except in the night sky. 
It rises in the cast at sunset, is 
highest in die south at 12 midnight 
and sets at sunrise.
“A few weeks ago you could 
sec changes on the south polar 
cap,’’ Aikman said. Mars has two 
small potato-shaped moons that 




A 10-year-old boy from Bren­
twood Bay was hit by a car while 
crossing West Saanich Road at 
Wallace Drive on a bicycle, about 
4:30 p.m. Oct. 1.
A 50-year-old Sidney woman 
northbound on West Saanich 
Road was travelling slowly at the 
time and could not stop. The boy 
was apparently leaving the Trafal­
gar Square shopping centre with a 
video cassette tape in one hand.
Tire boy was taken to Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital with injuries 
that police report were not severe.
INJURY ACCIDENT
A 22-ycar-old Bowser, B.C. 
man was slightly injured during as 
two vehicle accident on the Pal 
Bay Highway al Keating Cross­
road about 10:20 a.m. Sept. 20.
The man was southbound on the 
highway in a 1978 Toyota when 
he was struck from behind by a 
1980 Dalsun driven southbound 
by a 19-ycar-old Saanichion resi­
dent.
Police report the Toyota 
received about $700 damage 
while the Dalsun was not dam­
aged. The injured man apparently 
received a whiplash injury.
The mi>si Cuniplrtc and
hiflltly bitiavailablr hcthal f itmc(\ an the market today.
Provides 9 top selling 
combinations used to 
treat the most 
common ailments,
A REAL FOODS STORE
7060 W. SAANICH Ra 652-1211
SOCCER ACTION Sunday at Iroquois Park in Sidney featured the Lower Island Division 
4 Seasiders, sponsored by the Blue Peter Pub, against the Orcas from Victoria. The 
Seasiders lost the match 2-1.
Elimination of low bidder Mar­
vel Construction Ltd. from final 
tendering on the Sidney firehall 
will cost tlie municipality an addi­
tional $75,000, claims company 
owner Joe Raposo.
But architect Brian Bartlc of 
Wagg and Harnblcton said Marvel 
and one other comjiany were not 
inviterl to rc-tender on tlie project 
because of poor references from 
other construction projects.
When the lenders for the firehall 
were originally opened early in 
September, Marvel had submitted 
the lowest bid at $925,OCX). All 
five bids were rejected as they 
exceeded the $850,000 budget for 
the firehall.
The project was redrafted to 
reduce costs and the architect 
recommended three of the compa­
nies, Wheaton Construction, 
Prime Clonstruction and Evan 
Construction, be invited to rc-
lendcr.
Bartlc said he has not dealt with 
Marvel and based his recommen­
dation only on references from 
previous constriielion work by the 
tendering companies. Assessing 
such references and providing 
recommendations to clients is part 
of the architect’s responsibility, 
Bartlc said.
Among the Marvel projects 
checked was llic Wain Road Fire­
ball in North Saanich,
North Saanich Aid. Bill Taylor, 
chairman of the fire cominittcc, 
said Marvel was the low bidder on 
tliat firehall project.
When consiilcring the bids, 
North Saanich council was told by 
the consultant that Marvel Con- 
siriiciion would require additional 
supervision if the construction 
company received the contract.
North Saanich council decided 
to accept the Marvel bid and to
allocate money for additional 
supervision of tlie project, Taylor 
explained.
“It would appear now that the 
payment for the exu'a supervision 
was well worth it,’’ Taylor .said.
The re-lcndcrcd bids on the 
Sidney firehall were opened Sept. 
30. Prime Construction bid 
$8l4,7(X); Wheaton bid $818,741 
and Evan bid $867,000.
Had Marvel Construction bid, 
Raiioso estimates his cost would 
have been $739,000. a $75,000
saving over the Prime Construc­
tion bid.
He has consulted a lawyer about 
the tendering process.
Meanwhile, Sidney council’s 
comm iltce-of-thc-whole approved 
the new low tenderer al its Mon­
day meeting.
On tlie architect’s recommenda­
tion, the committee decided to 
favor Prime Construction’s low 
bid of $814,700.
Council must ratify the decision 
at Monday’s regular meeting.
SAANICH & TNE ISLANDS
ANNOUNCE A 
NOMINATING MEETING
TO CHOOSE A CANDIDATE 
TO CONTEST THE FEDERAL ELECTION
MEETING TO BE HELD 
TUESDAY, OCT. 11th 6:00 RM. 
AT PARKLAND SCHOOL 
10640 MacDonald Rd. 
Sidney, B.C.
Only members In good standing are eligible to vote. 
Everyone welcome.





n your nur.lnoRB Phono Nurnbrrr In now or hnn hnon roconlly nhnno- 
cict, plonso r.ftll uu nnd wo'll run il (rno ol clwiron for n porlod of Ihroo 
rnonUm, Thin tiorvico llmllod fo Iho novlow'ti Trndino (iron.
Company Name Phone Number
Too much traffic and not 
enough water pressure in Dctin 
Park Estates were both discussed 
at the Monday North .Saanich 
council meeting,
Connell received a jH'tiiion fiom 
Dean Park residents asking for 
installation of “drive slowly— 
children playing’’ sign;* on Baneil 
Diivti.
Residents rctwiied a nnmber of 
cliildrcn In the area and noted the 
busy road h.as a niimlv'r of blind 
S|Kiis.
However municipal engineer 
Igor Zabynac/ warned ronneit 
such signs have little effect as 
ixjlice can only enforce ibe maxi­
mum sfved limit already {KXsied in 
tlie area.
Ak). Bill Ciordon .suggested a.sk - 
ing police to increase traffic
■'nf.'jrCi''ir:enf ir th'"* "'tin
Don Cavcrlcy (idv(x;ate<l meeting 
with rc,sidcnt.s to dhscuss Itandling 
of traffic problems.
Both motions were airproved.
Council also discussed the 
lower water pressure in the subdi­
vision with Aid. Gordon and Cdv- 
crlcy both urging research to 
determine whcilter Nurtb .Saanich, 
the v.'!iier cnininission or the 
rcgiimal dislriei is responsible for 
correcting the piolrlcm,.
(‘11) Aflgronnlvo Uphololory & Awning...665-3312 
(4fl) Colouring Crow
Chlldron’R Woor Ud,.................. ....GSS-SSilO
(47) Doggr-D Pointing Porloctlonlnle....6r)G-9C7C
(40) Fore & Alf .........................,.652-271)0
(4G) H.P. Tractor ft EquIpmonI............. ..652-5207
(47) Hunklo Tree Sorvico Ud........ ...... ..662-3600
(47) S.D.E. Gmdo-Alde Tutoring Agiincy....... 052-0ri1.S
(42) Sidnoy Two lor One Plzw...,,..... .....656-2222
(51) Swool Tooth Icocronm ft Candy Qhop„„„.f>52-2033
(40) Trillium Sign DoBlgn......... ............656*17M
(46) Vllcway Foods.......................  C5S-4321
































Huo lovo GLENN FREY
Ono good woman PETER CETERA
Kokoma BEACH BOYS
Loving arms L TAYLOR & L KUNKEL
Whon you put your heart In It KENNY ROGERS
Don’t worry bo happy BOBBY McFERRIN
Whon sho dancod DAVID FOSTER & MARILYff MARTIN
Don't you know what tho night con do STEVE WINWOOD
Porloct world HUEY LEWIS & THE NEWS
Working Man RITA MACNEIL
Tho rumour OLIVIA NEWTON-JOHN
Ono momont In timo WHITNEY HOUSTON
Nothing can como botwoen us SADE
I will luko you forever C CROSS & F RUFFELLE
I'll always lovo you TAYLOR DAYNE
It would tako a strong man RICK ASTLEY
A word In Spanish ELTON JOHN
Anno Toto
Whon 1 fall In lovo NATALIE COLE
Droam out loud SCARLETT & BLACK
Walk away MICHAEL BOLTON
Look out any window BRUCE HORNSBY
Flying on your own ANNE MURRAY
Mkmod opportunity HALL ft OATES
Cool running B07. SCAGGS
I don'I wanna go or* with you ELTON JOHN
Socond tImo around KIM B02
1 don’t wont to bo a horo JOHNNY HATES JAZZ
Botlof bo homo aoon CROWDED HOUSE
Lovo will aavo 1hr> day WHITNEY HOUSTON
WADDLING DOC, :f 'j.
A HERITAGE HOTEL
FOR BREAKFAST, LUNCH, DINNER 
OR JUST RBLAXA TION
Available at:
John
additional radar trap.s, and Aid.
hold over by popular domnnd to Oct, IS. doln u» ol the "Dog" In 
. ' V" our pub Thura., Fri. and Sat. ond enjoy hl8 apeclal brand of 
SINQ-A-LONG nnd’Ribald’HUMORS!
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Several fishing areas in the 
Saanich Peninsula region have 
been varied in regards to harvest­
ing by Fisheries and Oceans Can­
ada.
GREEN SEA URCHINS 
Effective Oct. 1 the closed time 
for commercial fishing for green 
sea urchins set out in schedule 
four of the Pacific Shellfish Regu­
lations is varied to permit such 
fishing in all sub-areas of Man­
agement Areas 19 and 20, a Fish­
eries notice said.
The notice opens all of Statisti­
cal Areas 19 and 20 to commercial 
harvest of green sea urchins by 
means of diving from Oct. 1.
RED SEA URCHINS 
Effective Oct. 16 the closed 
time for commercial fishing for 
red sea urchins set out in schedule 
four of the Pacific Shellfish Regu­
lations is varied to permit such 
fishing in all sub-areas of manage­
ment area 20 as described in the 
regulations, a Fisheries public 
notice said.
The notice opens all of statisti-
r -.fv'::;-'-'
cal area 20 lo the commercial 
harvest of red sea urchins by 
means of diving from Oct. 16 until 
the quota of 75,000 lb. has been 
attained.
SHELLFISH HARVESTERS 
Effective immediately and until 
further notice, commercial, recre­
ational and Indian food fish har­
vesting of all bivalve molluscs by
any method is prohibited in sub- 
area 18-3 as described in the 
Pacific Fishery Management Area 
regulations, a Fisheries public 
notice said.
The notice closes the area which 
includes Ganges Harbour, Long 
Harbour and Captains Passage to 
the harvesting of all clams and 
other molluscs. This action was 
taken as a result of increased red 
tide levels in the area.
2436 BEACON AVE.. SIBhcl, E.C. VOL 1X6 656-2345
Piickell’s
Noble House
Classes for Children 
Women, Men
Starting our 













A video on the district’s French 
programs, assessing the differ­
ences, is to be made available to 
district professional staff and to 
parents, trustees agreed Sept. 26.
.*'*■*.
Emphasis on math and science 
will be the goal of special activi­
ties to be held in school district 63 
over die coming year.
Some of the activities planned 
are after school workshops, col­
lection and creation of support 
materials, guest speakers, a sci­
ence library, a math newsletter 
and special scicncc-oricntcd 
events for students.
Trustees received a report on 
math-sciences emphasis at the 
Sept. 26 meeting.
* * *
A leadership retreat to Camp 
Thunderbird in Sooke for 40 
selected Grade 9 to 12 students at 
Parkland Secondary was approved 
by trustees Sept. 26.
The retreat will be held from 
Oct. 28 to 30.
GOUGMh’r
CllAMUAGNl': r..D.i:AKl’Ao
AiidJiiy, CXilolxir 9 19^B 








Opinion nrticle.s on 
i.s.siic.s of concern Ur 
o u r r e n li c i s a i c 
vvelconicci by Tlie 
Kevievv, Opinion ijici c,'. 
.shunlcl be niai kcil Ojx 
nion atid nnisi he !.i)!,n 
ed, contain Ibe wriier’.s 
tl tl d I e ;> and a 
tele phone nninluT 
where the writer can be
reached. Opinion
picce.s Khoukl not ex­
ceed HfX) wortls in 
len}]lb and nuiy I'l' 
edited lor claiily, 
leenlifv or taste.
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